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Chapter$1: Introduction$&Computing& is& a& term& referring& to& goalXoriented& activities& that& revolve& around&algorithmic& processes& (JTFCC,& 2005).& Ever& since& the& middle& of& last& century,& the&scientific&computing&domain&has&evolved&more&rapidly&than&any&other&technology.& It&began& with& highly& simplistic& computing& devices,& quickly& moving& to& more& complex&devices,&and,&for&the&better&part&of&last&half&of&the&20th&century,&evolving&into&very&large&clusters& of& interconnected& computing& devices& working& towards& the& same& preXset&computational&goals,&almost&identical&to&utility&computing&(Carroll&et&al.,&2012).&&“Cloud& Computing”& is& a& higherXlevel& term& used& to& describe& distributed& computing,&which& involves& data& flows& across& realXtime,& highXspeed& networks.& This& enables& the&possibility&of& running& intensely& computational& applications& across&multiple&physical&devices& in&parallel.&This& term,&when&used&by& laypeople,&generally&refers& to&generally&available& online& services.& These& services,& although& appearing& to& be& supported& by&physical&hardware,&are&in&fact&running&on&virtualised&hardware&simulated&by&software&operating&on&real&machines.&One&of&the&main&advantages&of&this&approach&is&the&ability&to&scale,&up&or&down,& these&virtual& infrastructures&on& the& fly&without&any&noticeable&service&disruptions,&similar&to&a&cloud&(CORDIS,&2013).&&Cloud& Computing& is& also& viewed& as& the& sum& of& multiple& technology& iterations& and&paradigms.& Its& scope& is& to& provide& benefits& from& all& involved& technologies& without&requiring&their&complete&understanding.&It&aims&to&reduce&costs&and&shift&user&focus&to&the&business&side&rather&than&keeping&it&on&potential&IT&barriers&(Hamdaqa,&2012).&&A& central& part& of& Cloud& Computing& is& virtualisation,& that& is,& the& deployment& of&software& versions& of& hardware& implementations,& such& as& Storage& drives,& CPU& and&RAM& modules,& network& devices& etc.& This& enables& physical& infrastructure&generalisation,& transforming& it& from& the& most& immutable& component& to& a& highly&mutable,&manageable&collection&of&computing&resources.&As&such,& IT&operation&costs&are& being& reduced& through& improved& implementation,& speed& and& maximised&infrastructure&utilisation.&In&addition,&by&employing&autonomic&computing&processes,&clients& are& able& to& provide& computing& resources& onXdemand.& Furthermore& these&automations& minimise& user& involvement,& which& in& turn& improves& the& speed& of&operations&whilst&reducing&human&errors&(Hamdaqa,&2012).&
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By& employing& notions& from& ServiceXOriented& Architecture& (SOA),& Cloud& Computing&helps& business& clients& avoid& and& overcome& daily& problems& through& computing&solutions.& Through& the& services& it& provides& that& make& use& of& triedXandXtested& SOA&standards&and&best&practices,&Cloud&Computing&enables& easy,& global& access& to& cloud&services&in&a&homogenised&manner&(Hamdaqa,&2012).&&Cloud&Computing&shares&concepts&with&‘utility&computing’&which&allows&for&cloud&payXperXuse&models&and&services& to&employ&metrics,& so&making& them&an& integral&part&of&various& autonomic& computing& processes.& This& allows& for& highly& scalable& and& faultXtolerant& cloud& services.& Cloud& Computing& is& also& similar& to& ‘grid& computing’,& but&throughout& its& technological& lifetime& has& managed& to& address& potential& quality& of&service&(QoS)&and&reliability&issues.&Cloud&Computing&also&provides&a&large&set&of&tools&that&enable&development&of&data&and/or&computer&intensive&parallel&applications&at&a&greatly& reduced& cost& compared& to& traditional& parallel& computing& approaches&(Hamdaqa,&2012).&&Due&to&the&relatively& infant&nature&of&Cloud&Computing,&currently&standards&are&still&yet& to& be& definitive.& Consequently& several& cloud& platforms& and& services& employ&proprietary& standards,& tools,& and&protocols& developed& inXhouse& and& fit& for& purpose.&This&impacts&heavily&on&the&application&migrations&between&cloud&platforms&making&the&process&complicated&and&expensive&(McKendrick,&2011).&These&discrepancies&are&generally&referred&to&as&vendor&lockXins,&which&can&be&of&three&types:&platform,&data,&and& tools& (Hinkle,& 2010).& Each& of& these& lockXin& types& provides& different& challenges,&ranging& from& technical& (platform& lockXin)& to& data& ownership& (data& lockXin)& to&management&tools&(tool&lockXin)&issues.&&A&new&Cloud&Computing&type&has&been&defined&in&recent&years&called&‘heterogeneous&Cloud& Computing’.& This& type& of& cloud& environment& hinders& vendor& lockXin,& aligning&itself& with& enterprise& hybrid& cloud& model& based& datacentres& (Staten,& 2012).& The&nonexistence&of&vendor&lockXin&creates&a&choice&of&hypervisors&(virtualized&operating&systems)& for& specific& tasks& by& removing& the& necessity& of& hypervisor& flavour& client&considerations&(Vada,&2012).&Heterogeneous&clouds&are&typically&made&up&of&private,&public,&and&softwareXasXaXservice&clouds,&all& coXexisting&onXsite,&having& the&ability& to&integrate&well&with&traditional,&nonXvirtualised&datacentres.&(Geada&et&al.,&2011)&They&also& are& composed& of& multiple& vendorXsupplied& hypervisors,& servers,& and& storage&(Burns,& 2012).& Cloud& systems& expose& Application& Programmable& Interfaces& (APIs)&
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that& are& quite& often& ill& matched& with& each& other.& This& raises& numerous& technical&compatibility& issues& when& migrating& applications& between& vendors& or& systems.& A&pertinent& solution& would& be& the& adoption& of& common& standards& (Livenson& et& al.,&2011).&&Cloud& Computing& services&were& first&made& available& to& the& general& public& in& 20061&followed& by& proprietary& Cloud& services& as& offered& by& Amazon& EC2,& Google& and&Microsoft&for&example.&The&main&driver&for&this&technology&has&come&from&the&need&to&reduce&operation&costs&and&at&the&same&time&maximise&hardware&resource&utilisation,&which& led& to& years& of& individual& company& efforts& to& further& develop& these& inXhouse&software& tools& and&platforms.&All& of& the&key& companies& in& this& field&have&developed&proprietary&software&to&help&better&manage&the&Cloud&infrastructure.&&As&such,&due&to&the&highly&commercial&nature&of&these&companies,&they&have&not&at&any&point&in&time&fully&shared&their&recent&technological&advances&amongst&themselves&as&well&as&with&the&wider&public,&being&academic&or&otherwise.&Such&technology&designs&have&not&been&fully&made&public&and&are&not&available&in&any&of&the&available&academic&literature& (journal& and& conference& papers,& books).& Whilst& similar& technological&solutions& are& available,& most& are& FieldXProgrammable& Gate& Arrays& (FPGA)& based,&making& them& very& rigid& in& terms& of& adaptability& and& flexibility.& This& has& left& a&significant&gap&in&knowledge,&which&fundamental&research&is&able&to&fill.&&
1.1 Research$Scope$and$Objectives$&The&question&this&research&work&is&attempting&to&answer&is:&&
Can) the) efficiency,) security,) and) robustness) of) Cloud) Computing) be) enhanced) through)




Objective) 3.& Implement& and& test& a& software& application& to& achieve&Objective) 2& for& a&specific&Cloud&scenario&(VMWare&Hypervisors).&
)




Objective) 6.)Test& the&method/software& and& compare& against& other& alternatives,& e.g.&FPGA/hardware&and&other&software&systems.&&The& detail& of& these& objectives& will& now& be& presented& in& terms& of& their& specific&contribution&to&knowledge.&&&
1.2 Research$Objectives$Breakdown$–$Filling$the$Knowledge$Gap$&Objective&1:&
• The& protocols& that& enable& current& network& topologies& to& interface& in& such& a&way&as&to&support&Cloud&functionality&are&well&established.&However&the&effect&of&an&unXanticipated&amount&of&people&trying&to&access&the&same&file/service&is&poorly&understood&(Williams&et.&al.,&2011).&This&effect&will&be&investigated&and&thoroughly&documented.&&Objective&2:&
• Key&causes&of&disruption&will&be&examined&and&a&solution&will&be&designed&and&developed& to& ensure& the& resilient& and&optimal& operation&of& a& cloud&network.&
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The& design&will& be& of& a&modular& in& nature& and,& as& such,& easily& extensible& to&accommodate&any&type&of&Cloud&infrastructure.&&Objective& 3& refers& to& the& management& of& a& Cloud& Computing& network& and& is&comprised&of&three&parts:&
• The&optimised&running&of&a&cloud&will&be&investigated&and&a&new&set&of&metrics&that& can& be& tested& will& be& developed& to& quantify& the& efficiency& (carbon&footprint)&of&an&optimised&cloud&network&compared&to&a&nonXoptimised&cloud&network&and& to& a&nonXcloud& infrastructure& (Anderson,&2010;&Armbrust& et.al.,&2009;&Chou&et&al.,&2011).&
• Management& tools& are& available& to& enable& Cloud& Administrators& to& reXconfigure&hardware&loadings&according&to&service&demands,&but&the&approach&is& largely& byXtrialXandXerror& (Moretti& et.& al.,& 2008;& Tsutomu,& 2010).& This&research& will& test& existing& tools& and& design& and& develop& a& new& set& of& tools&aimed&at&helping&Cloud&Administrators&improve&overall&cloud&energy&efficiency,&while&at&the&same&time&maintain&an&acceptable&level&of&service.&
• Existing&management& technology& designs& are& available,& however&most& are& a&FPGA& based,& making& them& very& rigid& in& terms& of& adaptability& and& flexibility&(Murakami,&2008;&Cirstea,&2003;&Junyoung&et&al.,&2009).&This&research,&through&the&software&it&will&produce,&will&present&a&viable&and&easy&to&use&alternative&to&existing&approaches.&&Objective&4:&
• One&consequence&of&the&adoption&of&Cloud&Computing&in&the&commercial&sector&is&that&companies&do&not&need&to&invest&in&their&own&hardware&infrastructure.&This&has&environmental&consequences&and&their&quantification&is&important&for&developing&strategies& for&a& sustainable&environment& (Chou&et&al.,&2011).&This&research& will& attempt& to& quantify& the& environmental& sustainability& of& Cloud&Computing.&&Objective&5:&
• A&botnet&is&a&group&of&compromised&computers&connected&to&the&Internet.&Each&compromised& computer& is& called& a& bot,& and& could& include& individual& virtual&bots&within&a&virtualised&system.&Whilst&there&are&tools&to&protect&a&Cloud&from&such& malware& attacks,& a& very& poorly& researched& area& is& how& a& successful&hijacking&of&a&Cloud’s&virtual&operating&system&could&be&identified&(Zeidanloo,&
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et.& al.,& 2010;& Chandrashekar,& 2009;& Ke& et.& al.,& 2009;& Murakami,& 2008;&Rutkowska&et&al.,&2008).&This&research&will&develop&a&technique&to&identify&the&successful&hijacking&of&a&Cloud’s&virtual&operating&system.&&Objective&6:&
• In&the&context&of&this&research&a&VMWare&based&cloud&technology&is&being&used&to&test&Objective&3.&This&research&will&use&Objective&3’s&results&to&compare&the&proposed&software&solution&to&other&similar,&but&FPGA&based,&technology&test&results&in&terms&of&reliability,&efficiency&and&flexibility.&&At&this&point,&an&overview&of&the&methodological&steps&undertaken&towards&filling&the&research&gap&will&be&presented.&&




• Optimising&the&Software&&The& Gantt& Chart& in& Appendix& A& presents& further& information& on& the& project&management&of&this&research.&&
1.4 Original$Contributions$to$Knowledge$&This&research&work&has&resulted&in&several&contributions&to&knowledge&in&this&subject&area&and&are&briefly&listed&below.&&
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i. A&novel&method&of&optimising&cloud&networks&in&terms&of&energy&consumption&and& system& operation.& The& novelty& consists& of& the& software’s& ability& to&reconfigure&itself&on&the&fly&based&on&live&network&readings.&&ii. A&novel&method&to&prevent,&detect&and&stop&network&intrusions&and&malicious&behaviour&in&a&cloud&infrastructure.&&iii. A&flexible&software&solution&(as&opposed&to&the&general&approach&of&using&rigid&hardware)& to& a& general& communications/networking& problem.& The& software&solution&will&automatically&acquire&data&about&traffic&and&hardware&loads&of&a&cloud& infrastructure,&analyse& them&and&redistribute& loads& for&efficient&energy&management& and& optimal& data& communication& parameters& (security,& data&transfer&speed,&access&wait&times,&power&consumption).&&
1.5 Overview$of$the$Thesis$&This&document&is&structured&into&nine&chapters;&the&content&and&purpose&of&each&are&briefly&described&as&follows:&&Chapter&1,$ ‘Introduction’&sets&the&research&context&by&providing&a&brief&look&into&the&history&of&Cloud&Computing.&It&identifies&several&key&issues&still&in&need&of&research&as&well&as&present&the&research&questions&that&the&author&has&set&out&to&investigate.&The&benefits&of&creating&an&autonomous&system&capable&of&optimising&a&Cloud&Computing&environment& from&an&energy&consumption&point&of&view&are&briefly&described,&as& is&how& such& a& system& is& capable& of& detecting& unauthorised& access& of& a& Cloud&infrastructure&network.&&Chapter&2& ‘A& review&of& the& stateXof–theXart&of&Cloud&Computing’& then& follows&which&includes& the&relevant& literature&background&that&has&shaped&the&research&questions,&and&the&optimization&implications&for&efficiency&(carbon&footprint),&management&and&security.&&A&detailed&explanation&of&what&a&Cloud&Computing&environment& is&composed&of&and&several& Botnet& monitoring& techniques& are& described& in& Chapter& 3& entitled& ‘Cloud&Principles&of&Operation&and&Botnet&Monitoring&Techniques’.&It&describes&each&typical&
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• the&implementation&process,&including&the&choice&of&programming&language&and&what&specific&features&were&utilised.&&The&AMDS&deployment&strategy&is&described&in&Chapter&6;&‘Cloud&Computing&Test&Bed&–& Software& Deployment& on& Hardware’,& and& also& describes& the& detail& as& to& how& the&AMDS&was& installed&on& a&Virtual&Machine& and&what& steps&have&been&undertaken& to&achieve&interconnectivity&between&the&Virtual&Network&interfaces&and&the&underlying&physical&hardware.&It&also&focuses&on&how&data&results&from&the&experimental&work&is&generated&and&presented&in&the&form&of&logs&over&a&period&of&several&months,&and&also&presents&some&analyses&of&these&results.&&Chapter&7&‘AMDS&System&Enhancement&–&Botnets’&utilises&the&Chapter&6&results&in&the&context&of&Network&Hijacking.& It&presents,& in&depth,&a&novel&prevention&strategy&that&could&be&implemented&as&a&module&of&the&AMDS.&&The&test&results&from&the&AMDS&and&other&FPGA&based&solutions&are&compared&sideXbyXside& in& Chapter& 8& ‘AMDS& in& Comparison& with& Alternative& Solutions’.& The&comparisons& take& into& account& how& each& solution& performs& in& terms& of& security,&reliability,&data&transfer&speed,&access&times&and&power&consumption&efficiency.&
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Chapter$2: A$ Review$ of$ State5of5the5Art$ in$ Cloud$
Computing$&An& overview&of& the&main& themes& and& issues& emerging& from& reviewing& the& research&literature&related&to&Cloud&Computing&will&now&be&presented,&highlighting&those&key&issues& that&helped&define& this& research& field.&The&history&and&definitions&comprising&Cloud&Computing&will&also&be&addressed.&&
2.1 Initial$Background$Considerations$&The&first&theme&considered&relates&to&the&efficiency&quantification&(carbon&footprint)&of&an&optimised&cloud&network&compared&to&a&nonXoptimised&cloud&network&and&to&a&nonXcloud&infrastructure.&&In& their&work&on&the& future&of&Cloud&Computing,&Anderson&et&al.& (2010)&present& the&views&of&several&academics&and&researchers&with&respect&to&the&efficiency&of&running&applications& in& a& Cloud& environment& compared& to& traditional,& localised& applications&running& on& a& desktop& computer.& They& argue& that& running& applications& in& the&Cloud&improves& overall& operational& efficiency& of& an& application& due& to& it& not& requiring&dedicated&hardware,&which&most&of& the& time& translates& into&wasted&resources& if& the&hardware& is& not& running& at& full& capacity.& This& also& implies& a& higher& than& needed&carbon&footprint&and&higher&costs&due&to&the&suboptimal&configuration.&Armbrust&et&al.&(2009)&also&discusses&the&operational&efficiency&of&cloud&applications&compared&to& traditional&approaches.& It& is&argued&that&cloud&environments&provide&a&much&higher&operational&efficiency&through&optimally&configured&hardware&resources,&and,&as&such,&they&render&much&lower&operating&costs&and&reduced&carbon&footprint.&Chou&et&al.&(2011)&argues&that&efficient&computing&is&an&area&of&development&for&Green&Computing& –& an& energy& and& efficiency& focused& approach& to&Cloud&Computing.& From&there,&Sustainable&Computing&emerged&as&a&new&development&focused&area&of&Cloud&Computing.& In& any& case,& they& both& focus& on& reduced& carbon& footprint& through&improved&efficiency&through&hardware&and&software&design.&&Another&aspect&investigated&refers&to&the&effect&of&an&unanticipated&number&of&people&trying& to& access& the& same& file/service.& This&work&will& present& the& results& of& several&hardware&overload&experiments&and&their&implications.&Williams&et&al.&(2011)&discusses&the&effects&such&an&event&would&have&in&a&datacentre&
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environment.&It&defines&an&overload&as&being&caused&by&a&Virtual&Machine&(VM)&having&access&to&less&memory&(RAM)&than&needed,&usually&due&to&hosting&a&service&accessed&by&more&people&than&initially&anticipated.&The&solution&presented&is&a&softwareXbased&approach&to&VM&Management&capable&of&mitigating&such&overload&events&onXdemand.&A& tool& designed& to& manage& multiple& VM& clusters& (queues)& is& presented& by& Bagci&(2014).&It&employs&two&algorithms&managing&the&addition&and&removal&of&VMs&to&and&from&the&clusters,&as&well&as&client&request&redirection&to&the&least&utilised&cluster.&&This&work&will& also& look& into&what&management& tools& are&available& to&enable&Cloud&Administrators&to&reXconfigure&hardware&loadings&according&to&service&demands.&One&such&tool&is&proposed&by&Moretti&et&al.&(2008),&a&userXfriendly&abstraction&engine/tool,&“AllXPairs”,& to& be& used& in& dataXintensive& tasks.& This& would& allow& users& to& specify& a&“highXlevel&structure&of&the&workload”&(Moretti&et&al.,&2008,&Fig.&2&Caption),&while&the&abstraction& engine& takes& care& of& partitioning& and& dispatching& resources& towards&completing&the&task.&Another&similar&tool,&but&more&comprehensive&as&it&is&designed&to&act&as&a&sole&entity&on&a&cloud&infrastructure,&is&presented&by&Feller&et&al.&(2014).&This&tool,&called&Snooze,&builds& on& the& strengths& of& existing& open& source& cloud& management& solutions& to&deliver& a&highly& scalable& and& flexible& complete& set&of& tools& for&managing& large& scale&Infrastructure&as&a&Service&(IaaS)&infrastructures.&&The&consequences&and&effects&of&the&adoption&of&Cloud&Computing&in&the&commercial&sector&are&also&addressed.&Chou&et&al.&(2011)&looks&at&trends&and&characteristics&and&makes& a& case& for& companies& adopting& a& sustainable& Cloud& Computing,& presenting&increased&automation,&flexibility,&and&reduced&operational&costs&as&clear&benefits.&&Finally,& this& work& also& presents& strategies/solutions& towards& how& a& successful&hijacking&of&a&Cloud’s&virtual&operating&system&could&be&identified&and&mitigated.&&It& builds& on& work& by& Chandrashekar& et& al.& (2009),& which& presents& an& overview& of&botnets&and&stealthy&malware&and&then&goes&on&to&discuss&several&defence&strategies&for&“current&and&emerging&trends&in&botnet&development”.&&This&research&also&looks&at&work&done&by&Ke&et&al.&(2009),&which&presents&a&software&based& botnet& detection& tool& implemented& as& a& standalone& application& looking& at&network&traffic.&&Murakami& (2008)& and& Rutkowska& et& al.& (2008)& on& the& other& hand,& both& present&software& approaches& as& VM& Hypervisor& enhancements.& They& attempt& to& discover&
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botnet& activity& by& having& the& Hypervisor& discover& malicious& behaviour& in& already&infected&VMs.&Zeidanloo& et& al.& (2010)& and& Karim& et& al.& (2014)& looks& at& existing& botnet& detection&approaches& and& presents& their& strengths& and& weaknesses,& while& at& the& same& time&categorising&them&into&honeyXpot&and&Intrusion&Detection&System&(IDS)&techniques.&&
2.2 Cloud$Computing$History$&This&section&will&present&a&timeline&of&the&Cloud&Computing&developments&throughout&history,&from&its&early&days&until&more&recent&times.&&
2.2.1 Early&History&&Cloud&Computing&concepts&first&emerged&in&the&1950s,&when&largeXscale&mainframes&were&made&available&to&be&used&in&different&size&organisations,&ranging&from&schools&to& big& corporations.& Since& the& initial& design& of& the& mainframe& required& significant&amount&of&physical&space& to&operate,& they&generally&resided&within& their&own&room,&and& network& access& was& facilitated& via& simple& design& machines& known& as& dumb&terminals.&Due&to&the&high&costs&of&purchasing&and&maintaining&mainframes,&multiple&users& shared& the& same& data& storage& layer& and& CPU& power& from& any& station.& This&practice&yielded&better&return&on&investments&(Strachey,&1959).&&In&the&1970s,&IBM&designed&an&operating&system&called&VM&that&made&it&possible&for&several&virtual&environments&(Virtual&Machines&X&VMs)&to&coexist&on&the&same&physical&mainframe& system.& These& VMs& were& capable& of& running& different& guest& operating&systems,&each&with&virtual&access&to&a&part&of&the&total&available&physical&RAM&and&CPU,&as&well&as&direct&access&to&CDXROMs,&Keyboards,&Networking,&etc.&It&was&at&this&point&in&time&when&virtualisation&became&the&biggest&technology&driver&in&the&recent&history&of&communications&and&computing&areas&(Smith&et&al.,&2005).&&As&hardware&costs&slowly&came&down,&it&became&necessary&for&a&new&paradigm&shift&to&occur.&This&was&achieved&through&the&development&of&a&software&system&called&the&Hypervisor,& which& was& capable& of& bringing& multiple& physical& nodes& together& and&presenting&them&as&a&single&node&operating&under&the&same&paradigm&as& the&earlier&
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virtualisation& principles.& For& visualisation& purposes,& this& infrastructure& design& was&assigned&the&term&of&Cloud)Computing&(Ryan&et&al.,&2013).&&
2.2.2 Recent&history&&Cloud& Computing& has& only& recently& become& a& commercial& reality.& During& the& last&decade,&the&term&“Cloud&Computing”&has&become&customary&among&large&companies&having&a&major&impact&on&how&software&is&viewed&in&current&computing&paradigms.&It&has& shown& big& potential& to& innovate& the& IT& industry& and& to& make& software& more&attractive&by&taking&into&account&that&a& large&capital& is&no&longer&required&to&build&a&customized&hardware& local& infrastructure& (Armbrust&et&al.,&2010).&Cloud&Computing&thus& offers& companies& a& new&way& of& using&web& services& for& their& computing& needs&(Breeding,&2012).&&A& significant& number& of& companies& have& looked& upon& cloud& services& as& a& low& cost&solution& for& data& storage& and& computing&needs& (Corrado& et& al.,& 2011).&According& to&Armbrust&et&al.&(2010),&the&inherent&ability&of&cloud&providers&to&sell&their&services&on&a&payXasXyouXgo&basis&means&that&businesses&are&able& to&write&off& large& investments&and&maximise&profits.&A&direct&consequence&is&the&reduction&of&their&carbon&footprint&by&having&less&hardware&on&location.&&In&recent&times,&Cloud&Computing&has&had&a&major&economic&impact&and&it&is&seen&as&key& to&boosting& the&world’s& competitiveness& (Bornico&et&al.,&2011).&An&advantage&of&using& cloud& services& is& that& cloud& resources& are& virtualised& and& the& users& can& have&private& access& to& their& infrastructure.& Another& advantage& is& that& cloud& applications&are&deviceXindependent&when&compared&to&traditional&approaches,&meaning&that&any&device& with& a& web& browser& (Desktop,& Laptop,& Table,& Smartphone)& is& capable& of&accessing&them&over&the&Internet&(Baun&et&al.,&2011;&Barnatt,&2012).&&As&a&prediction& for& the&year&2020&made&by&the& IT&market&research&company&Pew&in&2010,&services&such&as&Yahoo!,&Twitter,&YouTube,&Facebook,&Hotmail&or&Google&Apps&will&end&up&implementing&cloud&technology&because&most&people&will&want&to&easily&upload&and&share&information&(Anderson&at&al.,&2010).&Forrester&Research&expects&the&cloud&industry&will&grow&from&$41&billion&in&2010&to&$241&billion&in&2020&(Breeding,&2012).&
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2.3 Cloud$Computing$–$Definition$and$Terminologies$&Cloud&Computing&is&based&on&the&principle&of&a&host&company&developing&software&(a&Hypervisor)&capable&of&managing&multiple&physical&and&virtual&hardware&at&the&same&time.& This& allows& it& to& virtually& portion& physical& hardware& resources& (CPU,& RAM,&Storage)& and& securely& assign& them& to& different& customers& (Virtual& Machines),& thus&eliminating& the& need& for& one& physical& hosting& device& per& customer.& Multiple&Hypervisors& are& typically& controlled& by& another& higherXlevel& software& entity& (e.g.:&VMWare&vSphere).&&More&recently&the&term&Cloud&Computing&has&been&used&to&describe&a&paradigm&shift&in& the& Internet& hosting& industry.& Since& it& was& first&mentioned& in& 2007,& researchers&tried&to&define&Cloud&Computing&from&different&points&of&view,&but&did&not&manage&to&reach& a& consensus& regarding& its& definition.& One& of& the& most& clear& and& accepted&definitions&for&the&term&cloud&given&by&NIST&(Mell&et&al.,&2011)&is:&“Cloud&Computing&is&a&model&for&enabling&ubiquitous,&convenient,&onXdemand&network&access&to&a&shared&pool& of& configurable& computing& resources& (e.g.,& networks,& servers,& storage,&applications,&and&services)&that&can&be&rapidly&provisioned&and&released&with&minimal&management&effort&or&service&provider&interaction”.&&&Another&definition&for&the&term&“Cloud&Computing”&is&given&by&Baun&et&al.&(2011):&“By&using& virtualized& computing& and& storage& resources& and&modern&Web& technologies,&Cloud& Computing& provides& scalable,& networkXcentric,& abstracted& IT& infrastructures,&platforms& and& applications& as& onXdemand& services.& These& services& are& billed& on& a&usage&basis.”&This&definition& is&not&as&specific&as& the&NIST&definition&and& it&does&not&specify&whether&the&services&are&provided&by&a&distributed&system&or&by&a&mainframe.&&A&core&principle&of&Cloud&Computing&is&resource&sharing&towards&achieving&scalable,&coherent& economies& over& a& network& (Mell& et& al.,& NIST,& 2011).& As& such,& the& cloud&employs& processes& that& focus& on& maximising& shared& resources& effectiveness.& The&main& drive& for& these& processes& is& the& cloud& resource& requirement& of& being&dynamically&reallocated&onXdemand&(Amazon&Web&Services,&2013).&For&example,&the&cloud&could&allocate&resources&for&European&clients&during&European&business&times&towards& supporting& a& specific& application,& and& reallocate& the& same& resources& for&North&American&clients&during&North&American&business&times&to&support&an&entirely&different&application.&This&enables&maximising&of&computing&resource&usage&while&at&
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the&same&time&reducing&environmental& impact&through&the&lessened&need&for&power&(e.g.&air&conditioning,&rack&space)&by&different&computational&functions.&&In&conclusion,&the&author&has&chosen&to&use&NIST&as&the&de&facto&reference&in&this&field&as&this&gives&the&most&comprehensive&definition&of&Cloud&Computing&as&well&as&a&clear&breakdown&of&the&different&components&it&comprises.&&
2.4 Cloud$Essential$Characteristics$and$Service$and$Deployment$Models$&According& to& NIST& (Mell& et& al.,& 2011),& Cloud& Computing& is& in& its&most& basic& form& a&model& for& enabling& secure,& reliable,& onXdemand&network& access& to& a& shared&pool& of&computing& resources,& ranging& from& physical& systems& (routers,& switches,& servers,&storage)&to&logical&systems&(applications,&services).&These&can&all&be&provisioned&and&released&autonomously,&as&required&by&different&scenarios&and&situations.&This&model&employs&five&basic&characteristics,&three&service&models,&and&four&deployment&models.&&
2.4.1 Essential&Characteristics&&According& to& NIST& (Mell& et& al.,& 2011),& cloud& clusters& evidence& several& defining&characteristics.&&
OnKdemand) selfKservice.& A& client& can,& through& the& use& of& a& fully& automated& and&autonomous& Cloud& management& service,& provision& computing& capabilities.& These&translate&into&active&server&time&(services,&data&analysis)&and&network&storage.&&
Broad) network) access.& Generally,& overXtheXnetwork& services& are& available& through&standardised&means&to&a&range&of&different&thin&and&thick&client&devices.&These&range&from& small& mobile& devices& (phones,& tablets,& laptops)& to& fully& fledged& workstations&(PCs)&(Mell&et&al.,&NIST,&2011).&&
Resource) pooling.& The& Cloud’s& resources& are& pooled& together& to& service& multiple&clients& simultaneously.& This& is& achieved& by& dynamically& assigning& and& reassigning&physical&and&logical&resources&in&accordance&to&current&demand.&Although&the&client&has,&most&of& the& time,&no&actual&control&of& their&data’s&physical& location,& they&can& in&
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some&cases&specify&a&location&at&a&higher&abstraction&level.&Options&tend&to&be&limited&to& country,& state,& or& datacentre.& Available& resources& include& storage,& computation&power,&memory&(RAM),&and&network&bandwidth&(Mell&et&al.,&NIST,&2011).&&
Rapid) elasticity.& Cloud& management& systems& typically& offer& the& client& scalability&options,&which&allow&for&rapid&outward&and&inward&resource&scaling.&This&is,&however,&hidden& from& the& client& who& is& given& the& impression& of& an& unlimited& amount& of&resources&put&at&their&disposal&(Mell&et&al.,&NIST,&2011).&
)
Measured)service.&The&autonomous&management&service&responsible& for& the&entirety&of& Cloud& resources& makes& use& of& metering& capabilities& at& different& levels& of&abstraction&appropriate&to&the&type&service&(CPU,&RAM,&storage,&network&bandwidth,&active& user& accounts)& to& control,& optimise,& and& maximise& resource& usage.& These&capabilities&provide&both&the&consumer&and&the&aforementioned&management&service&with&means&to&monitor,&control,&and&generate&reports&on&the&Cloud&services&employed&at&a&given&time&(Mell&et&al.,&NIST,&2011).&&
2.4.2 Service&Models&&Referring& back& to& the& NIST& Cloud& Computing& overview& (Mell& et& al.,& 2011),& cloud&clusters&employ&three&main&service&models.&&




Platform)as)a)Service)(PaaS).&PaaS&is&based&on&computational&resources&as&highXlevel&application& platforms.& This& concept& is& difficult& to& understand& by& first& time& clients.&PaaS& users& have& the& choice& of& deciding& which& software& platform& (developed& by& a&software&provider)&to&use.&PaaS&was&developed&to&facilitate&application&development&and& better& manage& potential& issues.& The& client& is& given& the& capability& to& deploy&consumer& applications& created& using& software& tools& (programming& languages,&libraries,& services)& supported& by& the& Cloud& service& provider.& The& client& does& not& at&any&given&point&in&time&have&direct&control&over&the&underlying&infrastructure,&but&has&control&over&their&own&deployed&applications&as&well&as&some&configuration&settings&within& the& application& hosting& environment& (Mell& et& al.,& NIST,& 2011).& Examples& of&PaaS&are&Microsoft&Azure&and&Google&App&Engine&(Corrado&et&al.,&2011).&
!
Infrastructure) as) a) Service) (IaaS).& IaaS& refers& to& a& flexible,& virtualised& and& scalable&service& that& facilitates& access& to& hardware& resources.& Using& IaaS,& users& can& create,&maintain& and& keep&backup& copies& of& their& servers& in& different& physical& datacentres.&The&client&is&given&the&capability&to&provision&CPU,&storage,&bandwidth,&and&other&core&computing& resources& used& to& deploy& and& manage& arbitrary& software& (operating&systems,& system&based& applications).& The& client& does& not& have& direct& control& of& the&underlying& infrastructure,& but& does& however& fully& control& the& applications& or&operating& systems& they& have& deployed.& The& client& might& also& have& limited& control&over&some&specific&networking&components&(firewalls)&(Mell&et&al.,&NIST,&2011).&This&type&of&infrastructure&service&is&usually&associated&with&Amazon&Web&Services&(AWS)&and&its&services,&Elastic&Compute&Cloud&or&EC2&and&Simple&Storage&Service&or&S3.&IaaS&also&includes&Virtual&Private&Cloud&(VPC,&described&in&section&2.4.3),&IBM&Blue&Cloud&or&FlexiScale&(part&of&Flexiant&after&being&acquired&in&20072)&(Corrado&et&al.,&2011).&&
2.4.3 Cloud&deployment&models&
)
The)Public) Cloud& is& a& type& of& cloud& service& that& is& available& for& general& use,& where&users&just&have&to&create&an&account&and&to&sign&in&in&order&to&run&their&applications.&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&2&https://www.flexiant.com/news/flexiantXtargetsXwebXhostingXsectorXwithXcloudXinfrastructureX&software/&
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This& is& typically& free& of& charge& within& certain& storage& limits& set& up& by& the& cloud&provider,&but&can&also&be&subject&to&a&monthly&subscription.&Providers&also&offer&the&possibility& of& creating& a& VPN& connection& (Corrado& et& al.,& 2011),& securely& linking& inXhouse&servers&to&public&cloud&resources.&There&are&many&providers&that&offer&public&cloud&services&such&as,&Amazon,&Google,&Microsoft&or&Apple.&&
)
The) Community) Cloud& is& a& cloud& infrastructure& used& by& various& organizations& that&share&common&aims.&This&type&of&cloud&can&be&managed&by&the&organizations&using&it&or&by&a&third&party&(Mell&et&al.,&NIST,&2011).&Clients&like&the&European&Union&or&the&U.S.&Government&are&using&community&clouds&for&the&purpose&of&sharing&resources&around&the&world&and&within&different&agencies.&Community&Clouds&are&also&used& in&higher&education&environments&and&libraries,&some&of&these&institutions&having&developed&a&complex&network&they&share&with&one&another.&&&
)
Private)Cloud,&or&Virtual&Private&Cloud&(VPC),&is&defined&as&an&on&demand&service&that&provides&infrastructural&resources&and&maintained&solely&by&an&IT&department&within&private& businesses& other& than& known& cloud& providers.& The& aim& of& these& private&services& is&not& to& sell& an&amount&of& storage&over& the& Internet& through& its& interfaces&(Sotomayor&et&al.,&2009),&but&are&focused&on&providing&a&flexible&and&infrastructure&for&private&use&within&the&organization.&&
)
The)Hybrid)Cloud&is&a&type&of&cloud&service&that&allows&users&to&run&their&applications&using& more& than& one& cloud& service& or& provider,& which& allows& them& to& take& full&advantage&of& each&deployment&model& (Corrado&et& al.,& 2011).&More&often& than&not,& a&hybrid&cloud& is&a&combination&between&private&cloud&and&public&cloud&(Zhang&et&al.,&2010).&A&key&advantage&hybrid&clouds&possess&is&the&VI&management&interface&where&specific&requirements&such&as&providing&a&homogeneous&view&of&virtualised&resources&or&managing&the&full&lifecycle&of&a&virtual&machine&must&be&fulfilled&(Sotomayor&et&al.,&2009).&&
2.5 Logical$Break5down$of$Cloud$Computing$Environments$&Cloud&Computing&systems&are&generally&regarded&as&two&separate,&but&interconnected&entities.& The& Backend) is& comprised& of& the& entire& Cloud& network& (wired& physical&network&and&server&hardware),&while&the&FrontKEnd&represents&the&user&side,&which&
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aids&in&administration&as&well&as&service&usage&(Brodkin,&2007).&&The&FrontXEnd&typically&makes&use&of&either&specialised&or&more&commonly&available&software.&Specialised&software&tends&to&be&created&for&the&sole&purpose&of&managing&a&particular& cloud& service& (Google& App& Engine),& while& the& latter& is& used& with& wider&availability&services,&such&as&Email&(GMail).&&The&Backend&makes&use&of&numerous& specialised& interconnected&hardware& systems&designed&to&facilitate&network&access&(cables,&routers,&switches),&computational&needs&(servers),& and& storage& requirements& (NAS& X& Network& Attached& Storage).& These&systems&can,&in&theory,&provide&a&very&wide&range&of&services&from&data&processing&to&video& games& to& simple& websites.& Often,& each& such& service& would& benefit& from& a&dedicated&part&of&the&Cloud&system&(Brodkin,&2007).&&A&Cloud&network&is&generally&autonomously&administered&by&one&server&or&a&pool&of&servers&acting&as&a& single&entity.& It&handles& tasks& ranging& from& traffic&monitoring& to&service&provision&management.&It&follows&a&set&of&standardised&protocols&(rules)&and&makes& use& of& helper& software& called&Middleware& (Middleware.org).& Middleware& is&specialised& software,& comprised& of& one& or& more& software& entities,& that& facilitates&system& communication& across& the& Cloud& network& between& servers& and& storage&mediums.&&Generally& servers& are& not& utilised& to& their& full& potential,& thus& generating& important&resource&waste.& To& counter& this,& a& technique& called&Virtualisation& is& used& to& split& a&server&into&multiple&logical,&smaller&servers&that&run&independently&from&each&other,&but& linked& together& through& one& or& more& logical& networks,& which& allows& for&maximised&performance&yield&(Smith&et&al.,&2005).&&With&regards&to&Storage&needs,&the&required&data&capacity&of&a&particular&service&is,&in&practice,&double&its&size.&This&is&because&in&a&Cloud&environment&each&piece&of&data&is&stored& in& at& least& two& different& places:&main& storage&mediums,& and& backup& storage&mediums.&This&practice&is&referred&to&as&Redundancy.&Redundancy&is&a&principle&that&allows&for&data&recovery&in&the&case&of&hardware&failure,&which&is&a&likely&possibility&in&high&demand&environments.& It& is&automatically&employed&by&the&Cloud&management&software& by& duplicating& each& piece& of& information& and& storing& them& in& different&physical& locations&across& the&Cloud&network.&This& allows& for&quick& recovery& in&data&
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loss&scenarios&(Singh,&2009).&&All&Cloud&Computing&environment&components&and&principles&presented&(FrontXEnd,&Backend&–&Middleware,&Virtualisation,&Storage,&Redundancy)&aid&in&creating&a&secure,&robust,&and&redundant&system&that&can&be&used&for&highly&mission&critical&as&well&as&nonXmission&critical&services.&&
2.6 Datacentre$Structural$Design$&Housing&high&amounts&of&computational&and&storage&power,&the&datacentre&underpins&Cloud&Computing&instances&and&contains&thousands&of&networking&hardware&(servers,&firewalls,& routers,& switches).& As& such,& careful& consideration& must& be& given& to& the&design&and&physical&layout&of&this&network&architecture,&as&it&is&key&in&the&successful&and& optimal& operation& of& virtual& applications& running& on& top.& Furthermore,& aspects&such& as& resiliency,& scalability& and& security& require& special& consideration&during& this&design&phase.&&At&the&moment,&most&network&architecture&designs&employ&tried&and&tested&concepts&of& layered& approaches.& These& approaches& consist& of& three& basic& layers:& access,&aggregation,& and& core.& The& access& layer& consists& of& the& physical& interconnected&hardware.& They& share& data& over& fast& and& very& fast& network& links& of& 1& and&10&Gbps&routed& accordingly& through& switches,& each& backed& by& two& additional& aggregation&switches& which& provide& redundancy& failXsafes.& The& aggregation& layer& deals& with&critical& aspects& such& as& the& domain,& location,& load& balancing,& and& other& important&services.&The&core&layer&facilitates&connectivity&between&several&aggregation&switches.&This& ensures& resiliency& through&no& single&point& of& failure.&Routers&within& this& layer&deal&with&inwards&and&outwards&traffic&management.&&A&common& infrastructure&design&makes&use&of&many&Ethernet&routers&and&switches.&This& design& generally& meets& the& following& criteria,& as& described& in& AlXFares& et& al.,&(2008);&Greenberg&et&al.,&(2009);&Guo&et&al.,&(2008);&Guo&et&al.,&(2009);&Mysore&et&al.,&(2009):&
• Uniform)high)capacity:&The&maximum&rate&of&a&serverXtoXserver&traffic&flow&should&be& limited& only& by& the& available& capacity& of& the& networkXinterface& cards& of& the&communication& aware& servers,& and& server& assignment& to& a& service& should& be&
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independent&of&the&network&topology.&It&should&be&possible&for&an&arbitrary&host&in&the& datacentre& to& communicate& with& any& other& host& in& the& network& at& the& full&bandwidth&of&its&local&network&interface.&
• Free) VM)migration:& Virtualisation& allows& the& entire& VM& state& to& be& transmitted&across& the& network& in& order& to& facilitate& migration& of& a& VM& from& one& physical&machine& to& another.& A& Cloud& Computing& hosting& service& may& migrate& VMs& for&statistical& multiplexing& or& dynamically& changing& communication& patterns& to&achieve& high& bandwidth& for& tightly& coupled& hosts& or& to& achieve& variable& heat&distribution& and& power& availability& in& the& datacentre.& The& communication&topology&should&be&designed&so&as&to&support&rapid&virtual&machine&migration.&
• Resiliency:& Failures& tend& to& be& common& in& highly& scalable& environments.& The&network& infrastructure& must& be& faultXtolerant& against& various& types& of& server&failures,& link& outages,& or& serverXrack& failures.& Existing& unicast& and& multicast&communications& should&not&be& affected& to& the& extent& allowed&by& the&underlying&physical&connectivity.&
• Scalability:&The&network&infrastructure&must&be&able&to&scale&to&a&large&number&of&servers&and&allow&for&incremental&expansion.&
• Backward) compatibility:& The& network& infrastructure& should& be& backward&compatible&with&switches&and&routers&running&Ethernet&and&IP.&Because&existing&datacentres&have&commonly&leveraged&commodity&Ethernet&and&IP&based&devices,&they&should&also&be&used&in&the&new&architecture&without&major&modifications.&&
2.7 Cloud$Computing$Standards$&This& section&presents&an&overview&of& current&Cloud&Computing& standards& that&have&influenced& the&author’s&decision&of&which&cloud&architecture& to&deploy&on& the&cloud&test&bed.&&Even& though& Cloud& Computing& has& rapidly& spread& among& both& public& and& private&sector,&widely&embraced&standards&have&not&yet&been&developed.&As&such,& from&this&point&of&view,&a&pressing&concern&is&the&Vendor)lockKin.&This&is&a&practice&whereby,&due&to& the& nature& of& the& cloud& infrastructure& setups& among& the& bigger& Cloud& Service&Providers&(CSP),&moving&from&one&CSP&to&another&is&made&a&difficult&task&to&complete.&Unfortunately,& the& rivalrous& economic& nature& of& these& CSPs& business& relations&with&one& another& push& them& to& continue&wanting& even&more& to& “lockXin”& their& clients& in&
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Figure)1)K)vSphere)and)vCenter)Cost)Savings)Representation8)&As&can&be&seen&in&Figure&1&(VMWare,&2014),&compared&to&only&using&vSphere&by&itself,&having&a&vCenter&instance&running&in&parallel&increases&IT&cost&savings&by&22%.&This&can,& theoretically,& be& achieved& through& careful& monitoring& of& datacentre& resource&utilisation&by&using&the&Automated&Cost&Metering&functionality&provided&by&vCenter&to&gain& insight& into& infrastructure& running& cost.&This&would&allow& infrastructure&micro&management&decision&making&in&relation&to&actual&business&needs.&&Finally,& from&a&development&point&of&view,& looking&at& the&APIs&exposed&by&VMWare&vSphere9&it& is& clear& that& virtually& every& aspect& of& the& vSphere& operations& can& be&controlled&through&an&external&software&entity&making&authenticated&API&calls.&From&accessing&and&setting&Alarms&to&obtaining&overview&and&detailed&views&of&any&given&VM& Cluster,& a& complete& software& solution& can& be& built& to& act& as& a&manager& for& the&vSphere&client.&
&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&8 http://www.vmware.com/files/images/products/vmwXdgrmXvcenterXoperationXmanagementXsuiteXamplifyvsphXlg.jpg&9&https://www.vmware.com/support/developer/vcXsdk/visdk41pubs/ApiReference/&
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• Virtualised&Operating&System&–&OS&with&Xen&ProjectXenabled&and&ParaVirtualisedXenabled&kernels.&&The& Xen& Project& Hypervisor& is& a& modern& and& fully& featured& Hypervisor& capable& of&managing& an& unlimited& number& of& VMs,& hardware& permitting.& According& to& the&project&feature&page13,&the&latest&version&(4.5)&can&manage&up&to&4095&physical&CPUs,&both&ARM&and&x86,&and&16TB&of&physical&RAM,&which&makes&it&more&than&suitable&for&projects&of&any&scale.&&Finally,&from&a&development&point&of&view,&looking&at&the&APIs&exposed&by&XenServer14&it& appears& that& most& dayXtoXday& operations& can& be& controlled& through& an& external&software&entity&making&authenticated&API&calls.&&
2.8.3 VMWare&vs.&Xen&Project&Hypervisor&–&Why&VMWare&was&chosen&&Both&VMWare&and&the&Xen&Project&Hypervisor&offer&comprehensive&tools&meant&to&aid&administrators&in&managing&an&extensive&cloud&infrastructure.&The&author&found&that&both&VMWare&and&Xen&offer&similarly&capable&APIs,&essential&in&the&initial&design&and&development& of& the& AMDS& software,& one& of& the& key& outputs& of& this& research.& Using&either& toolset&allow& for& the&development&of&a& comprehensive&software&management&solution.&&Therefore,&the&reasons&behind&the&author’s&choice&are&purely&practical.&The&VMWare&software& suite& was& readily& available& through& the& academic& institution& being& a&VMWare&Regional&Academy.&This&allowed&the&author&access&to&both&the&software&and&support& on& an& onXgoing& basis.& Furthermore,& the& main& output& of& this& research& is& a&generic& software& tool& that& offers& platformXindependent& cloud& management& and,& as&such,&either&one&of&the&two&main&cloud&software&providers&would&have&made&a&good&choice.&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&13&http://wiki.xenproject.org/wiki/Xen_Project_Release_Features&14&http://docs.vmd.citrix.com/XenServer/6.2.0/1.0/en_gb/sdk.html&
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&
2.9 Alternative$ Solutions$ to$ Cloud$ Management$ and$ Security$
Enhancement$&The&author&compared&the&AMDS&to&other&related&academic&works& in&the& field&taking&into& account& security,& reliability,& data& transfer& speed,& access& times& and& power&consumption&efficiency.&Logs&produced&by&the&AMDS&facilitate&the&comparison.&&





2.9.2 Reconfigurable&Datacentres&using&Virtual&Computing&Laboratory&(VCL)&&In& Vouk& et& al.& (2009),& the& authors& describe& a& full& vendorXoriented& implementation&using&an&open&source&cloud&platform&called&Virtual&Computing&Laboratory&(VCL).&The&paper&discusses&how&using&an&open&source&based&system&can&be&a&viable&alternative&to,&and&even&surpass&in&some&cases,&proprietary&cloud&solutions.&&&As&can&be&seen&in&Figure&4,&the&entire&solution&is&based&on&VCL.&This&approach&consists&of&several&VLANs&(Virtual&Local&Area&Network),&each&dealing&with&a&particular&part&of&the&networked&cluster&(public&access,&network&management,&private&network).&&&
&
Figure)4)K)VCL)highKperformance)computing)physical)network)setup)(Vouk)et)al.,)2009,)
Figure)4))&This&is&a&similar&solution&to&this&thesis’&author’s&VMWare&test&bed,&however&the&results&it& is& able& to& achieve& are& limited& by& the& VCL& features& and& limitations,& whereas& the&AMDS& is& highly& configurable& and& easily& deployable& onto& any& type& of& cloud&infrastructure.&
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2.9.3 Dynamic,&customLbuilt&Hypervisor&In& the&approach&taken&by&Tsutomu&et&al.& (2010),& the&authors&have&created&a&custom&Linux& kernel& module,& intended& to& be& loaded& on& the& fly,& in& an& attempt& to& improve&runtime& security& and& protect& against& buffer& overflow& attacks.& This& solution,& called&HyperShield,& can& be& applied& to,& and& removed& from,& running& Linux& OSes& (operating&system),&as&necessary.&&
&
Figure)5)K)Design)of)HyperShield)(Tsutomu)et)al.,)2010,)Figure)3))&As& can& be& seen& in& Figure& 5,& the& authors& have& developed& a& software& approach& to&securing& a& Linux& based&OS.& This&HyperShield,& upon& activation,&would& position& itself&between& the& underlying& hardware& and& the& operating& system& processes,& practically&virtualising& the& OS& on& the& fly.& This& would& ensure& that& all& critical& operations& flow&through&a&secure,&stable&layer&rather&than&through&the&regular&OS&channels.&&This& approach,& although& a& novel& approach& to& securing& a& running& OS,& requires& the&operating&system&to&reside&on&a&physical&server&rather&than&a&virtualised&appliance.&It&continues& to& be& a& valuable& solution,& however& it& has& a& reduced& impact& on& cloud&infrastructures,&unless&it&can&be&modified&to&operate&within&a&VM.&&
2.9.4 A&fullLstack&Cloud&Management&Solution&&A&different&approach&to&the&ones&already&discussed&is&presented&by&Feller&et&al.&(2014).&It& proposes& a& fullXstack& Cloud& Management& solution& called& Snooze.& This& would& be&directly& in& charge& of& all& hardware& and& virtual& resources& available&within& the& cloud&infrastructure&it&manages.&In&other&words,&it&is&an&IaaS&application&similar&in&nature&to&the&Xen&Project&and&VMWare,&but&without&some&of&the&limitations.&&
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&
Figure)6)K)Snooze)highKlevel)system)architecture)overview)(Feller)et)al.,)2014,)Figure)1))&As& can& be& seen& in& Figure& 6,& the& proposed& solution& is& highly& flexible& and& scalable,&capable&of&managing&over&10,000&system&services.&The&design& is&modular& in&nature,&comprising&clusters&of&masters&and&slaves,&capable&of&managing&cloud&infrastructures&across& continents,& given& the& appropriate& network& connections,& which& the& authors&assume&to&be&available.&&Overall&this&is&a&very&capable&solution,&building&on&work&done&by&many&other&similar&solutions& (OpenStack,&OpenNebula,&Nimbus,& etc.),& utilising&all& of& their& strengths&and&disregarding&many&of&their&drawbacks.&&












3.1 Botnets$&The&term&bot& is&short&for&robot.&Criminals&distribute&malicious&software&(also&known&as&malware)&that&can&turn&any&personal&computer&into&a&bot&(also&known&as&a&zombie).&When& this& occurs,& the& computer& can& perform& automated& tasks& over& the& Internet,&without& the& user’s& knowledge.& Bots& are& typically& used& to& infect& large& numbers& of&computers.&These&computers& form&a&network,&or&a&botnet,&and&are&used&to&send&out&spam& email& messages,& spread& viruses,& attack& computers& and& servers,& and& commit&other&kinds&of&crime&and&fraud&(Microsoft).&&
3.1.1 Botnet&Communication&Architectures&&PeerX2XPeer&bots&are&split&into&two&categories:&Masters&and&Slaves.&Each&of&these&uses&secure&channels&to&pass&information&between&one&another&containing&a&command&and&the&originating&control&module.&This&allows&the&Bot&Masters&to&issue&commands&to&the&Bot&Slaves.&Once&the&control&channel&is&established,&it&is&used&for&communications&that&employ& two& different& channel& operation& architectures,& the& centralised) architecture&and&the&decentralised)architecture)(Liu&et&al.,&2008).)&The&centralised)architecture&has&been&used& in& the&past&by& IRCXbased& (Internet&Relay&Chat,&communication&protocol)&botnets,&which&used&IRC&servers&to&issue&commands&to&all&malwareXinfected&machines.& This&mode&has&many&different& variations& (Liu& et& al.,&2008)&e.g.& the& final&destination&could&contain&a&text&document&with&a& list&of&static& IP&addresses&and&lists&of&URLs,&so&that&flexible&IP&addresses&can&utilised.&
$The& decentralised) architecture,& on& the& other& hand,& is& a& newer& communication&architecture& that& enables& infected& hosts& to& exchange& information& via& distributed&networks& such& as& PeerX2XPeer.& This& method& may& reduce& the& rate& of& firewall& and&antivirus&detection&(Liu&et&al.,&2008).&
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&Regardless&of& the& type&of&architecture,& there&are& two&types&of&command&and&control&channels,&the&Persistent)Channel&and&the&Periodic)Channel)(Liu&et&al.,&2008).&&The& Persistent) Channel& maintains& a& direct& connection& with& the& Bot& Master.& This&connection& type& is& normally& employed& by& IRC& bots.& However,& it& is& increasingly&becoming&obsolete&due&to&periodic&channels&(Liu&et&al.,&2008).&&&The&Periodic)Channel,& on& the&other&hand,& connects& to& the&Bot&Master&periodically& in&order&to&avoid&detection.&Typically,& the&destination&has&had&no&prior&communication&with&the&host.&This&is&normally&used&to&throw&network&security&devices&and&probes&off&track&(Liu&et&al.,&2008).&&
 
Figure)8)K)Taxonomy)of)botnet)architectures)(Karim)et)al.,)2014,)Fig.)3))&Karim& et& al.& (2014)& also& discusses& the& different& architectures& of& botnets& and& also&presents&a&taxonomy&of&botnet&architectures,&as&can&be&seen&in&Figure 8.&In&addition&to&the&already&mentioned&centralised&and&peerXtoXpeer&architectures,&Karim&et&al.&(2014)&also& discusses& a& third& type& –& the& hybrid& botnet,& comprising& of& several& servants& and&clients.&“Servant&bot&acts&as&client&and&server&simultaneously”&and&is&configured&with&a&static& IP& address& (routable),& whereas& the& client& bot& does& not& listen& for& incoming&connections&and&is&configured&with&a&dynamic&IP&address&(nonXroutable).&&
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3.1.2 Botnet&Exposure&Techniques&&
Denial) of) Service& (DoS)& is& a& common& cyber& attack& technique& in& which& very& a& big&network&data&burst&is&sent&to&the&target&(virtual)&server&cluster,&typically&much&greater&than& the& cluster& network& capacity.& The& result& of& this& renders& the& target& unable& to&respond&to&client&requests,&which&makes&it&appear&offline.&This&can&be&done&either&in&a&Cloud&context&or&the&outside&world.&The& outside&world& DoS& consists& of& a& network& of& physical& Bots& acting& as& one& entity&against& a& single& server&or& a& cluster& of& servers,& consisting&of& physical& hardware.&The&Cloud&DoS& consists&of&one&or&more& infected&VMs&attacking&other,& one&or&more,&VMs&from&within& the& same& datacentre.& These& attacks& are& known& as&Distributed)Denial)of)
Service)(DDoS)&attacks.&&Towards& identifying& and& preventing& such& attacks,& several& detection& and& prevention&techniques&have&been&proposed.&&The&counterKbased&detection&method&(Lee&et&al.,&2011)&counts&all&client&URL&requests.&It& then& compares& them& to& the& relatively& frequent& HTTP& GET& DDoS& attack’s& URL&requests,&which& tend& to& contain& less& data& and& display& a& higher& rate.& If& these& higher&frequency&requests&are& in& large&volume&over&a&preXset&period&of& time,& then& the&data&packets&they&carry&are&dropped&and&logged&for&further&analysis.&&The&access)patternKbased&detection&method&(Lee&et&al.,&2011)&looks&at&client&behaviour&to& differentiate& a& legitimate& client& from& an& infected& one.& This& is& based& on& the&assumption& that& a& compromised& client& will,& in& most& cases,& operate& in& the& same&manner& as& the& bot& that& originally& infected& it.& All& network& data& is& compared& against&client&profiles&in&an&attempt&to&spot&and&block&the&compromised&ones.&&Zakarya&et&al.&(2012)&proposes&a&new&Cloud&Computing&architecture&that&also&features&a&mechanism&for&detecting&and&preventing&DDoS&attacks.&The&entropyKbased)anomaly)
detection&method&makes&every&data&packet&in&a&way&that&allows&the&client&to&trace&its&source.& Any& malicious& data& packet& can& be& confirmed& on& a& second& attempt& by& a&different& or& the& same& client&node.&Data& is& shared&between& clients& and& the&detection&mechanism,& allowing& for& quick& malicious& data& packet& blocking.& This& method& does,&however,&create&many&false&positives.&
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&Xu& et& al.& (2012)& presents& a& novel& PeerX2XPeer& botnet& detection& minKvertex) cover&method& that&makes& use& of& both& sessionXbased& analysis& and&minimum& vertex& cover&theory&when& looking& at& data& packets.& This& allows& for& only& the& packet& header& to& be&included& in& the& security& analysis,& thus& reducing& computation& overhead.& It& is& able& to&learn&from&every&malicious&data&packet,&making&its&internal&detection&algorithm&better&over& time.&This&method& tends& to&yield&positive& results& even& if& the&bots& change& their&behaviour&and&features.&&At& account& creation,& the& Cloud& vendor& stores& a& template& image& of& the& client’s& VM.&These& images& are& considered& to& have& high& integrity& and& valid.&Meena& et& al.& (2012)&presents& a& file) allocation) table& Botnet& detection& technique& that& compares& every&application& instance&that& is&due&to&run&against& the& initial&VM&template&stored&on&the&network.&Any&discrepancies&found&would&immediately&trigger&an&instance&shutdown.&&





Figure)9)K)Taxonomy)of)botnet)detection)techniques)(Karim)et)al.,)2014,)Fig.)4))&Based&on&the&detection&techniques&described&by&Karim&et&al.&(2014)&and&Xiaobo&et&al.&(2010),&the&author&of&this&work&has&chosen&to&base&the&initial&Botnet&Detection&module&design& on& the& IRC& based& anomaly& detection& approach.& This& allows& for& a& quick&implementation&of&a&proof&of&concept&application&that&would&server&as&a&platform&for&future&developments.&&
3.2 $Botnet$ Monitoring$ Techniques$ and$ Tools$ for$ Use$ in$ a$ Virtual$
Environment$&This&section&describes&various&monitoring&techniques&and&tools&that&could&possibly&be&used& to& detect& botnets& in& virtual& environments.& Bot&masters& will& use& rootXkits& and&antiXVM&staticX&DLL/binary&code&(Oh&et.&al.,&2010)&along&with&secure&channels&in&order&to&avoid&detection.&&
3.2.1 NetFlow&based&Traffic&Monitoring&&According& to& Cisco15,& NetFlow& has& been& developed& inXhouse& initially& to& provide&improved&packet&switching&capabilities&to&some&of& their&network&devices& in&1990.& It&
&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&15&http://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/products/collateral/iosXnxXosXsoftware/iosXnetflow/prod_white_&paper0900aecd80406232.html&
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then& has& steadily& grown& into& a& more& complex& tool& used& in& network& operational&analysis.&&As& a& network&monitoring& tool,& NetFlow& is& capable& of& providing&maximum& network&awareness,&and,&if&used&as&part&of&a&complex&cloud&infrastructure,&is&capable&of&giving&insight& into& the&different& types& of& data&packets& flowing& through& the&network& at& any&given&time.&It&makes&use&of&5&to&7&IP&packet&attributes&to&generate&traffic&flow&reports,&which&can&be&later&on&analysed&by&system&administrators&or,&for&this&current&research,&by&the&AMDS.&&NetFlow& utilises& the& following& information& in& its& traffic& flow& caches:& packet& size,& IP&addresses&and&ports&(for&both&packet&source&and&destination),&class&of&service,&device&interface,&and&protocol&type.&In&addition,&it&also&records&flow&timestamps,&next&hop&IP&address,& subnet&mask,& and&TCP& flags.&All&of& these& flow&parameters&aim& to&provide&a&holistic&network&view&used&in&many&different&scenarios,&of&which&the&one&of&interest&is&detecting&malicious&behaviour&in&a&cloud&network&infrastructure.&&
&
Figure)10)K)NetFlow)Flow)Cache)Generation16)&As& can& be& seen& in& Figure& 10,& upon& enabling& a& device& to& utilise& NetFlow,& it& then&proceeds&with&recording&all& traffic&coming& into& the&network.&These&recordings,&after&undergoing&NetFlow&processing,&are&stored& in&a&database&entitled&NetFlow&Cache& in&the& form& of& a& table,& each& row& containing& one& data& flow& cache.& These& flows& have& a&shorter& or& longer& lifetime& as& determined& by& the& flow& timestamp,& depending& on&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&16&http://www.cisco.com/c/dam/en/us/products/collateral/iosXnxXosXsoftware/iosXnetflow/prod_&white_paper0900aecd80406232.doc/_jcr_content/renditions/prod_white_paper0900aecd80406232X1.jpg&
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whether&traffic&has&stopped&flowing,&a&FIN&signal&has&been&received&indicating&the&end&of&the&flow,&or&they&have&exceeded&their&preXset&lifetime.&&The&NetFlow) Enabled) Device) (Figure& 10)& is,& in& this& case,& the& NetFlow& Exporter.& Its&primary&concern&is&capturing&traffic&data&and&transforming&it&into&flows.&This&data&is&then&transferred&over&to&a&NetFlow)Collector&Database)Flow)Cache)(Figure&11)&where&it&is&analysed&and&converted&into&meaningful&reports&that&present&an&overview&of&the&processed&network&data&traffic.&&
&
Figure)11)K)Example)NetFlow)Cache17)&As& can&be&seen& in&Figure&11,&a& typical&NetFlow&Cache&database& table&contains&many&different&columns&generated&based&on&parameters&both& taken& from&the&packet& itself&and& created& by&NetFlow& in& its& flow& generation.& It& keeps& track& of& both& new& and& old&flows&by&separating&them&into&two&different&tables:&one&for&active& flows,&another& for&ended&flows&(either&because&they&had&exceeded&their&preXset&lifetime&or&the&traffic&had&stopped).&&
&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&17&http://www.cisco.com/c/dam/en/us/products/collateral/iosXnxXosXsoftware/iosXnetflow/prod_&white_paper0900aecd80406232.doc/_jcr_content/renditions/prod_white_paper0900aecd80406232X2.jpg&
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3.2.2 IPFIX&based&Traffic&Monitoring&&The&IP&Flow&Information&Export&(IPFIX)&format&is&an&Internet&Engineering&Task&Force&(IETF)&protocol&designed& to&be&a&universally&accepted&standard& for&capturing& traffic&flow& through& network& devices.& IPFIX& is& responsible& for& defining& the& format& of&captured&flows&as&well&as&detailing&the&flow&method&of&transfer&between&the&exporter&and&collector.&&
&
Figure)12)K)IPFIX)Packet)Selection)Criteria18)&IPFIX,& similarly& to& NetFlow,& is& capable& of& breaking& down& data& packets& within& the&observed& network& traffic& according& to& their& attributes.& As& such,& the& flow& metering&process&offers&several&configuration&possibilities,&which&can&be&used&to&narrow&down&the&packets&included&in&the&flow.&There&can&be&defined&different&sampling&and&filtering&functions,&each&of&which&is&dealing&with&a&certain&aspect&of&data&selection.&&
&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&18&https://tools.ietf.org/html/draftXietfXipfixXarchitectureX12&
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As&can&be&seen&in&Figure&12,&the&packet&selection&process&happens&immediately&after&a&packet&has&had&its&header&(addressing&and&destination&information)&examined&and&a&timestamp&assigned.&&First,&the&sampling&functions&are&applied&that&determine&whether&the&packet&needs&to&be& included& in& the& flow& generation& process& through& straightforward& selection&preferences.& A& sample& function’& duty&might& be& to& only& select& every& 100th& packet.& If&there&is&no&sampling&function&defined,&then&all&packets&are&included.&&Next,&the&filtering&functions&are&applied&that&determine&whether&a&packet&needs&to&be&included&based&on&selection&patterns&applied&to& its&attributes.&For&example,&a&packet&could&only&be&included&in&the&flow&generation&process&if&its&associated&protocol&is&TCP&and&destination&port& is& less& than&1024.& If&no& filtering& functions&are&defined,& then&all&packets&are&included.&&







Chapter$4: Research$Methodology$&This& chapter& focuses& on& presenting& the& approach& taken& towards& answering& the&Research&Questions.&It&describes&the&Cloud&Test&Bed&that&was&installed&and&configured&by& the& author,& from& its& initial& design& to& implementation.& It& covers& both& the& virtual&(network& and& software& configuration)& and& the&physical& aspects& (hardware,& physical&parameters)& of& the& infrastructure.& It& also& describes& the& different& approaches& taken&towards&answering&the&Research&Questions&by&providing&an&overview&of:&
• The& Autonomous& Management& Distributed& System& (AMDS)& including& what&techniques&and&technologies&have&been&used&in&its&development;&
• The&AMDS&deployment&strategy;&
• The&hijacking&attempt&identification&strategy.&&
4.1 $Software$Package$Review$&The& author& has& made& extensive& use& of& the& NetBeans& Integrated& Development&Environment&(NetBeans&IDE)&throughout&the&AMDS&development&process.&There&are&several&reasons&behind&this&decision,&all&of&which&will&be&presented&further,&with&some&information&summarised&from&the&Netbeans.org&website.&&
NetBeans,&originally&called&Xelfi,&is&an&established&software&development&environment,&with&its&first&release&in&1997.&It&started&as&a&student&project,&but&over&the&course&of&two&years,& in& 1997,& it& had& become& the& basis& for& what& today& is& a& complex& IDE& used& in&creating&applications&using&numerous&programming&languages,&one&of&which&utilised&for&the&current&research&is&Scala.&&NetBeans& is& inherently&a&modular&platform&that&offers&a&stable&and&solid&ground& for&new&features&to&be&bolted&on.&These& features&range& from&small& tools& to& fully& fledged&programming&language&support.&Such&programming&support&generally&adds&features&such&as&syntax&and&semantic&colouring,&code&folding,&indentation&and&formatting,&code&completion& and& refactoring,& error& capture& through& preXcompilation,& etc.& The& Scala&NetBeans&support&used&by&the&author&in&developing&the&AMDS&is&one&such&module.&&One& of& the& most& critical& features& the& Scala& NetBeans& module& provides& is& code&completion.&This&feature&enables&real&time&code&suggestions&based&on&code&currently&
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being& typed.& For& example,& in& the& AMDS& context& a& part& of& the& code& that& has& been&heavily& utilised& is& the& Network& module.& After& instantiating& a& variable& with& the&Network&class&(val)network)=)new)NetworkModule(cfg)),&as&can&be&seen& in&Figure 13,&upon&typing&network.(dot)&a&list&of&available&Network&module&methods&pops&up,&which&allows&quick&and&easy&code&creation.&This&feature&also&preXempts&many&programming&bugs& that& could& potentially& be& introduced& due& to& human& error& at& the& time& of& code&writing.&&
 
Figure)13)K)NetBeans)Scala)Code)Completion)&









public class HelloVM { 
 public static void main(String[] args) throws Exception { 
  CommandLineParser clp = new CommandLineParser(new 
    OptionSpec[]{}, args); 
  String urlStr = “https://esx-server/sdk”; 
  String username = "username"; 
  String password = "password"; 
  ServiceInstance si = new ServiceInstance 
(new URL(urlStr), username, password, true); 
   
InventoryNavigator(rootFolder).searchManagedEntities 
("VirtualMachine")[0]; 
  Folder rootFolder = si.getRootFolder(); 
  VirtualMachine vm = (VirtualMachine) new 
  VirtualMachineConfigInfo vminfo = vm.getConfig(); 
  VirtualMachineCapability vmc = vm.getCapability(); 
  System.out.println("Hello " + vm.getName()); 
  System.out.println("GuestOS: "  
+ vminfo.getGuestFullName()); 
  System.out.println("Multiple snapshots supported: " + 
  vmc.isMultipleSnapshotsSupported()); 
  si.getServerConnection().logout(); 
 } 
} 
Code)Fragment)1)–)Hello)World)VM)interaction)code20)&As& can& be& seen& in& Code& Fragment& 1,& the& vSphere& API& provides& a& straightforward&method&of& interacting&with&the&vSphere&client.& It&allows&for&username&and&password&authentication&by& supplying& the&urlStr& (vCentre/ESXi&HTTP&address),&username& and&




iii. Allows&for&searching&(SearchIndex)&the&vSphere&controlled&entities&by&different&criteria& and&gain&direct& access& and& issue& commands& to& and& any&one&of& them,&such&as&a&signalling&a&Virtual&Machine&to&shut&down:&







The&authors&of&the&vSphere&Java&API&package&have&provided&an&object&model&diagram&of& the& VI& Java&API& seen& in& Figure& 14,&which& helps&with& understanding& the& VMWare&infrastructure& at& an& abstract& software& level.& The& ServiceInstance,& which& can& also& be&seen& in&Code&Fragment&1,& is&present&on& the& far& right& in& the&diagram&provides&direct&access& to&many& different&Manager& objects& that& provide& functionality& for& interacting&with& the& different& areas& vSphere& manages.& The& ManagedEntity& class& facilitates&interaction& with& the& different& system& entities& found& on& the& Virtual& Interface& client&inside&vSphere,&such&as&Virtual&Machines,&the&Host&System,&Resource&Pool,&Datacentre,&etc.& From& here,& the& HostSystem& class& further& provides& support& for& accessing& and&managing& many& different& key& aspects& of& the& host& system,& such& as& the& Firewall,&Memory,&Storage,&Network,&etc.&&
&
Figure)15)K)Partial)UML)diagram)of)the)VI)Java)API23)&A&UML&diagram&helps&better&understand&the&vSphere&API&software&model&(Figure&15).&It& provides& detailed& information& on& different& functionality& available& as& part& of& each&major&vSphere&Object,&seen&in&Figure&14.&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&
23!http://sourceforge.net/p/vijava/code/HEAD/tree/v5.1a/docs/Object%20model%20of%20VI%20Java%20API.pdf!
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The& ManagedObject& class& makes& use& of& the& private& properties& mor&(ManagedObjectReference& –& VI& SDK& managed& object)& and& serverConnection&(authenticated& server& connection)& and& several& public& methods& to& provide& instant&access&to&the&mentioned&entities.&&The&ServerConnection&class&contains&information&such&as&the&url&it&used&to&contact&the&server,& the& userSession& active& session& information& that& contains& data& such& as& the&username&used&in&the&authentication&process,&as&well&as&the&vimService&that&provides&functionality&through&over&300&methods.&&The&ServerConnection&also&contains&a&reference&to&the&ServiceInstance&object,&which&is&the&first&of&its&type&accessible&to&a&developer.&It&facilitates&the&authentication&process&by& taking& in& information& such& as& the& url,& username,& and& password& or& a& url& and&sessionID&combination&and&creating&a&valid&vSphere&connection&instance.&&The&ServiceInstance&contains&a&ServiceContent&object,&which&holds&references&to&all&manager&type&objects&attached.&&Finally,&the&ManagedEntity&object&is&the&most&important&of&its&type&because&it&provides&direct&access&to&key&vSphere&entities&such&as&the&Virtual&Machines,&Host&System,&etc.&It&allows&for&searching&the&vSphere&inventory&and&provides&direct&access&to&each&search&result&entity.&&
4.3 Ubuntu&Operating&System&Overview&&The& Ubuntu& Server& Operating& System& is& a& Linux& system& (also& known& as& a&‘distribution’),& based& on& the& Debian& distribution,& offering& a& secure& environment& for&either&production&or&development& environments.& It& offers& a&wide& range&of& software&packages& (tools,& services,& libraries,& frameworks,& systems)& designed& to& be& used& to&accomplish& virtually& any& scenario.& All& packages& are& also& generally& open& source,&meaning& they& can& be& altered& to& suit& any& need,& provided& there& is& relevant&programming&knowledge,&and&also&widely&distributed&without&any&legal&implications.&Being& based& on& the& Debian& distribution,& an& already& highly& efficient,& stable& and&powerful&Operating&System,&Ubuntu&has&been&developed&to&take&advantage&of&all&the&features& and& also& incorporates& numerous& enhancements& to& help& make& system&
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development& as& streamlined& as& possible.& This& and& the& fact& that& it& has& datacentre&support&out&of&the&box,&makes&it&ideal&for&data&processing&intensive&systems,&such&as&the& AMDS& with& its& Control& and& Botnet& modules,& both& running& highly& intensive&operations.&Ubuntu&is&very&lean&and&optimised,&so&much&so&that&its&minimum&system&requirements& are& very& low& (192MB& RAM,& 300MHz& singleXcore& processor,& 700MB&storage),&thus&allowing&more&breathing&space&for&other&tasks&running&on&it.&&Ubuntu&also&supports&a&wide&range&of&database&engines&and&source&code&compilers.&The&ones&that&are&of&interest&to&the&author&are:&&I. MongoDB,&a&NoSQL&database&engine&capable&of&storing&large&amounts&of&data&without&any&noticeable&performance&drop,&II. JavaVM,& the&service& that&powers&all& Java&and&Scala&code&and&enables& them&to&run&across&all&existing&platforms,&and&III. Scala,& a& highly& optimised& programing& language,& with& multiXthread&management&capabilities&and&simplified&distributed&application&support&out&of&the&box.&&Ubuntu&is&also&very&well&supported,&having&certain&Long&Term&Support&editions&(LTS)&that& receive& updates& for& up& to& 5& years,& thus&making& them&very& cost& effective& in& the&long&run.&
!
4.4 Adopted&Software&Engineering&Methodology&
!An& outline& of& the& software& methodology& flow& adopted& by& the& author& in& designing,&developing,&deploying,&testing,&and&maintaining&the&AMDS&is&now&presented.&&Figure&16&describes& the&workflow&employed&by& this& research& in& its& approach& to& the&Software& component.& It& starts& with& designing,& implementing& and& simulating&components& to& achieve& initial& success& confirmation.& It& then& carries& on& with&deployment&and&results&collection&and&analysis.&If&this&final&process&does&not&confirm&initial&simulation&results,&then&the&whole&process&starts&over.&&Conceptual&Design&is&an&objective&of&each&and&every&activity,&where&issues&relevant&to&the& research& are& discovered.& It& describes& desired& features& and& operations& in& detail,&including& screen& layouts,& process& diagrams,& pseudocode& and& other& documentation.&
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Software&Development&puts&the&Conceptual&Design&into&code.&Afterwards,&Functional&Analysis& brings& all& the&pieces& together& into& a& special& testing& environment,& and& then&checks&for&errors,&bugs&and&interoperability.&Deploy&to&Hardware&is&the&final&stage&of&initial& development,& where& the& software& is& put& into& production.& Testing& is& an&important& part& of& the& software& life& cycle& and& it& serves& the& purpose& of& discovering&design& flaws.& Testing& results& are& then& analysed& for& design& improvements& and& the&whole&process&restarts.&&
&
Figure)16)–)AMDS)Development)Methodology)Workflow)&As& part& of&Objectives)1)and&4,& a& novel& ‘CloudXbased’& solution& for& teaching& computer&networks& in& an& educational& context& has& been& configured.&One& key& advantage& of& the&system& is& its& ability& to& commission& and& decommission& virtual& infrastructures&comprised& of& routers,& switches& and& virtual& machines& on& demand.& It& makes& use& of&hardware& located& in& different& physical& locations,& VMWare& software& to& manage& the&virtual& resources& and& NetLab+& to& manage& the& configuration& of& multiple& different&virtual&scenarios.&
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As& part& of&Objectives) 2& and& 3& an& optimised& and& novel& approach& to& an& Autonomous&Virtual& Server& Management& System& in& a& ‘Cloud& Computing’& environment& has& been&developed.&One&key&advantage&of&this&system&is&its&ability&to&improve&hardware&power&consumption& through& autonomously& moving& virtual& servers& around& a& network& to&balance& out& hardware& loads.& This& has& a& potentially& important& impact& on& issues& of&sustainability&with&respect&to&both&energy&efficiency&and&economic&viability.&Another&key& advantage& is& the& improvement& of& the& overall& endXuser& experience& for& services&within& the&Cloud.&This&has&been& investigated&through&the&configuration&of& the&Cloud&Computing&testXbed&rig.&&
4.5 Testing$Principles$&This& section& presents& the& underlying& testing& principles& employed& by& the& author& in&their&work&with&the&AMDS.&&
& &
Figure)17)K)AMDS)Overview)&Figure& 17& presents& an& overview& of& the& AMDS’s& position&within& a& Cloud& Computing&environment.& The& AMDS& connects& to& the& four& most& important& components& of& the&cloud& system:& access& point& (connection& to& the& outside& world),& power& reading&hardware& (monitors& power& consumption),& network& reading& hardware& (monitors&network&flow),&and&the&heart&of&the&cloud&system&–&the&proprietary&software&(VMWare&ESXi)&that&makes&decisions&regarding&the&server&and&storage&management.&&
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Chapter$5: Autonomous$ Management$ Distributed$
System$(AMDS)$–$The$Software$&This& chapter& focuses& on& the& design,& development,& and& the& implementation& of& the&AMDS.&&In&depth,&it&describes:&
• the& network& optimization& technique& that& serves& as& basis& for& the& software&implementation;&
• the& design& of& all& system& components& and& the& relationship& between& them& –&analysis&of&the&system&design&diagram;&
• the& development& strategy,& detailing& the& steps& undertaken& towards& its&implementation;&
• the& implementation& process,& detailing& the& choice& in& programming& language&and&what&specific&features&were&utilised.&&As&part&of&Objectives)3&and&5&presented& in&section&1.1,&a&novel&modular&design&of&an&Autonomous& Management& Distributed& System& (AMDS)& for& Cloud& Computing&environments& has& been& developed.& It& has& been& implemented& using& the& Scala&programming& language&because&of& its&unique&way&of&dealing&with&data&structures,&a&topic& more& thoroughly& discussed& in& the& Programming& Language& Considerations&subchapter.&&The&AMDS& design& considerations& that& underpinned& the& author’s& software& approach&will&be&presented.&&
5.1 AMDS$Design$Considerations$&The& AMDS& has& been& designed& from& the& ground& up& with& distributed& deployment,&modularity&and&security&in&mind,&using&a&full&object&oriented&approach.&A&key&feature&of&this&system&is&the&ability&to&gather&and&store&information&from&various&networking&and&monitoring&devices&from&within&the&same&computing&cluster.&Another&key&feature&is&the&ability&to& intelligently&control&any&number&of&Hypervisor& instances&(as& long&as&an&appropriate&module& is&developed&to&enable&communication)&based&on&analysis&of&collected& data& and& predefined& parameters.& The&Hypervisor& in& turn,& once& it& receives&
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commands& from& the& AMDS,& proceeds& to& issue& instructions& to&monitored& servers& in&order& to& maximise& energy& efficiency,& reduce& the& carbon& footprint& and& minimize&running&costs.&&





Figure 18&presents&a&UML&diagram&of&the&AMDS&design.&It&is&composed&of&19&different&parts,&each&designed&for&a&specific&task&and&fully&reusable.&The&main&features&of&these&component&parts&will&now&be&described:&&1. Core:& (Figure 18,& 1.)&Main& system&module.& The& entry& point& for& the& AMDS.& From&there&the&system&accesses&the&configuration&parameters&(Figure 18,&2.)&and&starts&its& internal& tasks& (Figure 18,& 5.)& and& the& User& Interface& (Figure 18,& 6.).& It& is&responsible& for& facilitating& communication& between& the& different& modules&attached&to&it.&a) Initiate:& (Figure 18,& 1a.)& Module& entry& point.& Achieves& most& of& the& module&functionality.&Initialises&modules&and&establishes&connections&between&them.&b) Authenticate:& (Figure 18,& 1b.)& Helper&module.& Undertakes& the& initial& system&authentication.& This& helps& with& detection& of& possible& hijack& attempts& by&making&sure&a&current&instance&remains&valid&and&genuine.&&2. Config:&(Figure 18,&2.)&Helper&module.&Responsible&for&maintaining&and&providing&access& to& the& system& configuration& parameters.& It& interacts&with& the& connection&module&(Figure 18,&4.)&in&order&to&gain&access&to&the&Storage&component&(Figure 18,&4b.),&Config&database.& It& is&active& throughout& the& lifespan&of& the&system& instance,&facilitating&onXtheXfly&parameter&alteration.&&3. Auth:& (Figure 18,& 3.)& Key& system& module.& Manages& task& and& connection&authentication.&It&performs&checks&against&the&initial&determined&instance&validity&and&genuineness& in&an&attempt& to&discover&potential&system&hijack&attempts&and&prevent& them.& It& locks& down& any& connection& or& task& that& does& not& pass& the&validation&step&and&makes&a&log&entry&with&relevant&details&on&the&security&issue.&&4. Conn:& (Figure 18,& 4.)& Main& system& module.& Facilitates& all& system& connections&between& the& modules& themselves& or& between& the& modules& and& the& computing&cluster.&It&is&the&main&access&route&to&specialised&miniXmodules&as&well&as&attempt&to& authenticate& each& connection& passing& through& it& by& calling& upon& the& Auth&module&(Figure 18,&3.).&a) AMDS!Comm:& (Figure 18,& 4a.)& Critical&miniXmodule.&Manages& communication&between& instances&of& the&AMDS& including& the&passing&of&data&between& them.&Acts&as&a&load&balancer&by&creating&a&bridge&between&current&instance&and&one&other& instance.&On&each&connection&attempt& it& calls&upon& the&Auth&module& to&
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verify& the& integrity& of& the& outside& instance& before& allowing& any& kind& of&information&exchange.&b) Storage:&(Figure 18,&4b.)&Main&miniXmodule.&Keeps&track&of&internal&databases&for& each& system& module& that& deals& with& data.& It& stores& information& for& the&Config&and&Control&modules.&c) SNMP:& (Figure 18,& 4c.)& Specialised& miniXmodule.& Facilitates& passing& of&information&between&current&system&instance&and&devices&that&understand&the&Simple&Networking&Management&Protocol& (SNMP).&This& protocol& allows&data&to&pass&both&ways,&making& it&possible&to& issue&commands&and&receive&results&between&different&devices&that&use&it.!d) vSphere:& (Figure 18,& 4d.)& Critical& specialised& miniXmodule.& Interfaces& the&VMWare&vSphere&client&to&allow&issuing&commands&and&retrieving&results.&This&module& bridges& the& gap& between& the& custom& designed& AMDS& and& the&proprietary&software&solution&provided&by&VMWare&&5. Control:&(Figure 18,&5.)&Main&module.&Initiates&data&collection,&storing&and&analysis&tasks,& as& well& as& initiate& commands& to& the& vSphere& Client& through& the& Conn&module& (Figure 18,& 4d.).& This& allows& for& data& to& be& collected& from& monitoring&devices& across& the& computing& cluster,& stored,& analysed& and& actions& to& be& taken&based&on&the&results&and&the&configuration&parameters.!!a) GetData:& (Figure 18,&5a.)&Main&miniXmodule.&Deals&with&raw&data&retrieval.& It&initiates&connections& to& the&SNMP&miniXmodule&(Figure 18,&4c.),& retrieves&and&stores& collected& information& using& the& Storage&miniXmodule& (Figure 18,& 4b.),&Raw&Data&database.&b) Analyse:&(Figure 18,&5b.)&Main&miniXmodule.&Retrieves&chunks&of&raw&data&from&the& Storage& miniXmodule& (Figure 18,& 4b.),& Raw& Data& database,& and& come& up&with&data&capable&of&being&compared&to&the&configuration&parameters.&It&then&stores& the& analysis& results& using& the& same& miniXmodule,& but& in& the& Results&database.&c) Command:&(Figure 18,&5c.)&Main&miniXmodule.&Compares&analysis&results&with&the& configuration& parameters& and& make& intelligent& decisions& that& maximise&energy&efficiency.&After&it&stores&issued&commands&in&the&Commands&database,&it& then& proceeds& to& send& them& to& the& correct& interfacing& miniXmodule& from&within&the&Conn&module&(Figure 18,&4.).&&6. User! Interface:& (Figure 18,& 6.)& Noncritical& system& module.& Facilitates& system&
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monitoring& by& presenting& information& stored& on& the& system& in& human& readable&form.&a) Status:&(Figure 18,&6a.)&Main&miniXmodule.&Provides&an&overview&of&the&current&system&state&as&well&as&global&statistics,& including&access& to&security& logs&and&top&level&information&on&database&disk&usage.&b) Readings:& (Figure 18,& 6b.)& Main& miniXmodule.& Provides& an& inXdepth& view& of&each& individual& database& currently& utilised& by& the& system& instance.& All&databases& maintained& by& the& Conn& module& (Figure 18,& 4.)& are& included.& It&makes&use&of&data&filtering&and&table&display.&c) Commands:& (Figure 18,& 6c.)&Main&miniXmodule.&Provides&an& inXdepth&view&of&all& command&decisions& the& current& system& instance& has& taken& as&well& as& the&accompanying&results&received&from&all&the&commanded&systems.&&
5.3 AMDS$Implementation$&This& section& discusses& the& necessary& steps& the& author& has& undertaken& towards&implementing&the&AMDS.&This&process&and&its&outcome&both&reflect&the&AMDS&design&presented&in&chapter&5.2.&&
5.3.1 Programming&Language&Considerations&&In& the& implementation& stage& the& author& considered& many& programming& languages&capable& of& initiating& remote& connections,& including& Ruby,& PHP,& Java,& Scala,& C++,& C#.&The&main&criterion&to&be&considered&was&portability&i.e.&make&the&system&so&that&it&can&be& deployed& on& as& many& different& operating& systems& as& possible.& Only& two& of& the&considered&languages&met&the&required&criteria:&Java&and&Scala.&&Java&is&an&established&programming&language&making&its&first&appearance&in&1995.&It&is&able&to&function&on&any&operating&system&running&the&Java&Virtual&Machine&(JavaVM).&All& major& systems,& including& Unix,& Linux& and& Windows& are& currently& capable& of&running&the&JavaVM.&However&whilst&the&language&functionality&continues&to&evolve&it&does&not&handle&running&multithreaded&tasks&well.&&Scala&is&a&relatively&new&language.&In&spite&of&only&making&its&first&appearance&in&2003,&
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it&has&grown&in&popularity&very&quickly&due&to&its&multithreading&capabilities&as&well&as& its&concise&way&of&expressing&common&programming&patterns.&This&has&helped&to&drastically&reduce&development&time&on&projects.&One&major&advantage&and&the&main&reason&why&it&has&gained&popularity&so&quickly& is& its&seamless& integration&with&Java.&Java& support& in& Scala,& for& example,& can& be& provided& by& importing& an& appropriate&library,&and&all&Scala&programs&also&run&on&the&JavaVM,&which&means&that&these&can&be&deployed&on&all&the&major&systems.&&






 “config”: { 
  “self”: { 
  “log”: { 
   “decription”: “Custom log function.”, 
   “file”: “logs/log_file.log” 
}, 
“info”: { 
 “is_master”: true, 
 “address”: “127.0.0.1”, 




 “info”: { 





 “info”: { 
 “address”: “192.168.1.12”, 






 The&databases&have&been&implemented&using&the&MongoDB&database&storage&engine.&It& is& a& NoSQL& storage& engine,& which& allows& for& big& amounts& of& data& to& be& stored&without& the& need& to& account& for& or& worry& about& data& fragmentation& or& database&design.&As&can&be&seen&in&Code Fragment 2,&the&MongoDB&engine&uses&the&standardised&JSON& data& format& to& store& information& in& different& shapes& and& sizes.& As& such,& one&distinct&advantage&of&this&NoSQL&engine&is&that&data&structure&can&change&at&any&time&and&it&will&still&store&all&information&exactly&the&same,&as&long&as&there&is&at&least&a&key&reference&found&in&each&new&piece&of&data&added.&
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def connect() { 
  
 import reactivemongo.api._ 
 import scala.concurrent.ExecutionContext.Implicits.global 
  
 // gets an instance of the driver 
 // (creates an actor system) 
 val driver = new MongoDriver 
 val connection = driver.connection(List("localhost")) 
  
 // Gets a reference to the database "plugin" 
 val db = connection("amds") 
  
 // Gets a reference to the collection "acoll" 
 // By default, you get a BSONCollection. 













def listDocs() = { 
 
 // Select only the documents that have an address of 127.0.0.1 
 val query = BSONDocument("self.info.address" -> "127.0.0.1") 
 // select only the field 'master' 
 val filter = BSONDocument( 
  "master" -> 1  
) 
 
 /**  
* Let's run this query then enumerate the  
* response and print a readable 
 * representation of each document in the response  
*/ 
 collection.find(query, filter).cursor[BSONDocument] 
  .enumerate().apply( 
   Iteratee.foreach { 
    doc =>  
println("found document: " +  
BSONDocument.pretty(doc)) 
   } 
  ) 
 
 // Or, the same with getting a list 
 val futureList: Future[List[BSONDocument]] = 
  collection. 
  find(query, filter). 
  cursor[BSONDocument]. 
  collect[List]() 
 
 futureList.map { list => 
  list.foreach { doc => 
   println("found document: " + BSONDocument.pretty(doc)) 









master& information&of&each& row&of&data& identified&by& the& find()&method.&Finally,& the&query& is& then& run& against& the& collection& (table)& defined& in&Code Fragment 3& and& all&results,&if&any,&are&printed&to&screen&for&testing&purposes.&In&this&particular&case,&this&code&is&used&by&other&AMDS&instances&to&identify&the&AMDS&master&instance&in&order&to&establish&a&connection&for&load&balancing&purposes.&&Another& important& component& of& the& AMDS& is& the& vSphere& miniXmodule.& In& its&development&the&author&has&made&heavy&use&of&the&vSphere&API&for&Java.&This&set&of&Application&Programmable& Interfaces& (APIs)& facilitates&message& exchanges&between&the&Control&module&and&the&vSphere&Clients&currently&in&the&computing&cluster.&Still&in&its&preview&stages,&it&allows&for&much&interaction&between&third&party&programs&and&the&vSphere&client&itself.&&
5.3.3 AMDS&Virtual&Machine&Setup&&The&author&has&configured&a&Virtual&Machine,&going& from&design& to& implementation,&using&the&Ubuntu&Linux&v12.10&Operating&System&distribution.& It& is&configured&using&primarily& default& settings,& however& there& are& several& customised& software&installations:&
• Scala&version&2.10.4.&
o It& is& used& to& execute& the& AMDS& code& and& keep& it& running& in& the&background.&
• Customised&system&startXup&scripts.&
o These&are&put&in&place&to&set&up&the&needed&environment&for&the&AMDS.&They&are&responsible&for&starting,&maintaining,&and&checking&the&AMDS&throughout&its&software&lifetime.&







    echo -n "Starting" 
    sudo start-stop-daemon --start --background --pidfile  
${APPLICATION_PATH}/RUNNING_PID -d ${APPLICATION_PATH}  
--exec target/start -- -Dhttp.port=4200 
    RETVAL=$? 
 
    if [ $RETVAL -eq 0 ]; then 
        echo " - Success" 
    else 
        echo " - Failure" 
    fi 
    echo 
} 
stop() { 
    echo -n "Stopping" 
    sudo start-stop-daemon --stop --pidfile  
${APPLICATION_PATH}/RUNNING_PID 
    RETVAL=$? 
    if [ $RETVAL -eq 0 ]; then 
        echo " - Success" 
    else 
        echo " - Failure" 
    fi 
    echo 
} 
  case "$1" in 
    start) 
      start 
  ;; 
    stop) 
      stop 
  ;; 
    restart) 
      stop 
      start 
  ;; 
    *) 
      echo "Usage: play-server {start|stop|restart}" 
      exit 1 
  ;; 
esac 
exit $RETVAL 




The&start& function&is&in&charge&of&making&sure&the&AMDS&has&successfully&started&up&and&has&begun&its&programmed&tasks,&such&as&reading&configuration&files,&generating&encryption&certificate,&initialising&modules,&etc.&It&then&outputs&a&message&according&to&whether&the&task&has&been&a&success&or&not.&On&the&other&hand,&the&stop&function&is&in&charge&of&making&sure&the&AMDS&has&gracefully&stopped&its&operations.&It&monitors&the&situation& after& initiating& a& shutdown& and& reports& back& on& whether& it& has& been&successful&or&not.&&The& script& shown& in& Code& Fragment& 5& also& comes& with& two& more& functionality&features&as&possible&use&cases:&
• restart&–&runs&the&stop&and&start& functions& in&sequence&and&reports&back&on&these&tasks’&success;&and&
• *& X& deals& with& incorrect& user& input& when& using& the& script,& alerting& the& user&when&an&invalid&option&has&been&requested.&&
#!/bin/bash 
ps cax | grep amds > /dev/null 
if [ $? -eq 0 ]; then 
echo "`date` - Process is running." 
>> /opt/amds/logs/operations.log 
else 
  service amds_script start 
  echo "`date` - Process is was not running. It has been started."  
>> /opt/amds/logs/operations.log 
fi 
Code)Fragment)6)K)AMDS)Bash)status)check)script.)&The& script& called&amds_check.sh& is& used& to& check& for& the& local& AMDS& instance& and&start&the&instance&if&it&is&not&running.&This&script&runs&after&the&initial&operating&system&bootXup& sequence& has& completed.& As& can& be& seen& in& Code& Fragment& 6,& the&
amds_check.sh& script& is& in& charge& of& checking& whether& the& amds& process& is& still&running&and&performing&its&duties.&In&case&it&has&unexpectedly&stopped,&a&start&option&is&attempted.&Regardless&of&the&process’&state,&this&script&saves&current&check&status&to&an& operations.log& file& for& later& viewing.& This& helps& with& debugging& potential&situations&when&the&AMDS&might&inadvertently&crash.&&The& scripts& presented& in&Code Fragment 5& and&Code Fragment 6& interact& with& each&other&in&the&case&the&AMDS&crashes&and&it&requires&restarting.&Then&Code Fragment 6&makes&use&of&Code Fragment 5&in&an&attempt&to&resume&AMDS’s&operations.&&
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5.3.4 AMDS&Setup&on&the&Virtual&Machine&&All&AMDS&Scala&and&Database&files&and&folders&are&located&in&the&folder&/opt/amds&on&the& Operating& System.& This& is& the& location& from& where& AMDS& will& carry& out& its&operation&throughout&its&software&lifetime.&&Initial&AMDS&configuration&lies&within&the&Database,&containing&operational&constants&as& well& default& operation& settings& that& can& be& internally& changed& throughout& its&software&lifetime&as&more&network&and&operation&data&is&gathered.&&
5.3.5 Autonomous&Virtual&Machine&Management&&The&author&has&created&a&Snapshot&of&the&Virtual&Machine&once&optimal&operation&was&insured.&It&is&stored&directly&on&the&Network&Storage&Drive&and&can&be&used&at&a&later&date&as&backup.&&This&Virtual&Machine&has&then&been&converted&into&a&Virtual&Machine&Template&that&is&actively& used& by& the& VMWare& vSphere& Client& to& spawn& and& start& up& new& Virtual&Machines&as&network&loads&escalate.&&The&AMDS&is&responsible&for&monitoring&network&operations&and&relaying&commands&to&the&vSphere&accordingly.&In&current&context&and&based&on&network&data&flow,&these&commands&can&be&one&of&the&following:&&
• Use&the&AMDS&VM&Snapshot&to&spawn&a&new&Virtual&Machine&and&start&it&up.&
• Graciously&stop&a&particular&AMDS&Virtual&Machine.&&Stopping&an&AMDS&instance&is&performed&once&the&following&steps&have&been&taken:&1. Check& that& all& the& latest& Database& information& has& been& synchronised&successfully&across&all&other&currently&running&AMDS&instances.&2. Check& that& the&AMDS& instance& that& is& about& to& be& shut& down&has&no& current&standing&operations.&If&it&does,&transfer&all&operational&parameters&relevant&to&those&current&operations&over&to&the&master&AMDS&instance.&The&master&AMDS&then& allocates& the& jobs& to& other& running& AMDS& instances& or& acts& upon& them&itself&if&no&other&instances&are&available&or&other&instances&are&currently&busy.&
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This&final&stage&ends&the&AMDS&management&procedure.&&
5.4 $AMDS$lifetime$operational$logic$flow$&The&AMDS&master&instance&is&the&first&one&to&run&within&the&network.&It&is&responsible&for&checking&and&making&sure&its&own&internal&operations&are&functioning&at&optimal&efficiency&as&well&as&manage&other&slave&instances.&&As&can&be&seen&in&Figure 20,&upon&start,&the&AMDS&creates&a&security&fingerprint&that&it&will&then&use&throughout&its&software&lifetime&to&sign&every&decision&it&makes&or&action&it&takes.&This&design&feature&ensures&that&only&authorised&AMDS&instances&are&able&to&issue& commands.& It& helps& prevent& its& own& hijacking& or& interference& from& outside&entities.&&
&
Figure)20)K)AMDS)lifetime)operational)logic)flow.)&It& then& checks& the& configuration& Database& and& loads& its& initial& parameters& from& it.&Once& successful,& it& continues& to& initialise& its& internal& modules.& If& no& errors& are&encountered,& it& then& proceeds& with& establishing& connection& to& any& other& AMDS&instances&currently&running&on&the&network.&&Once& this& startXup& procedure& has& taken& place& without& any& issues,& the& AMDS& then&
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Chapter$6: AMDS$System$Enhancement$–$Botnets$&This&chapter&makes&use&of&the&results&analysis&presented&in&Cloud Computing Test Bed 
– Software Deployment on Hardware& by& utilising& them& in& the& context& of& Network&Hijacking.& It& presents& a& novel& prevention& strategy& that& has& been& implemented& as& a&module& of& the&AMDS,& and& discusses& a& proposed& abstract& software&model& for& use& in&other&computing&environments.&&
6.1 Detection$ of$ Successful$ Network$ Hijacking$ Attempts$ –$ An$ Abstract$
Model$&This& section& focuses& on& detailing& the& abstract& hijacking& detection& software& model&developed& by& the& author,& in& particular& the& botnet& heuristic& detection& algorithm&adaptation.&The&author&has&chosen&to&employ&an&anomalyXbased&heuristic&algorithm&based&on&the&work&carried&out&by&(Binkley&et&al.,&2006).&&The& algorithm& consists& of& two&main& detection& components:& an& Internet& Relay& Chat&(IRC)&mesh,&and&a&Transmission&Control&Protocol&(TCP)&scan&detection&heuristic.&The&author&has&made&use&only&of&the&TCP&heuristic&component&and&adapted&it&as&necessary&into&the&AMDS&botnet&detection&module.&&An& algorithm& requirement& is& that& a& scanner& actively& samples& network& flow& and&collects& information& on& a& percentage& of& observed&data& packets.& This& scanner&would&store,& as& a& tuple& set,& the& following& data& flow& information:& IP) source) address,& SYNS,&
SYNACKS,&FINSSENT,&FINSBACK,&RESETS,&PKTSSENT,&and&PKTSBACK.&&The& IP& address& serves& as& a& logical& key& for& the& entire& stored& packets& waiting& to& be&analysed.&The&SYNS&are&counts&of&SYN&packets,&while&SYNACKS&are&SYN&packets&sent&with&the&ACK&flag&set.&FINS&sent&both&are&counted,&and&RESETS&are&only&counted&when&sent&back&to&the&IP&source.&The&PKTSSENT&represents&the&total&number&of&packets&sent&by&the&IP&source,&and&the&PKTSBACK&is&the&total&number&of&packets&sent&back&to&the&IP&source.&This&information&helps&in&providing&an&approximate&networkXbased&indication&of&the&kind&of&exploit&in&use&at&the&time&(Binkley&et&al.,&2006).&&
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6.2 AMDS$Botnet$Detection$Module$5$Design$&This& section& focuses& on& the& design& and& implementation& of& the& malicious& activity&detection&module,&based&on&the&abstract&model&discussed&in&section&6.1.&
!
&
Figure)22)K)Botnet)Detection)Module)Design!&As& can&be& seen& in&Figure)22,& the&Botnet&Detection& software&module&design& specifies&the& logical&position&of& its& five&major& components&and& the& information& flow&between&them,&illustrated&by&the&numbered&yellow&arrows.&The&data&flow&direction&is&given&by&the& yellow& arrows,& while& the& sequence& in& which& it& takes& place& is& indicated& by& the&numbers&1&to&7,&1&being&the&data&entry&point&and&7&being&the&data&exit&point,&both&of&which&being&facilitated&by&the&AMDS&Connection&module.&For&more&information&on&the&Connection&module’s&design,&please&see&Chapter&5.&&This&new&module’s&major&components&are&all&designed&to&each&fulfil&a&specific&function,&thus&feeding&into&the&AMDS&modular&design&concept.&They&will&now&be&described&at&an&overview&level,&as&follows:&I. Get) Network) Flow.& This& component,& as& its& label& suggests,& is& responsible& for&requesting& and& accepting& network& data& flows& from& the&NetFlow/IPFIX& setup&through& the&AMDS&Connection&module.& It& first& initiates& the& request,&which& is&
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then& forwarded& by& the& Conn& module& using& an& appropriate& communication&interface,&and&it&then&awaits&a&response&in&the&form&of&a&Network&Flow.&Once&it&receives& this& information,& it& passes& it& on& to&both& the& storage& and&breakdown&components.&II. Store)Flow)/)Analysis)Result.&This&part&of&the&Botnet&module&is&responsible&with&storing,& as& a& longXterm& solution,& raw& Network& Flows& as& forwarded& by& the&previously& discussed& component& and& analysis& results& as& transmitted& by& the&
Flow)Analysis&component,&described&below.&It&uses&an&internal&storage&system&rather& than& relying& on& the& other& AMDS&modules& for& security& considerations.&Another&responsibility&it&carries&refers&to&passing&on&the&analysis&results&to&the&








Chapter$7: Cloud$ Computing$ Test$ Bed$ –$ Software$
Deployment$on$Hardware$&This&chapter&describes&how&the&AMDS&was& installed&on&a&Virtual&Machine&and&what&steps& have& been& undertaken& to& achieve& interconnectivity& between& the& Virtual&Network&interfaces&and&the&underlying&physical&hardware.&&
7.1 Cloud$Test$Bed$Hardware$&The& author,& as& previously& detailed& in&Dinita& et& al.& (2012),& has& access& to& a& small& but&powerful& test&bed&comprising&seven&physical&servers&(mix&of&HP&Proliant,&Dell&R710&and& Viglen& brands),& three& Storage& Area& Networks& (HP)& and& multiple& routers& and&switches& (CISCO& and& HP),& and& HP& ILOs& (TABLE 1)& located& within& the& Department& of&Computing& and& Technology& (FIGURE 23& and& FIGURE 24& are& illustrating& the& structure& of&these&systems)&across&four&rooms&(Bry015,&Mel205,&Datacentre,&Bry101).&&Two&of&the&servers&are&‘public’Xfacing&(that&is,&they&are&utilised&for&teaching&purposes),&whilst& the& others& are& ‘private’Xfacing& (i.e.& they& are& utilised& for& research& –& not& yet&implemented).& The& privateXfacing& resource& is& isolated& from& the& Internet& and& only&accessible& from&departmental&computers&via&an&appropriate&security&protocol.&All&of&the& networking& cards& have& Gigabit& type& interfaces& (>=1Gbps,& Gigabit& per& second,&transfer& rate)& and& the& link& between& the& Servers& and& the& Filer& (FIGURE 24)& is& one& of&10Gbps,& which& facilitates& rapid& data& movement& to& and& from& the& Filer& across& the&network&(Dinita&et&al.,&2012).&&The& described& test& bed& allows& for& the& possibility& of& testing& unique& and& complex&scenarios&such&as&simulating&a&global& infrastructure,&where&each&room&is&considered&to&be&a&remote&location&in&a&different&country/part&of&the&world&(Dinita&et&al.,&2012).&&The&author&also&has&access&to&several&items&of&test&hardware&that&allow&simple&power&consumption&readings&to&be&taken&through&proprietary&User&Interfaces:&HP&Integrated&LightsXOut&(ILO),&APC&Power&Distribution&Unit&(PDU)&and&APC&Uninterrupted&Power&Supply& (UPS)& devices.& These& devices& are& directly& connected& to& the& physical& servers&and&as&such&produce&relevant&power&metrics.&&
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All&hardware&presented&is&fully&network&enabled&and&as&such&has&been&provided&with&unique& IP& addresses& to& which& connections& can& be&made.& The& specialised& hardware&relevant& to& this& point& all& support& the& SNMP&protocol& (communication& protocol& that&allows&two&way&data&connections).&&
Table)1)K)Test)Bed)Components)(Dinita)et)al.,)2012))









Figure)25)K)NetLab+)Testing)Results)(Dinita)et)al.,)2012))&As&can&be&seen& in&Figure&25& (Dinita&et&al.,&2012),& there&already&have&been&900&Labs&and&over&1700&hours&of&lab&work&put&into&testing&the&described&test&bed&by&over&260&students,&all&of&which&have&run&without&any&issues.&&
7.2 Deployment$of$the$AMDS$on$the$Cloud$Test$Bed$&The& AMDS& is& currently& deployed& and& running& on& the& author’s& test& bed.& An& Ubuntu&Linux& based& Virtual& Machine& was& chosen& to& run& the& application& due& to& the& high&reliability&of&the&Operating&System.&The&VM&has&is&connected&to&the&ESXi&Servers&via&a&closed& Virtual& Network.& This& ensures& seamless& connectivity& between& virtual& and&physical&hardware,&thus&allowing&the&AMDS&to&receive&information&from&the&ILOs&and&the&vSphere&Client&and&to&send&commands&back.&&This&section&provides&an&inXdepth&description&of&three&different&experiments&executed&on&the&author’s&test&bed.&&
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The&experimental&parameters&are& the&default&ones&set&out& in& the&configuration& files.&The&impact&and&evolution&of&these&parameters&are&out&of&the&scope&of&this&experiment&and&are&presented&in&section&7.2.2.&&At& a& logical& overview& level,& the& Cloud& Infrastructure& is& composed& of& a& Cisco& ASA&Router&(Adaptive&Security&Appliance),&three&VLANs&(Virtual&Local&Area&Network),&the&vSphere&Client,&the&ESXi&Server,&a&group&of&ILOs&(Integrated&Lights&Out),&and&the&AMDS.&Each& of& these& components& is& underpinned& by& a& series& of& physical& network& cables,&switches,&and&routers&that&facilitate&interconnectivity&between&them.&The&ESXi&Server&is&comprised&of&multiple&independent&VMs&interconnected&by&the&three&VLANs.&&The& network& operational& flow& is& expressed& through& two& different& arrow& colours& in&
Figure 26,&both&relevant&to&the&AMDS:&
• GREEN&reflects&network&traffic&flowing&towards&the&AMDS,&while&
• ORANGE& reflects& network& traffic& flowing& from& the& AMDS& towards& all& other&infrastructure&components.&
)
Green& traffic& is& composed& of& data& the& AMDS& requires& when& performing& the&infrastructure& logical& analysis& from& the& points& of& view& of& processor& loads,& power&consumption,&and&network&flow,&from&the&following&sources:&
• Processor&load&data&is&retrieved&from&the&vSphere&Client;&
• Power&consumption&data&is&retrieved&from&the&ILO&group;&and&
• Network& flow&data& is&obtained& from&the&various&switches&and&routers&spread&across&the&infrastructure.&
Orange&traffic&is&composed&of&commands&the&AMDS&issues&postXanalysis.&This&includes:&
• VM&moving&commands&to&the&ESXi&Servers&through&vSphere;&
• Physical& server& shutXdown& /& startXup& commands& to& various& ESXi& Servers&through&vSphere;&
• Network&flow&restriction&requests&to&the&Cisco&ASA&router;&and&
• Load& balancing& requests& across& the& infrastructure& to& other& AMDS& running&instances.&&Even& though& all& infrastructure& components& are& located& within& the& same& physical&network,& the& VLANs& allow& splitting& it& up& into& smaller& logical& groups& which& can& be&more&easily&maintained&and&controlled.&Each&VLAN&is&created&and&maintained&by&the&
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vSphere&Client&and&only&has&direct&access&to&the& logical&component& in& its& immediate&vicinity.&This&allows&for&the&formation&of&highly&compartmented&and&selfXcontained/Xmanaged&logical&groups.&&Since&the&AMDS&has&direct&access&to&all&VLANs,&it&is&capable&of&interfering&with&regular&network& data& flow& based& on& its& postXanalysis& results.& This& gives& it& the& power& to&control&every&aspect&of&a&physical&infrastructure&through&controlling&its&logical&groups.&Once& AMDS& collects& several& hours& worth& of& data,& it& is& then& capable& of& issuing&commands& to& vSphere,& which& in& turn& will& forward& these,& as& needed,& to& other&Components&under&its&control.&&Example&commands&that&can&be&issued&are&among&the&following:&
• If&any&servers&are&available,&meaning&underutilised&(less& than&75%&processor&load),&attempt&to&split&active&VMs&from&one&server&among&all&the&other&ones&in&a&similar&position,&and&shut&it&down&once&this&operation&has&completed.&
• If& all& active& servers& are& reaching& peak& efficiency& (close& to& 100%& processor&load),&start&up&a&new&server&and&add&it&to&the&active&cluster.&&In& order& to& technically& achieve& all& of& this& experiment’s& points,& the& author& has& put&together&a&special&Linux&Virtual&Machine&template&capable&of&performing&server&load&stress&tests.&This&is&achieved&by&having&the&VM&push&the&Virtual&Processor&to&loads&of&up&to&100%.&&The&VM&comprises&of& the& latest&Ubuntu&Linux&operating&system&as&well&as& the& latest&versions& of& the& Apache& Web& Server& and& the& Tsung& open& source& multiXprotocol&distributed&loadXtesting&tool.&&Apache&is&a&web&service&that&upon&start&it&listens&on&a&predefined&port&(usually&80)&on&the& server.& It& is& capable& of& delivering& multiple& web& pages& to& millions& of& clients&simultaneously.&A&simple&web&page&has&been&created&and&put&in&place&for&the&purpose&of&these&tests.&&Tsung27&is&a&complex&application&that&is&capable&of&creating&millions&of&simultaneous&connections& (also& known& as& virtual& clients)& to& any& given& web& service.& The&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&27&http://tsung.erlangXprojects.org/&
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configuration&file&allows&fine&control&over&the&length&of&each&connection&time&wise&as&well& as& how& fast& the&number&of& simultaneous& connections& grows&over& a& predefined&time& frame.& This& allows& measurement& of& server& power& consumption& while& the&processor& load& ranges& from& 0%& to& 100%.& Other& features& of& Tsung& are& beyond& the&scope&of&this&research.&&Upon&launch&the&VM&starts&up&both&Apache&and&Tsung.&Apache&is&set&up&to& listen&on&port&80&for&connections&from&anywhere&on&the&network&(in&this&case,&from&within&the&same& location& –& localhost& or& 127.0.0.1).& Tsung& is& set& up& to& create& virtual& clients& for&Apache& every& 0.5&milliseconds& over& a& time& frame& of& 15&minutes.& By& the& end& of& the&given& time& frame& the& number& of& simultaneous& connections& will& mount& up& to& 1.8&million.&This&forces&the&Virtual&Processor&to&slowly&go&through&the&needed&loads.&For& the& purpose& of& these& tests& the& authors& have& deployed& 40& VMs& based& on& the&original& template& VM& and& have& launched& them& all& at& the& same& time& to& achieve& the&desired&effect.&&The&second&AMDS&experiment,&designed&to&test&AMDS&network&sampling&capabilities,&will&now&be&presented.&&
7.2.2 Experiment&2:&AMDS&Network&Sampling&&This& second& experiment& involves& the& AMDS& running& on& the& Cloud& Test& Bed& as&described& in& sections& 5.3.3& and& 5.3.4,& as& well& as& building& upon& the& parameters& of&Experiment& 1.& The& scope& of& this& experiment& is& limited& to& AMDS& network& sampling&through&the&use&of&NetFlow&and&IPFix&open&source&software.&&This&experiment&has&several&key&points&it&is&trying&to&achieve:&I. Sample&10%&of&all&network&data&flow&using&IPFix&/&NetFlow.&See&below&for&an&explanation&of&why&this&percentage&was&chosen.&II. Sort&collected&samples&into&logical&groups&based&on&parameters&such&as&data&packet&Size,&Source,&Destination,&and&Commands.&III. Test& the&AMDS’&ability& to&query&stored&data&packets&and&analyse& their&respective&groups&in&an&attempt&to&discover&unusual&network&behaviour.&IV. Construct& an& operational& model& based& on& packet& analysis& results&capable&of&detecting&suspicious&client&behaviour.&
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&
Figure)27)K)AMDS)Experiment)Logical)Layout)K)AMDS)Network)Sampling)&In& Figure&27& a&new& logical& node&has&been& created& and& inserted& inXbetween&existing&logical&network&nodes&(VLAN&#1X3,&and&the&ASA).&This&allows&for&potentially&all&data&packets,& the& ones& coming& into& the& network& as& well& as& the& ones& going& outside& the&network,& to& be& stored& in& a& local& database& and& inspected& at& a& very& low& level.& Every&packet& has& the& option& of& being& grouped& up& with& other& similar& packets& for& easier&comparison.&&The&IPFix&/&NetFlow&logical&node&is&capable,&through&outside&(other&locally&networked&devices)& interference,& to& sample& random& data& packets& passing& through& them.&Although& it& is& capable&of& sampling&100%&of& the&data,& this& is&not& recommended&as& it&would& slow& down& network& flow& as& well& as& increase& power& consumption& on& the&network&hardware&node&it&resides.&For&these&reasons&only&10%&of&all&data&is&sampled,&stored,&and&grouped&up&in&the&local&IPFix/NetFlow&database.&&The&local&data&packet&database&has&the&ability&to&be&queried&for&small&portions&of&data&at&a&time&for&easier&analysis.&Also,&the&AMDS&has&the&capability&of&achieving&this&task&through& one& of& its& built& for& purpose& modules.& Once& retrieved,& the& AMDS& creates& a&graph&of& data&packets&by& comparing& their& Size,& Source,&Destination,& and&Commands&
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they& carry.& The&more& regular& data& it& analyses,& the& higher& the& chance& of& it& detecting&unusual&behaviour&on&the&network,&and&the&lower&number&of&false&positives.&&After&several&data&sets&have&been&analysed,&a&model&is&then&created&which&is&used&to&test&all&future&packet&samples,&while&at&the&same&time&still&keeping&graph&records&used&to&continuously&improve&the&data&model.&&
7.2.3 Experiment&3:&AMDS&Performance&Measurements&&This&third&experiment&involves&the&AMDS&running&on&the&Cloud&Test&Bed&as&described&in&sections&5.3.3&and&5.3.4,&as&well&as&building&upon&the&parameters&of&the&Experiment 
1: Ensure Correct AMDS Operation&chapter.&The&scope&of&this&experiment&is&limited&to&AMDS&performance&measurements& through& self&produced& logs&detailing&each&action&and&connection&undertaken&by&the&AMDS,&together&with&the&time&in&milliseconds&each&task&has&taken&to&complete.&&The& current& setup& also& has& the& AMDS& Botnet& Module& activated,& which& analyses&NetFlow& /& IPFix& network& samples.& This& helps& accurately& determine& the& AMDS&production&performance&on&a&live&datacentre&infrastructure.&&This&experiment&has&several&key&points&it&is&trying&to&achieve:&I. Record&execution&time&of&each&action&and&connection&undertaken&by&the&AMDS&with&the&Botnet&Module&enabled.&II. Group&all& tasks& into& logical&groups&and&calculate&an&average&execution&time&for&each&task&type.&&In&Figure&28&a&new&logical&node&(Botnet&Module)&has&been&created&and&attached&to&an&existing&logical&node&(AMDS).&This&allows&for&an&accurate&performance&assessment&in&a&fully&operational&datacentre&environment.&&
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&
Figure)28)K)AMDS)Experiment)Logical)Layout)K)AMDS)Performance)Measurements)&By&default,&the&AMDS&records&all&actions&undertaken&during&its&lifetime.&These&contain&information& on& what& triggered& each& action,& the& evaluated& data,& the& result& of& the&evaluation&and&the&command&issued&to&the&action&initiator,&such&as&vSphere,&an&ILO,&a&switch&or&a&router.&&
Ttotal)=)Tend)K)Tstart)
Equation)2)K)Operation)running)time)&In&addition&to&this,&for&the&purpose&of&this&experiment&the&AMDS&logging&functionality&has&been&extended&to&also&record&the&start&time&of&when&an&action&has&been&triggered&and& the& time& of& when& said& action& has& completed,& in& milliseconds.& Then,& a& simple&subtraction&operation&is&applied&to&both&recorded&times&according&to&Equation&2&and&the&final&operation&running&time&is&attached&to&the&current&operation&log&entry.&&After&several&log&data&sets&have&been&analysed,&a&performance&report&is&generated&that&provides&an&overall&view&on&the&AMDS&operational&timings.&&
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This&experiment&has&several&key&points&it&is&trying&to&achieve:&I. Further& test& AMDS’& ability& to& query& stored& data& packets& and& analyse&their& respective& groups& in& an& attempt& to& discover& unusual& network&behaviour.&II. Refine& and& test& existing& operational& model& based& on& packet& analysis&results&capable&of&detecting&suspicious&client&behaviour.&&In&Figure&29&a&new&logical&node&has&been&created&and&made&available&to&the&existing&infrastructure& by& interfacing& with& the& ASA& and& becoming& part& or& regular& network&traffic.& This& new& logical& node& is& a& very& simple& Botnet& application,& consisting& of& a&master& and& several& workers.& This& allows& for& infected& data& packets& to& be& randomly&introduced&into&the&system&alongside&regular,&healthy&data&packets.&&The& botnet&master& resides& outside& the& system,&while& the& botnet&workers& all& reside&somewhere& inside& running& Virtual& Machines& inside& the& datacentre.& The& biggest&implication&of&this&is&that&all&infected&traffic&will&need&to&pass&through&the&ASA,&as&well&as&the&NetFlow/IPFix&sampling&node.&All&traffic&going&between&these&two&parties&is,&for&the&purpose&of&this&experiment,&considered&infected.&&&The&packets&used&in&this&experiment&vary&in&size,&but&are&typically&between&100&and&500&bytes.&Regular&user& traffic& is& typically&around& the&500&byte&mark,&which&should&give&the&existing&model&ample&leeway&to&adapt.&&The&previous&detection&rate&found&in&Experiment&2&stands&at&43%&while&using&simple&infected& packets& automatically& generated& through& a& simple& program&written& by& the&author.&The&existing&user&activity&model&created&based&on&said&packets&is&now&tested&against&nearXreal&world&botnet&packets&in&an&attempt&to&test&and&refine&it.&
7.3 $Deployment$Results$Analysis$&The&AMDS&has&been&designed&to&keep&track&of&all&incoming/outgoing&data.&As&such,&it&keeps& detailed& logs& of& every& activity& that& takes& place& within& its& boundaries.& This&section& focuses& on& presenting& the& logs& the& AMDS& has& produced& over& a& period& of&several&months&and&on&the&analyses&of&the&results.&&
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Idle$state$ 0& 124& N/A& N/A&
w/o$AMDS$ 25& 168& 35.5& 70&







Load$(PL)$(Idle)& 124& N/A& N/A&
25%$ Processor$
Load$(PL)& 168& 35.5& 70&
50%$ Processor$
Load$(PL)& 191& 54& 92&
75%$ Processor$






(APCR)$(%)& Efficiency$ (PL$ /$APCR)$(%)&
0%$ Processor$
Load$(PL)$(Idle)& 1.2& N/A& N/A&
25%$ Processor$
Load$(PL)& 1.55& 29.1& 86&
50%$ Processor$
Load$(PL)& 1.8& 50& 100&
75%$ Processor$























































0%$PL$(124$Wh)$ 0.91& 0.272& 0.545& 1.09&
25%$PL$(168$Wh)$ 0.123& 0.369& 0.738& 1.48&
50%$PL$(191$Wh)$ 0.14& 0.42& 0.839& 1.68&
75%$PL$(217$Wh)$ 0.159& 0.477& 0.953& 1.9&
100%$PL$(239$Wh)$ 0.175& 0.524& 1.05& 2.1&&
&
Figure)34)K)Over)time)Megawatt)(MW))Power)Consumption)estimates)with)variable)












































The&results&presented&above&demonstrate&how&the&AMDS&is&capable&of&minimising&the&cloud&system&power&consumption&by&up&to&8%,&since&at&100%&Processor&Load&there&is&only& a& 92%& increase& in& Watt& Consumption,& and& at& the& same& time& generating& an&important& operating& cost& reduction.& They& also& show& highly& potential& industrial&applications& in& datacentre& energy& management& and& the& lowering& of& datacentre&operating&costs,&as&follows:&i. Green) Datacentre.& The& proposed& system& is& capable& of& reducing& overall&energy& consumption& by& intelligently& turning& physical& servers& on& and& off&based&on&data&collection&from&throughout&the&computing&cluster.&ii. Lower) Datacentre) operating) costs.& This& is& a& direct& consequence& of& the&previous& statement.& Overall& lower& energy& consumption& leads& to& reduced&operating& costs.& This& in& turn& allows& for& higher& profits& and& more&investments&to&be&made.&iii. SetKandKforget) scenarios.& The& AMDS,& due& to& its& autonomous& nature& and&modular& design,& is& capable& of& onXtheXfly& selfXreconfiguration& based& on&analysis&results&of&gathered&data.&This&flexibility&makes&it&ideal&for&setXandXforget&situations&as&well&as&low&cost&maintenance&schedules.&&
7.3.2 AMDS&Network&Sampling&Experiment&Results&&This&section&presents&and&discusses&the&results&obtained&from&running&Experiment&2,&discussed&in&section&7.2.2.&&The&experiment&has&run&over&an&extensive&period&of&time&and&it&has&produced&a&great&deal& of& log& data.& An& overview& of& this& data,& along& with& some& of& the& experiment&parameters,&can&be&seen&in&Table&7.&&The&experiment&has&been&run&using&the&following&parameters:&A. 1Gbps&network&connection&speed&between&the&clients&and&the&AMDS,&which&allows&a&maximum&of&1&billion&bytes&per&second.&B. Data& packet& sample& size& was& set& at& 10%& of& all& traffic& at& the& point& of&collection.&The&reason&for&choosing&this&percentage&is&twofold:&&a. Although& the& IPFix& /& NetFlow& logical& node& is& capable& of& sampling&100%&of&the&data,& this& is&not&recommended&as& it&would&slow&down&network& flow&as&well& as& increase&power& consumption&on& the&node&
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they&reside.&b. The&heuristic&algorithm&only&looks&at&average&packet&sizes&in&order&to&detect&malicious&network&activity&and,&as&such,&10%&is&enough&to&perform&this&task.&C. Average&data&packet&size&ranged&between&500&and&1000&bytes&of&data.&An&average&packet&size&of&500&bytes&(S’&from&the&heuristic&algorithm&presented&in&Chapter&6.1)&has&been&derived& from&measurements&performed&prior& to&running& the&experiment&on& legitimate&network& traffic,& generated&with& the&help&of&the&Botnet&software30&by&configuring&it&as&such.&The&Botnet&software&employed&to&generate&the&malicious&traffic&automatically&set&the&difference&in&infected&packet&size&between&1&and&500&bytes,&resulting&in&a&total&packet&size&of&between&500&and&1000&bytes&(legitimate&+&malicious&commands).&D. Infected& (Botnet)&packets&have&been&used& randomly& starting&with&Sample&#500.& This& threshold&was& chosen& in& order& to& give& the& detection& heuristic&algorithm&a& chance& to& create&a&healthy&packet&model& to& compare& infected&packets&against.&&
Table)7)K)Packet)Analysis)Results)
$ Sample$#50$ Sample$#250$ Sample$#500$ Sample$#1000$
#$ of$ Packets$
(1000s)& 200& 200& 133& 100&
~$ Packet$ Size$
(Bytes)& 500& 500& 750& 1000&
#$ Infected$
(1000s)& 0& 0& 18& 28&
#$ Detected$
(1000s)& 0& 0& 5& 12&
Detection$ Rate$




Figure)36)–)Data)Packet)Distribution)per)10%)Sample)&As& can& be& seen& in& Figure& 36,& using& a& 1Gbps& network& link& has& translated& into&approximately&2&million&data&packets,&500&bytes&each,&as&can&be&seen&in&Figure&37.&Of&those,& 200& thousand& packets& (10%& according& to& the& experiment& parameters)& have&been&captured&at&each&of&the&initial&500&sample&readings&and&stored&for&analysis.&From&the&point&when&Botnets&packets&were&introduced&into&the&Experiment&(starting&with&sample&#500),&due& to& the&Botnet&packets& increasing& the&overall& size&of&each&healthy&packet&(extra&malicious&commands&accompany&healthy&packets),&the&total&number&of&packets& flowing&each&second& through& the&network&has&been&reduced.&As&such,& these&infected& samples& were&made& up& of& only& between& 100& thousand& and& 133& thousand&packets&on&average.&&
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Triggered$by$ Operation$ Started$at$ Ended$at$ Total$
time$
(ms)$AMDS_botnet& networkFlow_retrieve& 05/08/2014&13:06:11.433& 05/08/2014&13:06:11.541& 108&AMDS_botnet& networkFlow_storeRaw& 05/08/2014&13:06:11.541& 05/08/2014&13:06:11.585& 44&AMDS_botnet& networkFlow_breakdown& 05/08/2014&13:06:11.585& 05/08/2014&13:06:12.011& 26&AMDS_botnet& networkFlow_analyse& 05/08/2014&13:06:12.011& 05/08/2014&13:06:16.270& 4259&AMDS_botnet& networkFlow_storeAnalysis& 05/08/2014&13:06:16.270& 05/08/2014&13:06:16.319& 49&……………………& ………………………………& ……………………& ……………………& ………&AMDS_control& power_retrieve& 05/08/2014&13:07:12.113& 05/08/2014&13:07:12.145& 32&AMDS_control& power_storeRaw& 05/08/2014&13:07:12.145& 05/08/2014&13:07:12.188& 43&AMDS_control& cpu_retrieve& 05/08/2014&13:07:12.188& 05/08/2014&13:07:12.215& 27&AMDS_control& cpu_storeRaw& 05/08/2014&13:07:12.215& 05/08/2014&13:07:12.262& 47&AMDS_control& efficiency_analyse& 05/08/2014&13:07:12.262& 05/08/2014&13:07:14.183& 1921&AMDS_control& efficiency_storeAnalysis& 05/08/2014&13:07:14.183& 05/08/2014&13:07:14.245& 62&AMDS_control& vsphere_sendCommand& 05/08/2014&13:07:14.245& 05/08/2014&13:07:14.258& 13&……………………& ………………………………& ……………………& ……………………& ………&&Each&operation&latency&is&calculated&by&employing&Equation&2&(&Ttotal)=)Tend)K)Tstart))&on&the&recorded&start&and&end&times.&Each&operation&represents&a&small&part&(method)&of&
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their&parent&module&(Control,&Botnet,&etc.)&and&it&is&started&internally&through&a&chain&of&commands&controlled&by&their&parent.&Depending&on&the&flow&at&a&given&time,& the&operation&may&call&upon&another&module’s&operation&to&perform&some&task&for&it.&Each&time&this&happens,&the&start&and&end&times&are&recorded&by&each&method,&just&before&it&begins&and&just&after&it&finishes&its&intended&task,&and&stores&it&in&a&log&file.&As&can&be&seen& in& Table& 8,& the& total& execution& time& of& one& Botnet& initiative,& defined& as& the&collection& of& operations& needed& to& retrieve,& assess& and& react& to& a& network& flow,& is&approximately& 4,486& milliseconds.& The& flow& analysis& has& taken& the& most& time& to&complete&due&to&the&numerous&comparisons& it&needs&to&make&with&the&existing&user&activity&model,&as&well&as&previous&flows&with&ambiguous&threat&status.&&Also& from&Table 8,& the& total& execution& time& of& one& Control& initiative,& defined& as& the&collection&of&operations&needed&to&retrieve,&assess&and&react&to&server&CPU&and&Power&readings,& is& approximately&2,145&milliseconds.&The&efficiency&analysis&has& taken& the&longest&to&complete&due&to&numerous&comparisons&it&needs&to&make&with&the&existing&server& activity& model.& The& reason& behind& it& taking& less& time& to& complete& when&compared&with&a&Botnet&initiative&is&the&more&complex&nature&of&a&network&flow&when&compared&with&CPU&and&Power&readings.&&
Table)9)K)AMDS)Average)Module)Operation)Times)(ms))
$ Botnet$Module$(ms)$ Control$Module$(ms)$Initial&readings& 4486& 2145&End&of&Experiment&Average&Time& 3855& 2117&Change&vs.&Initial&readings&(%)& X14%& X1.3%&Period&of&time&Observed&(approx.)& 05/08/2014&13:00&–&05/08/2014&16:00&&The& results& presented& in&Table 9& are& average& execution& times& of& each& of& the& more&important& AMDS& modules:& Botnet,& Control,& Auth,& and& Conn& modules,& respectively.&These& latency& timings& have& been& observed& over& approximately& 3& hours& of&uninterrupted&AMDS&operational&lifetime.&&The& Initial) Readings& table& row& represents& the& very& first& time& each& of& the& observed&
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modules& has& completed& one& task.& The& End) of) Experiment) Average) Times& table& row&have&been& calculated&as& averages&of& the& time& it&has& taken&each&module& to& start& and&complete&subsequent&tasks,&until&the&end&of&the&experiment.&&The& two&main& AMDS& helper&modules,& Auth& and& Conn,& both& have& very& low& average&latencies&(approximately&4ms,&and&28ms&respectively)&due&to&the&fact&that&they&mainly&deal&with& internal& connections,&both& inside&AMDS&as&well& as& the&datacentre.&Auth& is&slightly&faster&on&average&because&all&operations&are&handled&inXhouse,&while&the&Conn&module&is&constantly&dealing&with&external&entities&–&vSphere,&switches,&routers,&etc.,&and& as& such& is& dependant& on& network& conditions& as& well& as& each& device’s&programming& features,&current& load&or&other& factors.&Due&to& their& low& latency&times&and&the&fact&that&they&are&constantly&in&use&by&all&other&AMDS&modules,&they&were&not&included&in&the&analysis.&&As& can& be& seen& in& Figure 39,& the& Botnet& module& average& latency& has& declined& by&approximately& 14%& during& the& lifetime& of& this& experiment,& caused& by& the& fact& that&with&each&new&network&flow&the&user&activity&model&improves,&and&as&such&it&is&able&to&determine&the&flow&threat&level&slightly&faster&each&time.&This&is&a&significant&latency&reduction,& which& can& only& improve& over& time& as& the& user& activity& model& becomes&better&refined.&&
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$ Sample$#500$ Sample$#1500$ Sample$#3000$ Sample$#5000$
#$ of$ Packets$
(1000s)& 181& 189& 207& 247&
~$ Packet$ Size$
(Bytes)& 552& 529& 483& 405&
#$ Infected$
(1000s)& 0& 0& 85& 128&
#$ Detected$
(1000s)& 0& 0& 29& 67&
Detection$




















implication& here& is& that& the& existing&model&was& not& tuned& for& detecting& IRC& Botnet&communications,& however,& the& detection& rate& has& risen& to& just& over& 50%,& which& is&better&than&in&Experiment&2&where&the&detection&rate&was&43%.&&As& can& be& seen& in& Figure& 40,& using& the& 1Gbps& network& link& has& evaluated& into&approximately& 1.81&million& data& packets,& of& which& 181& thousand& of& the& 500& initial&readings&for&analysis&have&been&sampled.&The&total&number&of&data&packets&has&slowly&risen&during&the&course&of&the&experiment,&at&first&due&to&random&healthy&traffic&and&towards& the& end&due& to& random& infected&botnet&packets.&Having& a& reduced& average&packet&size&has&impacted&the&samples&containing&infected&Botnet&packets&in&addition&to&the&regular&packets&by&having&a&reduced&total&number.&These&samples&were&made&up&of&between&207&thousand&and&247&thousand&packets&on&average.&&
&
Figure)41)K)Average)Data)Packet)size)in)Bytes)throughout)Experiment)lifetime)&For&the&second&half&of&the&experiment,&a&random&percentage&of&Botnet&generated&data&packets& have& been& introduced& through& the& use& of& actual& botnet& code& alongside& the&regular&data&packets&used&in&the&first&half&of&the&experiment.&This&had&a&direct&impact&on&the&data&packet&size&as&this&has&decreased&the&average&packet&size&of&the&samples&by& as&much& as& 24%,& from&529& to& 405& bytes& each,& as& can& be& seen& in& Figure& 41.& The&Botnet& packets& generated& by& the&master& and&workers& are& a& combination& of& general&IRC&commands&as&well&as& custom&built&attack&commands,& resulting& in&a&data&packet&with&an&average&size&of&330&bytes.&This&value&comes&from&measurements&performed&on& the&Botnet&application&outside& the&experiment& for& the&purpose&of& calibrating& the&experiment&parameters.&&&The& heuristic& algorithm& attempts& to& detect& malicious& packets& by& comparing&potentially&infected&packets&to&the&healthy&network&traffic&model&it&has&built&prior&to&the&introduction&of&infected&packets&starting&with&packet&#3000.&
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Figure)42)K)Botnet)Packet)Detection)Rate)&As& can& be& seen& in& Figure& 42,& the& AMDS,& through& the& use& of& its& Botnet& Detection&heuristic& algorithm,& has& managed& to& detect& approximately& 34.1%& of& all& infected&packets&at&the&start&of&the&Botnet&attack.&This&detection&rate&has&steadily&increased&up&until&the&end&of&the&experiment&to&approximately&52.3%&of&all&infected&packets.&&Since&this&experiment&has&made&use&of&a&real&world&botnet&system,&the&implications&of&the&results&shown&in&Figure&42&go&beyond&just&detecting&a&potential&botnet&attack&in&a&datacentre.&Although&this&fact&alone&gives&meaning&to&these&results,&it&also&allows&for&the&abstract& software&model& to&be&refined,&as&discussed& in&Chapter&6:&AMDS&System&Enhancement& –& Botnets,& which& can& then& be& implemented& using& different&programming&languages&in&a&multitude&of&different&computing&environments.&&The& results&presented&above& reinforce& the& results& obtained& in&Experiment&3& (AMDS&Performance&Measurements&Experiment&Results)&and&again&give&a&clear&indication&of&the&potential&of&the&AMDS&having&its&Botnet&Detection&Module&activated.&Applying&the&heuristic&algorithm&to&more&and&more&data&packet&samples&allows&the&AMDS&Botnet&Detection&module&to&better&understand&what&real&world&Botnet&data&packets&look&like,&and&detect&more&similar&packets&or&even&unknown&Botnet&packet&types&in&the&future.&&Furthermore,&since&a&1Gbps&connection&can&only&handle&1&billion&bytes&worth&of&data&every&second,&whenever&botnet&communication&is&in&progress&it&typically&uses&up&part&of& that& connection,& which& in& turn& slows& down& legitimate& user’s& access& to& the&datacentre’s&resources.&Having&the&AMDS&Botnet&Module&in&place&means&that&the&ASA,&responsible& for& potentially& filtering& out& external& traffic,& can& receive& instructions& to&block&all&communications&from&the&outside&coming&from&the&detected&infected&devices,&
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Chapter$8: AMDS$ –$ Operational$ Performance$ and$
Efficiency$Evaluation$&This& chapter& presents& the& summary& of& the& test& results& from& all& AMDS& experiments&presented&in&chapters&7.3.1,&7.3.2,&7.3.3&and&7.3.4.&&
8.1 Experiment$1$Results$Summary$&In&chapter&7.3.1,&entitled&Ensure Correct AMDS Operation Experiment Results,&the&main&focus&is&on&the&main&AMDS&software&package.&This&experiment&has&been&designed&to&test&the&network&and&hardware&loads&sampling&features&built& into&the&AMDS,&as&well&as&provide&insight&into&how&energy&efficient&a&datacentre&can&become&while&employing&its&capabilities.&&Initially,& manual& power& consumption& readings& were& taken& by& the& author& of& the&datacentre& servers& in& order& to& establish& a& point& of& reference& for& the& experimental&results.& The& author& found& that&while& idling& (0%&utilisation),& the& servers&were&using&124& Watts& /& Hour.& Once& the& datacentre& had& reached& a& stable& operations& status,&servers&were&operating&at&approximately&25%&capacity&by&default,&thus&only&achieving&70%&efficiency& (168&Watts& /&Hour).& From&a&power& consumption&point& of& view,& this&represents&a&fairly&low&efficiency&within&a&datacentre.&Next,&the&AMDS&was&installed&on&a&new&Virtual&Machine&on&one&of&the&active&servers&and&was&left&running&for&an&extended&period&of&time,&while&at&the&same&time&producing&operation&logs.&Towards&the&end&of&the&experiment,&the&logs&were&inspected&and&the&findings&proved&the&immediate&positive&impact&of&the&AMDS&on&the&datacentre:&some&of&the&servers&that&were&active&at&the&start&of&the&experiment&were&shut&down,&while&the&Virtual&Machines&operating&on&them&were&moved&to&the&other&servers&left&running,&thus& increasing& their& load& to& close& to& 100%& capacity.& This& allowed& them& to& achieve&108%& efficiency& (239& Watts& /& Hour)& when& compared& to& an& idle& server,& this& also&representing&38%&increased&efficiency&when&compared&to&a&server&operating&at&only&25%&capacity,&presented&in&the&previous&paragraph.&&&Furthermore,&it&also&generated&a&significant&operations&cost&reduction&of&262%.&&
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8.2 Experiment$2$Results$Summary$&In&chapter&7.3.2,&entitled&AMDS Network Sampling Experiment Results,&the&main&focus&is& on& the& data& flow& sampling& and& Botnet& module& features& of& the& AMDS.& This&experiment&has&been&designed&to&test&the&correctness&of&network&sampling&as&well&as&measure&the&success&rate&of&the&Botnet&module.&&The& experiment& involved& the& NetFlow/IPFIX& setup& sampling& network& data&approximately&1000&times,&extracting&10%&of&the&active&network&flow&each&time.&The&Botnet& module& has& successfully& passed& the& initial& stage& of& retrieving,& storing& and&breaking&down&the&raw&flow&data.&&The& second& stage,& also& named& the& training& stage,& involved& creating& a& regular& user&activity& model& by& observing& normal& network& activity.& To& achieve& this& first& activity&model,&500&healthy&samples&were&used&with&an&average&packet&size&of&500&bytes.&In&the&third&and&final&stage,&the&model&was&used&to&compare&another&500&samples&of&network& data& also& containing& malicious& communications,& generated& by& a& simple&custom&script&written&by&the&author&and&containing&approximately&750X1000&bytes&of&data&per&packet.&&Initial&results&revealed&a&steady&increase&in&the&detection&rate,&rising&from&28%&after&the& first& 250& infected& samples& to& 43%& after& another& 250& infected& samples,& thus&validating&the&Botnet&detection&design&proof&of&concept.&&The&implications&of&these&results&go&beyond&just&detecting&a&potential&botnet&attack&in&a&datacentre.&Although&this&fact&alone&give&these&results&meaning,&it&also&allows&for&an&abstract& software& model& to& be& defined,& as& discussed& in& the& AMDS& System&Enhancement& –& Botnets& chapter,& which& can& then& be& implemented& using& different&programming&languages&in&a&multitude&of&different&computing&environments.&&
8.3 Experiment$3$Results$Summary$&In& chapter& 7.3.3,& entitled& AMDS Performance Measurements Experiment Results,& the&main&focus&is&the&performance&efficiency,&measured&in&latency&times&in&milliseconds,&of& the& AMDS& software& package.& This& experiment& has& been& designed& to& record& and&
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provide& an& overview& of& the& speed& with& which& the& AMDS& performs& under& live&datacentre&conditions.&&The& findings& of& this& experiment&were& positive,&with& the& two&main& components& that&were& tested,& the& Control& and& Botnet& modules,& operating& well& within& expected&parameters.& The& Control& module& achieved& an& initial& operation& latency& average& of&2,145&milliseconds,&dropping& to&approximately&2,117&milliseconds&by& the&end&of& the&experiment,&while&the&Botnet&module&achieved&an&initial&operation&latency&average&of&4,486&milliseconds,&dropping&to&approximately&3,855&milliseconds.&The&results&reflect&the&design&and&implementation&approach&taken&by&the&author&in&developing&the&AMDS,&which&have&allowed&it&to&reduce&its&operational&latency&times&by&up&to&14%&during&its&lifetime& through& selfXreconfiguration.& Due& to& its& asynchronous& nature,& this& has&virtually& no& impact& on& dayXtoXday& datacentre& operations,& while& at& the& same& time&having& a& positive& impact& on& the& energy& management& and& security& aspects& of& the&infrastructure.&&
8.4 Experiment$4$Results$Summary$&In& chapter& 7.3.4,& entitled& AMDS Botnet Module Detection Capabilities Experiment 
Results,& the& main& focus& is& the& AMDS& Botnet& module.& This& experiment& has& been&designed& to& further& test& the&module’s& capabilities& by&making& use& of& a& simple,& realXworld&Botnet&software&to&generate&malicious&communication.&&This& experiment& has& been& set& up& in& a& similar& way& to& the& experiment& presented& in&chapter& 7.3.2.& However,& this& time,& instead& of& a& simple& custom& script,& a& realXworld&botnet&software&was&used.&To&achieve&the&experimental&parameters,&a&Botnet&master&has& been& set& up& outside& of& the& datacentre& and& several& Botnet& slaves& on& Virtual&Machines&inside&the&network.&&For&the&purpose&of&this&experiment,&the&previous&user&activity&model&had&been&erased&and&the&AMDS&allowed&to&retrain& itself&with&a&new&model.&The&reason&behind&this& is&the&fact&that&the&Botnet&software&used&in&this&experiment&generated&smaller&network&data&packets&as&opposed&to&the&much&larger&custom&generated&packets&from&the&other&mentioned& experiment.& The& initial& healthy& packets& all& had& on& average& 552& bytes& of&data,&while&the&infected&ones&had&dropped&the&average&to&around&405&bytes&per&packet&
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Chapter$9: Conclusions$and$Further$Work$&This& thesis& shows& how& energy& costs& can& be& driven& down,& operational& efficiency&improved&and&security&enhanced&by&deploying&the&AMDS&on&any&Cloud&environment.&The& proof& of& concept& was& developed& on& a& VMWare& backed& test& bed.& This& chapter&reiterates& the& initial& Research& Objectives& by& relating& them& to& the& findings& of& this&research&and&then&concludes&the&work&by&identifying&and&formulating&the&significant&original&contributions&to&knowledge&resulting&from&this&work.&&
9.1 Reflection$on$aims$and$objectives$&Looking& at& Objective& 1& (Critically) evaluate) pattern) of) disruption) across) a) Cloud)
infrastructure)as)a)result)of)an)overloaded)service)request),&the&overall&accessibility&for&legitimate& clients& has& been& evaluated& through& the& experiments& carried& out& by& the&author.&&Since& typically& datacentre’s& access& points& have& limited& traffic& capacity& (1Gbps& =& 1&billion& bytes,& 10Gbps& =& 10& billion& bytes),& there& can& only& ever& be& approximately& 2&million&concurrent&connections&(assuming&an&average&of&500&bytes&per&connection),&be&it&either&incoming&or&outgoing.&As&such,&whenever&illegitimate&(disruption)&traffic&takes&place,&it&uses&up&part&of&the&overall&available&bandwidth,&thus&limiting&access&for&legitimate& clients.& For& a&DDoS& (Distributed&Denial& of& Service)& attack,& the&datacentre&access&point&is&typically&flooded&with&many&more&connections&than&it&can&handle,&thus&preventing&authorised&access&to&the&entire&infrastructure.&&As&for&Objectives&2&(Conceptually)develop)a)software)optimization)technique)by)which)a)
Cloud)could)autonomously)manage)the)workloads)placed)on)that)infrastructure)&and&3&(Implement)and)test)a)software)application)to)achieve)Objective)2) for)a)specific)Cloud)
scenario) (VMWare) Hypervisors)),& the& AMDS& software& has& been& designed& and&developed& from& the& ground& up& to& be& capable& of& interfacing& with& any& existing&datacentre&infrastructure&(VMWare&in&the&author’s&case)&for&optimisation&purposes.&&The& AMDS& has& been& designed& with& modularity,& security,& and& scalability& in& mind,&allowing& for&any&number&of& features& to&be&added&as&needed,&while&at& the&same&time&keeping& itself&entirely&secure&by&authenticating&every&single&communication&request&in&real&time&and&dropping&any&unauthorised&operations.&
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The&built&in&functionality&allows&the&AMDS&to&interface&with&network&appliances&(ILO,&Switch,&Router)&via&its&SNMP&module,&VMWare&vSphere&appliance&via&its&vSphere&subXmodule&within&the&Connection&module,&and&other&instances&of&itself&for&load&balancing&purposes,& for& times& sustained&high&network& traffic.&Another& important& feature& is& its&ability& to& reconfigure& itself& on& the& fly,& thus& making& it& highly& adaptable& to& new&situations.& Also,& its& Control& and& Botnet& modules& enable& the& analysis& of& current&network&and&server&conditions,&as&well&as&incoming&network&traffic,&which&allows&it&to&cover& all& parts& of& the& datacentre& that& are& susceptible& to& optimisation& and& security&threats.& The& AMDS& is& written& using& Scala,& a& highly& optimised& and& featureXfilled&programming& language,& running& on& the& Java& Virtual& Machine& (JVM).& Since& JVM& is&capable& of& being& run& on& all& existing& operating& systems& (Windows,& Linux,& Unix,& and&their&variations),&this&makes&AMDS&a&highly&portable&and&versatile&software.&&In&terms&of&Objective&4&(Innovatively)develop)metrics)that)quantify)Cloud)vs.)centralized)
service)provision)in)terms)of)environmental)sustainability),&Experiment&1&presents&two&fundamental&equations&used&to&calculate&an&active&server’s&efficiency,&the&latter&being&the& quantifying& metric.& The& author& discovered& that& the& higher& a& server’s& current&processor&load&is,&the&more&efficient&it&becomes&to&keep&it&active,&so&much&that&running&near&100%&load&increases&a&server’s&power&consumption&efficiency&by&as&much&as&8%&compared&to&a&server&operating&at&75%&load.&&Objective& 5& (Conceptually) develop)an)application) that)will) identify) virtualised) system)
hijacking) and) undertake) a) range) of) appropriate) activities) from) simple) notification) to)
service)suspension)& has& been& tackled& through& the&AMDS&Botnet&Module.& This& allows&the& AMDS& to& also& assume& networking&monitoring& responsibilities& and& help& existing&firewall&filters&detect&malicious&threats.&The&AMDS&is&capable&of&interfacing&with&flow&capturing&and&sampling&systems&like&NetFlow&and&IPFix&to&look&at&incoming&network&traffic&and&classify&each&data&packet&into&either&malicious&or&not&malicious&categories.&It&makes&use&of&both&a&heuristic&algorithm&and&a&TCP&weight&equation&to&analyse&said&packets&and&assign&a&rating&for&each&one.&Higher&ratings&generally&mean&some&kind&of&unusual& activity& taking& place.& Being& an&AMDS&module,& it& has& access& to& all& of& AMDS’&features& and& capabilities,& such& as& interfacing& with& any& network& or& virtualisation&appliance,& which& gives& it& realXtime& threat& response& abilities& such& as& lock& down& the&entire&datacentre,&or& just&move&an&infected&Virtual&Machine&to&a&secured,&sandboxed&area&inside&the&datacentre.&
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Looking& at& Objective& 6& (Test) the) method/software) and) compare) against) other)
alternatives,)e.g.)FPGA/hardware)and)other)software)systems),& the&AMDS&results&have&been&discussed&alongside&existing&datacentre&optimisation&techniques.&&First& of& all,& existing& solutions& are& difficult& to& configure& and& extend& with& new&functionality,& due& to& either& not& being& modularly& designed& or& being& embedded& on&hardware.&That&makes&them&rigid&and&makes&them&become&rapidly&out&of&date.&&Second&of&all,&none&of&the&evaluated&solutions&are&capable&of&reconfiguring&themselves&on&the& fly&as& the&environment&changes.&This&also&makes&them&go&rapidly&out&of&date&unless&they&receive&new&programming,&thus&making&them&expensive&solutions.&&Finally,&none&of& the&evaluated&solutions&have&true&realXtime&network&and&datacentre&monitoring& techniques.& This& makes& them& incomplete& solutions& and,& as& such,& less&relevant&to&entire&datacentre&infrastructures.&&
9.2 Original$contributions$to$knowledge$&The&overall& contribution& to&knowledge& resulting& from& this& research&work& resides& in&the& formulation& of& a&method& to& increase& the& efficiency& of& energy&management& and&botnet&detection&and&the&conceptual&design&of&a&relevant&prototype&software&package&validated&through&experimental&testing.&&
9.2.1 A& novel& method& of& optimising& cloud& networks& in& terms& of& energy&
consumption&and&system&operation&(AMDS)&&The&novelty&consists&of&the&software’s&ability&to&reconfigure&itself&on&the&fly&based&on&live&network&readings.&This&ability&is&evidenced&in&chapter&7.3.1,&where&the&datacentre&power&consumption&has&been&monitored&before&and&after&the&AMDS&was&enabled.&&&Initially,&the&datacentre&stabilised&at&168&Watts&/&Hour&with&several&servers&operating&at&25%&capacity,&which&resulted&in&70%&operational&efficiency&when&compared&with&power& usage& of& an& idle& server.& Once& the& AMDS&was& activated,& it& had& an& immediate&impact&on&the&datacentre&configuration&through&consolidating&active&Virtual&Machines&on& only& a& few& servers,& allowing& them& to& run& at& 100%& capacity,& while& shutting& the&other& ones& down& in& order& to& conserve& power.& This& translated& into& the& remaining&running&servers&operating&at&108%&efficiency,&consuming&239&Watts&/&Hour,&resulting&
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in&only&a&92%&increase& in&power&consumption&when&compared&to&an& idle&server.&As&such,& the& AMDS& had& improved& the& datacentre& energy& efficiency& through& reducing&power& consumption& by& as& much& as& 8%& and,& based& on& several& use& cases& used& to&calculate&server&operating&costs,&helped&reduce&operating&costs&by&as&much&as&262%.&&A& key& outcome& of& these& results& is& that& it& is& more& cost& effective& to&maximise& a& few&server&loads&than&it&would&be&to&maintain&several&servers&at&less&than&peak&loads.&&&These&results&also&show&highly&potential&industrial&applications&in&datacentre&setXandXforget&scenarios,&energy&management&and&the&lowering&of&operating&costs.&&
9.2.2 A& novel& method& to& prevent,& detect& and& stop& network& intrusions& and&
malicious&behaviour&in&a&cloud&infrastructure&&This& developed& method& applies,& in& particular,& to& detecting& Botnet& behaviour& and&stopping&it&from&propagating&throughout&the&datacentre,&discussed&in&chapters&6.1.&&&The& method& employed& uses& an& anomalyXbased& heuristic& algorithm& employing& a&Transmission& Control& Protocol& (TCP)& scan& detection& heuristic.& The& main& algorithm&requirement&is&that&a&scanner&actively&samples&network&flow&and&collects&information&on&a&percentage&of&observed&data&packets.&This&scanner&would&store,&as&a&tuple&set,&the&following& data& flow& information:& IP) source) address,& SYNS,& SYNACKS,& FINSSENT,&
FINSBACK,& RESETS,& PKTSSENT,& and& PKTSBACK.& The& TCP& part& of& the& algorithm&translates& this& flow& information& into& a& percentage.& The& closer& this& is& to& 100%,& the&probability&of&indication/detection&of&network&anomalies&increases.&&This&algorithm&has&taken&the&form&of&a&Botnet&Detection&module&bolted&on&the&existing&AMDS& software,& discussed& in& detail& in& chapter& 6.2.& At& overview& level,& this& module&retrieves&network&information&from&a&NetFlow/IPFix&sampling&setup,&breaks&it&down&into& its& basic& components& as& required& by& the& detection& algorithm& and& compares& it&against&a&regular&user&activity&model&constructed&through&historic&network&flow&data.&&&As& can& be& seen& in& chapters& 7.3.2& and& 7.3.4,& the&malicious& activity& detection& success&rate& has& grown& steadily& over& time& up& to& 52.3%& of& all& infected& network&communications.&The&main&driver&of&this&increase&over&time&is&the&system’s&ability&to&
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reconfigure& itself& on& the& fly& based& on& changes& happening& within& and& around& the&virtual&environment& it&resides& in.&These& initial&results&serve&as&a&proof&of&concept&of&what& can& be& achieved& using& a& purely& software& approach& to& an& existing& datacentre&hardware&infrastructure.&&Furthermore,& the&most& significant&advantage&of& this&approach&resides& in& this&Botnet&module’s&ability&of&directly&interfacing&with&existing&datacentre&management&utilities&through& the& AMDS,& thus& having& near& realXtime& threat& response& capabilities.& An&example&of& a& response& is:&upon& the&detection&of&malicious&behaviour,& the& suspected&Virtual&Machines&could&be&moved&to&a&secure&location&within&the&datacentre&until&the&threat&has&been&neutralised,&or&even&the&entire&datacentre& is&put&on& lock&down&until&the&situation&has&been&resolved.&&&Finally,&this&novel&approach&also&allows&for&an&abstract&software&model&to&be&defined,&as&discussed& in&Chapter&6:&AMDS System Enhancement – Botnets,&which&can& then&be&implemented& using& different& programming& languages& in& a& multitude& of& different&computing& environments.& This& serves& as& an& initial& platform& upon& which& more&malicious&behaviour&detection&algorithms&could&be&developed&in&the&future.&&
9.2.3 A&flexible&solution&to&a&general&communications/networking&problem&&The&AMDS’&software&design&approach&has&traditionally&has&been&tackled&through&rigid&hardware& solutions.& This& design& offers& a& completely&modular& software& approach& to&enhancing& existing& datacentre& systems& for& the& purpose& of& acquiring& and& analysing&network&traffic,&hardware&loads&and&power&consumption&of&a&cloud&infrastructure&and&redistributing& them& for& efficient& energy& management& and& optimal& data&communication&parameters& (security,&data& transfer& speed,& access&wait& times,&power&consumption).&&Although&hardware&based&solutions&tend&to&offer&the&best&performance,&they&are&often&rigid&and&require&manual&intervention&to&help&them&tackle&new&problems.&The&AMDS,&even& as& software& running& within& a& Virtual& Machine,& offers& very& low& operational&latency,&as&evidenced&in&chapter&7.3.3.&&This&experiment&focuses&on&the&two&main&AMDS&components,&the&Control&and&Botnet&modules.& They& have& been& designed& to& operate& asynchronously& in& order& to& provide&
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maximum&efficiency,&and&as&such&have&managed&an&average&operational&task&latency&of&4,486&milliseconds& for& the&Botnet&module&and&2,145&milliseconds& for& the&Control&module.& Compared&with& initial& readings,& as& expected,& both&modules& have& gradually&reduced&latency&times&over&the&experiment&lifetime&by&up&to&14%,&mainly&due&to&the&reconfiguration&capabilities&of&the&AMDS&during&its&lifetime.&&&These& results& reinforce& the& potential& of& this& software& design& as& a& datacentre&enhancement&and&security&utility,&with&virtually&no&impact&on&dayXtoXday&operations&due&to&the&asynchronous&nature&of&the&implementation.&&Bringing&this&thesis&to&a&close,&potential&future&research&projects&that&could&be&based&on&the&author’s&work&are&discussed.&&
9.3 Future$Work$&This& chapter& presents& several& ideas& that& could& be& part& of& future& research& projects.&Such& projects& would& utilise& and& expand& the& AMDS& to& further& benefit& a& Cloud&Computing&environment.&&One& such& idea& is& the& creation& of& a&module& capable& of&monitoring& individual& Virtual&Machines& in& an& attempt& to& provide& an& even& finer& control& over& the& optimisation&process.&This&module&would&be&capable&of&remotely&accessing&active&Virtual&Machines&and& retrieving& information&on&processor& loads,&memory&and&storage&usage,& running&processes,& etc.& This& would& allow& the&master& AMDS& Control& and& Botnet&modules& to&make& even& better& decisions& regarding& their& individual& tasks& of& optimising& energy&efficiency&and&detecting&and&blocking&malicious&threats.&&Another&idea&is&expanding&the&Botnet&module&to&include&more&detection&algorithms&to&help&with&analysing&network&traffic,&as&well&as&gain&other&monitoring&capabilities,&such&as&accessing&active&individual&Virtual&Machines&and&looking&at&running&processes&and&processor&load&and&perhaps&comparing&them&to&the&VMs&profile&(eg.&VM&only&used&for&static&web&pages,&high&processor&load&may&indicate&unusual&activities).&&& &
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Abstract-This paper presents a novel ‘Cloud-based’ solution 
for teaching computer networks in an educational context.  One 
key advantage of the system is its ability to comission and 
decomission virtual infrastructures comprised of routers, 
switches and virtual machines on demand. It makes use of 
hardware located in different physical locations, VMWare 
software to manage the virtual resources and NetLab+ to 
manage the configuration of multiple different virtual scenarios.  




Nowadays, students are increasingly attracted to 
computers, the internet and all networking involved in fully 
exploiting the increasingly larger computing resources 
available through the internet.  Students are coming with a 
wide variety of technical and cultural background, 
motivation, age, experience and learning styles and all of 
these must be taken into account either by course extension – 
in order to establish a common foundation, or by lecturers in 
higher education adapting their expectations and the 
programmes they offer. 
As the first method normally requires extra resources, 
such as extra teaching staff hours, availability of rooms, 
technical support, etc., it is the last one which is normally 
preferred because it is cost and time effective [1].  Therefore, 
the necessity arises to reconsider the teaching and learning 
strategies, and to adapt them to the learning styles and 
constraints of modern university environments. 
Cloud computing is an emerging technology that devolves 
computing resources to the Internet [2]. The traditional 
teaching of computer networking in a higher educational 
institution is very much dependent on local hardware 
resources.  The student experience of different computer 
networks will often be limited to the local hardware 
infrastructure currently available. That architecture cannot be 
easily changed because of the resource issues involved. 
At the university the authors are affiliated with, there are 
multiple IT infrastructures and software solutions put in place 
that aim to assist and provide study platforms for students. A 
few examples are the VLE (Virtual Learning Environment) 
built using Microsoft products, Moodle (Modular Object-
Oriented Dynamic Learning Environment), which is an open 
source platform, WebCT (Course Tools) etc.  However, all 
these systems only provide basic means of interaction such as 
file sharing, discussion boards, questionnaires, blogs and 
access to course materials.  These systems lack the means to 
allow students to conduct experiments, test taught theories 
and create innovative applications in the context of their 
chosen modules. 
This paper focuses on presenting a cloud-computing 
solution for teaching computer networks, in which the 
network teaching resource is itself virtualised.  A similar 
approach has already been researched [3], having a proven 
track record with over 80% positive student feedback.  This 
paper aims to pick up where that solution left off and take it 
one step further through development of the underlying 
infrastructure and expansion of the overlying software 
platform. 
This kind of solution is not meant to replace the traditional 
hands-on student experience, but rather provide a useful and 
cost-effective supplementary educational tool to support the 
teaching of computer networks (including by distance 
learning). 
There have been other similar attempts at using NetLab+ in 
an Academic context as illustrated and described by [4], [5] 
and [6].  Although the software solutions used are similar, the 
test bed it has been deployed on makes the solution proposed 
by the authors of this paper a novel approach, which allows 
for implementation and testing of complex networking and 
security scenarios. 
There have even been other similar attempts using clusters 
of Virtual Machines (VMs) [7] to virtualise automation 
learning topics based on the Moodle platform.  The issue with 
that approach was that it was put together using multiple bits 
of technologies which could potentially allow a number of 
security breaches.  It is also quite difficult to maintain, when 
it comes to expanding the infrastructure by adding more VMs 
or updating the Moodle platform. 
Another virtual learning implementation was attempted by 
the authors of [8] through the implementation of four 
different virtual environments, each specialised in a different 
area of control-engineering. It makes use of a mix of open 
source Linux software and Matlab licensed software to 
provide the students with the means to implement and test 
different scenarios. Again, this kind of solution is difficult to 
maintain since it makes use of completely different software 
packages which have not been specifically designed to work 
together. 
 TABLE I 
TEST BED COMPRISING HARDWARE 
Make Specifications Quantity 
HP Proliant 108GB RAM 
2 x Intel Six-Core Xeon 2.4GHz 
10 Gbit NICs 
4 
Dell R710 38GB RAM 
2 x Intel Quad-Core Xeon 2.4GHz 
Gbit NICs 
2 
Viglen 16GB RAM 
2x Intel Dual-Core Xeon 2.2GHz 
Gbit NICs 
1 
HP Filer 8TB HDD 









Gbit NICs 4 
Cisco 4948 
Switch 
Gbit NICs 1 
Cisco 3560 
Switch 






Gbit NICs 1 
NetLab Pod N/A, proprietary appliance 4 
 
II. OBJECTIVES IN A PEDAGOGICAL THEORY CONTEXT 
From a business perspective there are three well-known 
technologies associated with Cloud Computing, namely 
Software-as-a-Service (SaaS), Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS) 
and Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS).  The current research 
aims to promote another cloud service technology in 
providing an educational resource that will focus on delivery 
of simulated network hardware resources (the concept of 
Laboratory-as-as-Service (LaaS)).  This distinguishes the 
work from traditional virtual learning environments in 
common use in educational establishments today. 
The development of this lab setup is taking into account 
Kolb’s well established descriptive model of the Adult 
learning process, consisting of four stages [9]: Concrete 
Experience is followed by Reflective Observation which 
generates Abstract Conceptualisation; this leads to Active 
Experimentation which will generate a new Concrete 
Experience.  Abstract Conceptualisation can be stimulated 
better in lecture sessions, addressing the cognitive type of 
objectives (such as memory, interpretation) in accordance 
with Bloom’s taxonomy [10]. 
On the other hand, the Active Experimentation, Concrete 
Experience and Reflective Observation are better addressed 
in interactive laboratory sessions, which concentrate more on 
the other cognitive components identified by Bloom 
(Translation, Application, Analysis, Evaluation) and the 
Affective aspects of learning (Responding, Valuing and 
Organization in particular). 
The paper is presenting research work which led to a new 
teaching and learning method that addresses this second 
aspect, by the development of a novel style Laboratory setup, 




Fig. 1.  Cloud Computing Test Bed – custom design and built infrastructure. 
 
 
Fig. 2.  Cloud Computing Test Bed – Datacentre view. 
III. METHODOLOGY 
A. Hardware Infrastructure 
The authors currently have a small but powerful test bed 
comprising seven physical servers (mix of HP Proliant, Dell 
R710 and Viglen brands), three Storage Area Networks (HP) 
and multiple routers and switches (CISCO and HP), and HP 
ILOs (Table I) located within the Department of Computing 
and Technology (Figs. 1 and 2 are illustrating the structure of 
these systems) across four rooms (Bry015, Mel205, Data 
Center, Bry101). 
Two of the servers are ‘public’-facing (that is, they are 
utilised for teaching purposes), whilst the others are ‘private’-
facing (i.e. they are utilised for research – not yet 
implemented).  The private-facing resource is isolated from 
the Internet and only accessible from departmental computers 
via an appropriate security protocol.  All of the networking 
cards have Gigabit type interfaces (>=1Gbps, Gigabit per 
second, transfer rate) and the link between the Servers and the 
Filer (Fig. 2) is one of 10Gbps, which facilitates rapid data 
movement to and from the Filer across the network. 
The described test bed allows for the possibility of testing 
unique and complex scenarios such as simulating a global 
infrastructure, where each room is considered to be a remote 
location in a different country/part of the world. 
B. Software Administration 
Both commercially available and Open Source software is 
used to manage both the underlying physical network 
infrastructure and the virtualized appliances running on that 
physical network. 
The Test Bed resource is currently being developed in two 
ways: 
i) Proprietary off-the-shelf remote laboratory systems such 
as NDG’s NetLab are being used to offer complex IT systems 
(such as VMware vSphere/vCentre/ESXi courses) which can 
be easily deployed as virtual based solutions on demand 
(solution currently fully implemented). 
ii) Configuration of an Open Source Apache Virtual 
Computing Laboratory (VCL) in a network distributed 
environment to support commissioning of reusable operating 
resources, as described by Vouk [11].  This provides a cloud 
computing based solution for network security laboratory 
teaching scenarios (solution still in development). 
VMWare products such as the ESXi Hypervisor and 
vCentre are used to manage the physical infrastructure and 
run the VMs, while NDG’s NetLab+ software is used to 
manage virtual appliances ranging from simple VMs to 
CISCO Routers and Switches, commissioning them on 
demand. 
The reasoning behind choosing VMWare and NDG’s 
proprietary software is that they have a proven track record of 
performing well and exceeding expectations in academic 
environments. According to [3] the majority of students 
responded very positive to the virtual labs they had the 
opportunity of installing, configuring and managing. They 
also believed that it has enhanced their learning experience 
through hand-on virtual sessions using said software 
solutions. 
C. NDG’s NetLab+ 
NetLab+ is able to commission and decommission entire 
virtual laboratories containing any number and combination 
of simple VMs, Routers and Switches (Fig. 3, 4, 5).  This 
makes it an ideal environment for testing a great range of 
scenarios from simple networking to complex security 
configurations. 
NetLab+ gives access to the virtual resources based on 
username/password combinations assigned by the 
Administrator account.  These are made available to students 
on different network and security modules as needed. 
One key advantage of this solution is instant access and 
high availability at any hour of the day, account holders being 
able to connect to NetLab+ via the public Computing VLAN 
(Fig. 1). 
The Computing VLAN provides public access to numerous 
internal services and other networks, including the proposed 
virtual infrastructure.  The front-end server makes use of 
several NICs to interconnect the various internal networks.  
The internal networks have the following IP classes: 
169.x.x.x for NetLab+, 10.141.x.x for the VMWare solution 
and 10.x.x.x for the rest of the university services (VLE, 
Moodle, eVision etc.).  Each individual network makes use of 
its own authentication framework, almost all of which allow 
login using a single university set of credentials handed out to 
every student and staff member. 
Once authenticated, the students can proceed to reserve a 
Lab session (Fig. 6), choosing one of the many available 
virtual configurations (Fig. 3, 4, 5). 
 
 
Fig. 3.  NetLab+ Lab setups: 4 Routers, PCs; 3 Switches, 1 Router, PCs; 
Network Fundamentals setup (2 Routers, 1 Switch, PCs). 
 
 
Fig. 4.  NetLab+ Lab setups: 3 Routers, 3 Switches; Network Fundamentals 
setup (2 Routers, 1 Switch, PCs). 
 
 




Fig. 6.  NetLab+ reservation of a virtual Multi-purpose Academy Pod. 
  
Fig. 7.  NetLab+ web browser support. 
 
 
Fig. 8.  Layout of a NetLab+ virtual Multi-purpose Academy Pod. 
 
Many of the popular browsers (Fig. 7) can be used to fully 
interact with any part of the commissioned Virtual Lab setup.  
It makes heavy use of JavaVM to offer a rich GUI interface 
which allows easy management and configuration of any of 
the virtual appliances.  For example the user can simply click 
R1/2/3 or S1/2/3 or PC A/B/C (Fig. 8) to bring up a 
completely interactive Console Window. 
Every Lab configuration also offers the possibility of either 
remembering changes made each session or running fresh 
configurations every time.  It even allows easy export of 
configuration progress at any time during its operation. 
 
 
Fig. 9.  NetLab+ available Labs. 
 
 
Fig. 10.  NetLab+ module classes with instructors, number of enrolled 
students and number of Labs and Lab Hours completed. 
IV. RESULTS 
Since there are a large number of Labs (training courses 
and materials) available as part of the NetLab+ solution, 
students have been granted access to the NetLab+ setup from 
the very beginning of its first deployment on the previously 
described test bed.  Students enrolled on a wide variety of 
Network and Security modules have been testing the setup 
and at the same time learning how to install, configure and 
manage a wide range of Cisco appliances. 
As it can be seen in Fig. 10, there already have been 900 
Labs and over 1700 hours of lab work put into testing the 
described NetLab+ solution by over 260 students, all of 
which have ran without any issues. 
At university level, there is an academic process called 
Module Evaluation, which is a simple survey presented to 
enrolled students.  This gives students the opportunity to 
comment anonymously on various aspects of their modules. 
Student feedback plays an important role in quality 
enhancement.  The findings of these surveys informs of both 
successful and unsuccessful teaching and learning practices. 
In current context, the students who took part in testing of 
the proposed virtual infrastructure were enlisted on the 
following modules: Computer Network Principles, Network 
Technologies and Network Management. 
Recently, they have been presented with a Module 
Evaluation survey for each of the mentioned modules.  The 
survey results have exceeded all expectations, as almost all 
students believe that they have had their study experience 
enhanced by the proposed virtual infrastructure. 
The students, however, have expressed several ideas for 
improvement: 
• Better mobile access. Currently, since the NetLab+ 
solution is written almost entirely in Java there is 
almost no mobile support as of this writing.  Of 
course, having better mobile access would increase 
student satisfaction levels as this would allow them to 
quickly login and check on projects running on 
commissioned VLabs, or simply continue a previously 
started Lab. 
• Access to more physical networking hardware. 
Currently, there is only one rack containing 
networking hardware available to students to interact 
with.  Having access to physical hardware allows 
students to better understand the Labs they have access 
to through much needed hand-on experience with 
cabling and configuring real-world networking 
equipment. This would ultimately improve their 
chances of getting employed once completing their 
course. 
V. FUTURE WORK 
Future work will involve development of the system 
administration of the Cloud Computing Test Bed, including: 
• Expansion of the private-facing hardware (addition of 
more PCs – some are already available). 
• Development of new software modules to manage 
disparate hardware and operating systems across a 
network. 
Currently, as already mentioned, only the teaching side 
solution of this proposed solution has been fully 
implemented.  The authors will implement the research 
solution in due course, which will provide even more 
flexibility by supporting fully customised virtualised 
appliances to be deployed and tested.   
One proposed use of the Test Bed will be to develop 
optimization software which would improve energy 
sustainable cloud based solutions. Such software would be 
capable of autonomous decision making based on hardware 
loads, ultimately perhaps resulting in the movement of VMs 
across the network, be it to another server in the local cluster 
or one located in a different geographical location. 
VI. CONCLUSIONS 
Both VCL and NetLab+ solutions are capable of delivering 
an automated and self-maintained virtualised remote 
computing environment to cater for students’ need, with very 
little ongoing administration.  
 Whilst VCL provides a highly scalable, flexible and very 
cost effective solution, it is limited in terms of the complexity 
of the solutions potentially offered.  NetLab+ provides a more 
managed solution, better able to provide the complexity and 
flexibility that more advanced computer science courses may 
require, a premise supported by the setup shown in Fig. 10. 
Also, in the long run, a NetLab+ setup will be easy to 
maintain and expand as NetLab+ has been specifically been 
designed to work with the VMWare vCentre/ESXi solutions, 
as opposed to using other virtualisation platforms alongside 
different open source software [7], [8]. 
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evaluated. 
 




Cloud computing is an emerging technology that 
devolves computing resources to the Internet [6]. This 
paper focuses on conceptually presenting an innovative 
approach to the resilience and optimization of 
Internet/network usage via mobility of virtualized 
servers within a cloud. The optimised running of a cloud 
will be investigated through the use of a virtual 
networking laboratory to develop new metrics that can 
be tested to quantify the processing efficiency (and 
therefore carbon footprint) of an optimised cloud 
network compared to a non-optimised cloud network 
and to a non-cloud infrastructure [1][2]. 
The background to the objectives of this work will 
now be discussed. The protocols that enable current 
network topologies to interface in such a way as to 
support Cloud functionality are well established, 
however the effect of an unanticipated amount of people 
trying to access the same file/service is poorly 
understood [11]. Whilst management tools are available 
to enable Cloud Administrators to re-configure 
hardware loadings according to service demands the 
approach is largely by-trial-and-error [7]. One 
consequence of the adoption of Cloud Computing in the 
commercial sector is that companies do not need to 
invest in their own hardware infrastructure. This has 
environmental consequences and their quantification is 
important for developing strategies for a sustainable 
environment [4]. A final area of interest concerns 
security. A botnet is a group of compromised computers 
connected to the Internet. Each compromised computer 
is called a bot, and could include individual virtual bots 
within a virtualised system. Whilst there are tools to 
protect a Cloud from such malware attacks, a very 
poorly researched area is how a successful hijacking of 
a Cloud’s virtual operating system could be identified 
[3][5][8][9][12]. 
II. Objectives 
This research will focus on the optimization and 
security of Internet/network usage via mobility of 
virtualized servers within a cloud. At least one cloud-
resident application-specific prototype utility such as a 
virtual networking laboratory will be developed. 
Potential applications of such a virtual laboratory will 
allow suitable metrics to be proposed and tested that can 
quantify the reduction in the carbon footprint of the IT 
sector compared to a non-cloud infrastructure. 
Objective 1: To critically evaluate the pattern of 
disruption across a Cloud infrastructure as a result of an 
overloaded service request. The effects on the network 
infrastructure of a Cloud (not just the service itself) that 
is overloaded by a service request will be studied. The 
results will be logged and analysed. 
Objective 2: To conceptually design a theoretical 
strategy by which a Cloud could autonomously manage 
the workloads placed on that infrastructure, and 
implement and test a software application to achieve 
this aim for a specific Cloud scenario. Ideally a 
theoretical strategy will be developed by which a 
virtualised operating system can autonomously optimize 
the location of virtualized servers within a network. A 
simple software application to establish this proof-of-
principle will be built. 
Objective 3: To innovatively develop metrics that 
quantify Cloud vs. centralized service provision in 
terms of environmental sustainability. Measures of 
sustainability (e.g. carbon-footprint) will be developed 
and effectively applied to Cloud vs. non-Cloud 
scenarios. 
Objective 4: To develop an application that will 
identify virtualized system hijacking and undertake a 
range of appropriate activities from simple notification 
to service suspension. Parameters indicative of the 
successful hijacking of a Cloud will be identified. A 
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software tool will be developed to monitor the activities 
of a Cloud in such a way as to be able to identify the 
successful hijacking of the virtualized servers, and to 
mitigate the presence of a compromised Cloud. 
III. Methodology 
The authors currently have a small test bed 
comprising seven physical servers (mix of HP Proliant, 
Dell R710 and Viglen brands), three Storage Area 
Networks (HP) and multiple routers and switches 
(CISCO and HP), and HP ILOs located within the 
Department of Computing and Technology1 (Fig. 1 and 
Fig. 2). Two of the servers are ‘public’-facing (that is, 
they are utilised for teaching purposes) whilst the others 
are ‘private’-facing (i.e. they are utilised for research). 
The private-facing resource is isolated from the Internet 
and only accessible from departmental computers via an 
appropriate security protocol. All of the networking 
cards have Gigabit type interfaces (>=1Gbps, Gigabit 
per second, transfer rate). 
 
Fig. 1  Cloud Computing Test Bed – custom designed and built 
infrastructure. 
 
The indicative research methods will focus on 
development of this resource, including: 
• Expansion of the private-facing hardware (addition 
of more PCs – some are already available). 
• Development of new software modules to manage 
disparate hardware and operating systems across a 
network. 
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• Building of cloud optimization strategies via a top-
down approach using a proprietary software 
virtualization product (VMWARE) [10]. 
• Building of cloud optimization techniques via a 
bottom-up approach using an appropriate mainstream 
programming language (such as Java due to its library 
support tools for building bespoke network 
applications). 
• Development of a software tool to detect and 
manage malware attacks on the virtualized servers. 
Objective 1: To be achieved through heavy use of the 
test bed. Multiple virtual Machines (VMs) will be 
created on all four servers. Simultaneous requests will 
be made to all VMs to simulate a memory overload. 
Both hardware and network loads will be monitored, 
logged and analysed. 
Objective 2: To be achieved through socket 
programming using the Java programming language. 
Sockets locally bind to specific port numbers, which 
allows direct communication to other (virtual) machines 
over a (virtual) network. The resulting software 
application will be installed on each server included in 
the test bed. It will be capable of directly 
communicating with other instances of itself and 
relaying information across the (virtual) network. The 
software application will have a modular design. As 
such, each task it will be capable of performing will 
represent one module. This design will allow easy 
expansion of its capabilities to allow it to perform more 
complex operations within a cloud network. It will also 
allow easy maintenance of each module and of the 
software application as a whole. The software 
application will also be capable of autonomously 
making decisions based on current hardware and 
network loads to move VMs around from one physical 
location to another within the same virtual network. 
 
Fig. 2  Cloud Computing Test Bed – Data Centre view. 
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Another way of implementing objective 2 is by 
looking at currently available software such as the 
VMWare vMotion technology to achieve the same end 
result - either by using a pure VMWare solution or by 
creating a hybrid solution comprised of VMWare 
technologies and a set of custom built technologies. 
Moving a VM across a network to a different 
physical location raises the following concerns that will 
be addressed: 
1) Maintaining and Updating the IP address tables 
across the network so that loss of service is avoided. 
2) Ensuring the MAC addresses of the VMs are 
unique at the new physical location, refreshing them if 
clashes occur. 
3) Refreshing the VM’s Domain Name so that it 
matches the one at the new physical location. 
Objective 3: To be achieved by measuring server and 
network hardware power consumption and logging the 
results. The analysis of these results will enable the 
authors to take steps towards developing the required 
metrics. An attempt will also be made towards 
identifying what levels of efficiency savings can be 
achieved through optimization of the cloud network. 
This will be a natural consequence of the 
aforementioned analysis. 
Objective 4: To be achieved through testing of 
different approaches to service hijacking as presented 
here [14]. An approach to overcoming these security 
issues is presented here [13]. This will be investigated 
and, if relevant, a solution based on the Public Key 
Infrastructure will be built. Otherwise, alternative 
approaches to the aforementioned security issues will be 
researched and developed. 
IV. Practical view 
Power consumption is directly influenced by a great 
deal of factors [15][16]. The factors that this paper will 
focus on are the Processor, RAM and Hard Disk. These 
are the most relevant in the context of cloud computing 
because the Processor does calculations, stores the 
results in the RAM and it finally, if necessary, commits 
them to the Hard Disk. According to [15] the Processor 
(“CPU Quadcore”) and the RAM (“Memory”) have the 
highest power consumption of all the hardware types in 
an actively used server system. There is also a strong 
relation between hardware loads and power 
consumption [15][16]. The less hardware load on a 
system, the more efficiently the server operates and the 
less power it consumes. 
Thus, the approach this work takes will help reduce 
the hardware loads by attempting to move ‘hot’ data 
(data actively used at any given time) from a highly 
active server (many user service requests) to a less 
active server (few user service requests). This approach 
aims to balance out the hardware loads across the same 
virtual network and at the same reduce the overall 
power required to achieve the same results as before the 
move. 
 
Fig. 3  Relation between miliWatts (mW) and the Millions of 
Instructions/Second (DMIPS). Data taken from [16]. 
 
V. Future work 
Since the research is in its early stages, future work is 
mainly based on the conceptual ideas presented in this 
paper. Causes of disruption will be examined to 
investigate whether solutions can be implemented to 
ensure the resilient operation of a cloud network. 
According to Fig. 3, processors consume four times 
as much power running at full speed (GHz) as running 
at half speed. Thus, another approach might be to 
attempt to reduce the Processor clock speed in addition 
to moving virtual Machines across the network. This 
however would depend on whether the VMWare 
Hypervisor (operating system running on the servers) 
gives direct access to this type of setting. Another issue 
is that reducing the processor clock speed in order to 
reduce the power consumption by a factor of at least 3x 
is only practical in an environment where speed is not 
mission-critical. 
VI. Conclusions 
This paper has described conceptual means and ideas 
of optimising and improving the resilience of cloud 
computing environments. The authors have discussed 
how cloud computing networks can be improved to help 
reduce the carbon footprint of the associated hardware 
through implementing an autonomous solution to help 
manage the hosted virtual machines. 
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Abstract-This paper describes an optimised and novel approach 
to an Autonomous Virtual Server Management System in a 
‘Cloud Computing’ environment and it presents a set of 
preliminary test results. One key advantage of this system is its 
ability to improve hardware power consumption through 
autonomously moving virtual servers around a network to 
balance out hardware loads. This has a potentially important 
impact on issues of sustainability with respect to both energy 
efficiency and economic viability. Another key advantage is the 
improvement of the overall end-user experience for services 
within the Cloud. This has been investigated through the 
configuration of a cloud-computing test-bed rig. The key 
features of this rig and some predictions of what may be 
achieved with it are described and evaluated. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Cloud computing is an emerging technology that devolves 
computing resources to the Internet [1]. This paper focuses on 
presenting a conceptually innovative approach to the 
resilience and optimization of Internet/network usage via 
mobility of virtualized servers within a cloud. The optimised 
running of a cloud has been investigated through the use of a 
virtual networking laboratory, developing new metrics that 
can be tested to quantify the energy efficiency (and therefore 
carbon footprint) of an optimised cloud network compared to 
a non-optimised cloud network and to a non-cloud 
infrastructure [2-3]. 
Although the protocols that enable current network 
topologies to interface in such a way as to support Cloud 
functionality are well established the effect of an 
unanticipated amount of people trying to access the same 
file/service is not yet well understood [4]. The authors of one 
study break down the energy consumption in a data centre 
and suggest different ways of reducing it overall [5]. Whilst 
management tools are available to enable Cloud 
Administrators to re-configure hardware loadings according 
to service demands, the approach is largely by-trial-and-error 
[6]. 
One consequence of the adoption of Cloud Computing in 
the commercial sector is that companies do not need to invest 
in their own hardware infrastructure. This has environmental 
consequences and their quantification is important for 
developing strategies for a sustainable environment [7]. 
Security is also a relevant issue. A botnet is a group of 
compromised computers connected to the Internet. Each 
compromised computer is called a bot, and could include 
individual virtual bots within a virtualised system. Whilst 
there are tools to protect a Cloud from such malware attacks, 
a less widely researched area is that of methods of 
identification of a successful hijacking of a Cloud’s virtual 
operating system [8-9-10]. These and other relevant works 
[11-12] also discuss the hypervisor architecture and the 
possible vulnerabilities within them. 
II. RESEARCH FOCUS 
This research focuses on the optimization and security of 
Internet/network usage via mobility of virtualized servers 
within a cloud. A cloud-resident application-specific 
prototype utility such as a virtual networking laboratory has 
been developed. Potential applications of such a virtual 
laboratory will allow suitable metrics to be proposed and 
tested that can quantify the reduction in the carbon footprint 
of the IT sector compared to a non-cloud infrastructure. 
Objective 1: Critically evaluate the pattern of disruption 
across a Cloud infrastructure as a result of an overloaded 
service request. The effect on the network infrastructure of a 
Cloud (not just the service itself) that is overloaded by a 
service request is of particular interest here. 
Objective 2: Conceptually design a theoretical strategy by 
which a Cloud could autonomously manage the workloads 
placed on that infrastructure, and implement and test a 
software application to achieve this aim for a specific Cloud 
scenario. A theoretical strategy has been developed by which 
a virtualised operating system can autonomously optimize the 
location of virtualized servers within a network. A simple 
software application to establish this proof-of-principle is 
currently being built. 
Objective 3: Innovatively develop metrics that quantify 
Cloud vs. centralized service provision in terms of 
environmental sustainability. Measures of sustainability (e.g. 
carbon-footprint) are currently being developed and 
effectively applied to Cloud vs. non-Cloud scenarios. 
Objective 4: Develop an application that will identify 
virtualized system hijacking and undertake a range of 
appropriate activities from simple notification to service 
suspension. Parameters indicative of the successful hijacking 
of a Cloud will be identified. A software tool is currently 
being developed to monitor the activities of a Cloud in such a 
way as to be able to identify the successful hijacking of the 
virtualized servers, and to mitigate the presence of a 
compromised Cloud. 
III. METHODOLOGY 
There is very little current literature in the public domain as 
to how load balancing is achieved in data centres. So far, 
none of the most recent papers have explored the connection 
between processor loads, power consumption and VM 
migration. The authors of this work propose an original 
methodology to deal with this issue. 
A small test bed has been constructed comprising seven 
physical servers (mix of HP Proliant, Dell R710 and Viglen 
brands), three Storage Area Networks (HP) and multiple 
routers and switches (CISCO and HP), and HP ILOs located 
within the Department of Computing and Technology1 (Fig. 1 
and Fig. 2). Two of the servers are ‘public’-facing (that is, 
they are utilised for teaching purposes) whilst the others are 
‘private’-facing (i.e. they are utilised for research). The 
private-facing resource is isolated from the Internet and only 
accessible from departmental computers via an appropriate 
security protocol. All of the networking cards have Gigabit 
type interfaces (>=1Gbps, Gigabit per second, transfer rate). 
 
 
Figure 1 - Cloud Computing Test Bed – custom designed and built 
infrastructure. 
In the context of the present research the development of 
this resource has focussed on the following: 
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• Expansion of the private-facing hardware (addition of 
more PCs – some are already available). 
• Development of new software modules to manage 
disparate hardware and operating systems across a 
network. 
• Building of cloud optimization strategies via a top-down 
approach using a proprietary software virtualization 
product (VMWARE) [13]. 
• Building of cloud optimization techniques via a bottom-
up approach using an appropriate mainstream 
programming language (Scala due to its library support 
tools for building bespoke network applications). 
• Development of a software tool to detect and manage 
malware attacks on the virtualized servers. 
An appraisal of the extent to which the given objectives 
have been met will now be discussed. 
Objective 1: Has been achieved through experimental work 
using the test bed. Multiple virtual Machines (VMs) have 
been created on all four servers. Simultaneous requests have 
been made to all VMs to simulate a memory overload. Both 
hardware and network loads have been monitored (using a 
wide range of hardware appliances such as ILOs, PDUs and 
UPSes), logged (using Microsoft Excel spreadsheets) and 
analysed. Relevant methodology presented by the authors of 
paper [5] has also been taken into account which specifically 
describes issues related to increasing hardware loads on a few 
servers while at the same time shutting down unneeded ones 
to save power. 
The authors have access to several test hardware that allow 
simple power consumption readings to be taken through 
proprietary User Interfaces: HP Integrated Lights-Out (ILO), 
APC Power Distribution Unit (PDU) and APC Uninterrupted 
Power Supply (UPS) devices. These devices are directly 
connected to the physical servers and as such produce 
relevant power metrics. The power consumption readings will 
be correlated with processor utilisation readings taken from 
within the VMWare vSphere Client. Tables will be produced 
detailing the connection between processor utilisation and 
power consumption. 
Another way of gathering power consumption readings is 
through the SNMP protocol. All hardware presented in this 
paper is fully network enabled and as such have been 
provided with unique IP addresses to which connections can 
be made. The specialised hardware relevant to this point all 
support the SNMP protocol (communication protocol that 
allows two way data connections). A software module is 
currently being built using the Scala programming language 
capable of taking advantage of this feature. It is capable of 
retrieving real time power readings through the SNMP 
protocol and store them in a database. All collected data is 
analysed and the results are ultimately be presented in tables. 
The module also allows sorting and comparing the different 
results gathered up to and including the most recent ones. 
This allows a history of readings to be generated relevant to 
future research. 
Objective 2: Achieved through socket programming using 
the Scala programming language. Sockets locally bind to 
specific port numbers, which allows direct communication to 
other (virtual) machines over a (virtual) network. The 
resulting software application is able to communicate with 
each server included in the test bed. It is also be capable of 
directly communicating with other instances of itself and 
relaying information across the (virtual) network.  
The software application has a modular design. As such, 
each task it is capable of performing represents one module. 
This design allows easy expansion of its capabilities to allow 
it to perform more complex operations within a cloud 
network. It also allows easy maintenance of each module and 
of the software application as a whole.  
The software application will also be capable of 
autonomously making decisions based on current hardware 
and network loads to move VMs around from one physical 
location to another within the same virtual network. The main 
goal of the application is to reduce the overall power 
consumption of the cluster of computers it is directly 
overseeing. 
Another approach to objective 2 is by looking at currently 
available commercial software such as the VMWare vMotion 
technology to achieve the same end result - either by using a 
pure VMWare solution or by creating a hybrid solution 




Figure 2 - Cloud Computing Test Bed – Datacentre view. 
 
Moving a VM across a network to a different physical 
location raises the following difficulties concerns that are 
currently being addressed: 
1) Maintaining and Updating the IP address tables across 
the network so that loss of service is avoided. 
2) Ensuring the MAC addresses of the VMs are unique at 
the new physical location, refreshing them if clashes occur. 
3) Refreshing the VM’s Domain Name so that it matches 
the one at the new physical location. 
Objective 3: Achieved by measuring server and network 
hardware power consumption and logging the results. The 
analyses of these results form the basis for developing the 
required metrics. An attempt is also being made towards 
identifying what levels of efficiency savings can be achieved 
through optimization of the cloud network. 
Objective 4: To be achieved through testing of different 
approaches to service hijacking as presented here [14]. Some 
previous work on overcoming relevant security issues has 
been done [15]. That work will be investigated and, if 
relevant, a solution based on Public Key Infrastructure will 
be built. Otherwise, alternative approaches to the 




Figure 3 - Relation between miliWatts (mW) and the Millions of 
Instructions/Second (DMIPS). Data taken from paper [16] 
IV. TEST RESULTS 
A. Practical View 
Power consumption is directly influenced by a great deal of 
factors [16], and [17]. The factors that this paper will focus 
on are the Processor, RAM and Hard Disk. These are most 
relevant in the context of cloud computing because the 
Processor does calculations, stores the results in the RAM and 
if applicable commits them to the Hard Disk. Network power 
consumption is also relevant but since it is necessary and 
cannot be efficiently controlled its’ effects have not been 
included in this work.  
TABLE I.  WATT SERVER POWER READINGS VS PROCESSOR LOADS 
Processor Load (PL)  0% (Idle) 25% 50% 75% 100% 




0 35.5 54 75 92 
Efficiency 
(PL / WPCR) (%) 




Figure 4 - Watt Server Power Readings vs. Processor Loads 
 
TABLE II.  AMPS SERVER POWER READINGS VS PROCESSOR LOADS 
Processor Load (PL) 0% (Idle) 25% 50% 75% 100% 




0 29.1 50 62.5 83 
Efficiency 
(PL / APCR) (%) 




Figure 5 - Amps Server Power Readings vs. Processor Loads (PL) 
 
According to [17] the Processor (“CPU Quadcore”) and 
the RAM (“Memory”) have the highest power consumption of 
all the hardware types in an actively used server system. 
There is also a strong relation between hardware loads and 
power consumption according to papers [16] and [17]. The 
less hardware load on a system, the more efficiently the 
server operates and the less power it consumes. Furthermore, 
paper [18] discusses the importance of CPU loads and takes 
the approach of making the distinction between the server’s 
own CPU load and application generated CPU load. Thus, the 
approach this work takes helps reduce the hardware loads by 
attempting to move ‘hot’ data (data actively used at any given 
time) from a highly active server (many user service requests) 
to a less active server (few user service requests). This 
approach aims to balance out the hardware loads across the 
same virtual network and at the same reduce the overall 
power required to achieve the same results as before the 
move. 
A second approach currently being considered is moving 
data from less active servers to highly active servers, 
maximising processor loads. This approach aims to reduce 
the number of active servers and as such cut down the overall 
power consumption of idle to moderately used servers. 
A similar technique of energy efficient data transfer across 
a set of network nodes has been investigated by the authors of 
paper [19]. It describes a set of energy efficient rules that 
comprise the EARQ protocol which are being followed 
whenever the control application needs to decide which node 
to transmit the data next. These rules have been abstracted 
and considered for Objective 2’s application logic. 
 
B. Hardware Stress Tests 
In order achieve Objective 1 the authors have put together 
a special Linux Virtual Machine template capable of 
performing server load stress tests. This is achieved by having 
the VM push the Virtual Processor to loads of up to 100%. 
The VM comprises of the latest Ubuntu Linux operating 
system as well as the latest versions of the Apache Web 
Server and the Tsung open source multi-protocol distributed 
load testing tool. 
Apache is a web service that upon start it listens on a 
predefined port (usually 80) on the server. It is capable of 
delivering multiple web pages to millions of clients 
simultaneously. A simple web page has been created and put 
in place for the purpose of these tests. 
‘Tsung’ is a complex application that is capable of creating 
millions of simultaneous connections (also known as virtual 
clients) to any given web service. The configuration file 
allows fine control over the length of each connection time 
wise as well as how fast the number of simultaneous 
connections grows over a predefined time frame. This allows 
measurement of server power consumption while the 
processor load ranges from 0% to 100%. Other features of 
Tsung are beyond the scope of this research. 
Upon launch the VM starts up both Apache and Tsung. 
Apache is set up to listen on port 80 for connections from 
anywhere on the network (in this case, from within the same 
location – localhost or 127.0.0.1). Tsung is set up to create 
virtual clients for Apache every 0.5 milliseconds over a time 
frame of 15 minutes. By the end of the given time frame the  
TABLE III.  POWER CONSUMPTION ESTIMATES WITH 100% UPTIME 











(239 Watts / Hour)  
(MW) 
0.175 0.524 1.05 2.1 
75% PL 
(217 Watts / Hour)  
(MW) 
0.159 0.477 0.953 1.9 
50% PL 
(191 Watts / Hour)  
(MW) 
0.14 0.42 0.839 1.68 
25% PL 
(168 Watts / Hour)  
(MW) 
0.123 0.369 0.738 1.48 
0% PL 
(124 Watts / Hour)  
(MW) 
0.91 0.272 0.545 1.09 
 
 
Figure 6 - Power Consumption estimates (100% Uptime) vs. Processor 
Loads (PL) 
number of simultaneous connections will mount up to 1.8 
million. This forces the Virtual Processor to slowly go 
through the needed loads. 
For the purpose of these tests the authors have deployed 40 
VMs based on the original template VM and have launched 
them all at the same time to achieve the desired effect. 
 
C. Results 
The readings gathered from both the VMWare vSphere 
client and the relevant hardware devices have been put side 
by side in the Tables I and II and graphs have been generated 
based on them in Figures 4 and 5. Estimates of power 
consumption over longer periods of time have been generated 
in Table III with associated data graphed in Figure 6. The 
results show that when  
When taking Processor Load percentages are compared 
with Watt Consumption Rise percentages the higher the 
Processor Load gets, the more efficient the Watt 
Consumption becomes. At 100% Processor Load there is only 
a 92% increase in Watt Consumption. The same applies for 
Processor Load percentages and Amps Consumption 
percentages. For 100% Processor Load there is only an 83% 
increase in Amps Consumption.  
For optimal efficiency it appears to be desirable that the 
Processor Load be kept over 75% for the best Power 
Consumption efficiency. 
From the perspective of Data Centres it appears to be more 
cost effective to maximise the Processor Load on each server 
and running less servers rather than having a higher number 
of servers but with lower Processor Load percentages. 
Furthermore, using the results presented in Table III the cost 
of operation from the energy efficiency point of view can be 
calculated. This was for the following Data Centre use case 
scenarios; Case 1 (UC1): one server running at 100% PL 
(based on new findings) versus Case 2 (UC2): four servers 
running at 25% PL each (original theory). Both use cases 
assume an operation time span of one year and the price per 
Kwh used in the calculations is 111.1 Euros / MW 2 (current 
at the time of writing). The calculated costs are presented in 
Table IV.  
TABLE IV.  COST ESTIMATES FOR TWO USE CASE SCENARIOS 
Use Case 1 
(UC1) 
One Server @ 
100% PL 
 
2.1 MW * 111.1 Euros / MW = 233.3 Euros 
Use Case 2 
(UC2) 
Four Servers 
@ 25% PL 
One Server: 1.9 MW * 111.1 Euros / MW = 211.1 
Euros 
Four Servers: 211.1 Euros * 4 = 844.4 Euros 
| UC1 – UC2 | 
(Euros) 
611.1 Euros 
UC2 shows a 261.9% cost increase compared to UC1 
 
 
Table IV shows that UC2 exhibits a 261.9% operational 
cost increase compared to UC1. This is consistent with the 
results presented in Table III, which show a substantial 
economic benefit in Data Centre operation costs. 
 
                                                           
2 Price taken from http://www.businesselectricityprices.com/kwh.php on 
27th November 2012. Original price was shown in British Pence / KWh. 
http://www.xe.com/ucc/ was used to convert the price to Euro Cents / KWh. 
Result was then multiplied by 10 to get to Euros / MWh. 
V. CONCLUSIONS 
This paper has described novel development based on 
original concepts and ideas which optimise and improve the 
resilience of cloud computing environments. The authors 
have discussed how cloud computing networks can be 
improved to help reduce the carbon footprint of the associated 
hardware through implementing an autonomous solution to 
help manage the hosted virtual machines. The authors have 
also provided clear test results related to Power Consumption 
reduction at different Processor Load percentages and 
provided solutions, as well as calculated potential operation 
cost differences between two use cases. 
According to Fig. 3, processors consume four times as 
much power running at full speed (GHz) as running at half 
speed. Thus, another approach might be to attempt to reduce 
the Processor clock speed in addition to moving virtual 
Machines across the network. This however would depend on 
whether the VMWare Hypervisor (operating system running 
on the servers) gives direct access to this type of setting. 
Another issue is that reducing the processor clock speed in 
order to reduce the power consumption by a factor of at least 
3x is only practical in an environment where speed is not 
mission-critical. 
Some future work can be explored on the causes of and 
whether solutions can be implemented to ensure the resilient 
operation of a cloud network. 
Following to the results presented in this paper the authors 
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Abstract—This paper describes a novel modular design of an 
autonomous management distributed system (AMDS) for cloud 
computing environments and it presents its implementation with 
the Scala programming language. The AMDS was designed from 
the ground up with distributed deployment, modularity and 
security in mind, using a full object oriented approach. A key 
feature of this system is the ability to gather and store 
information from various networking and monitoring devices 
from within the same computing cluster. Another key feature is 
the ability to intelligently control VMWare vSphere local 
instances based on analysis of collected data and predefined 
parameters. vSphere in turn, once it receives commands from the 
AMDS, proceeds to issue instructions to multiple locally 
monitored ESXi severs in order to maximize energy efficiency, 
reduce the carbon footprint and minimize running costs. The 
predefined parameters are based on results from a previous 
paper written by the authors. The AMDS has been deployed on 
the authors’ test bed and is currently running successfully. Test 
results show highly potential industrial applications in datacenter 
energy management and lowering of operating costs. 
Keywords—cloud; distributed; energy; optimisation; software 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Cloud computing is an emerging technology that devolves 
computing resources to the Internet [1]. The term “cloud” is 
commonly used to describe a cluster of computing hardware 
linked through a series of networking devices. Each 
computing component has a Hypervisor installed on it. The 
Hypervisor has been classified into two categories: type 1, 
which runs directly on the host’s hardware, and type 2, which 
runs within a conventional operating system [2]. 
This paper focuses on presenting a novel design of an 
autonomous management distributed system. It continues the 
initial conceptual work done by the authors [3] and makes use 
of type 1 Hypervisors, which are capable of running multiple 
virtualized machines (VM) simultaneously, all controlled by 
an independent software package. VMWare, through their 
Academic Program, has supplied the solution currently 
deployed on the authors’ test bed. The package is comprised 
of two main components: ESXi, a type 1 Hypervisor, and the 
vSphere Client, a complete cluster management solution. 
Also, as presented by [4] energy efficient management of 
cloud infrastructures is still a very active and current issue in 
research, more so in the industry where better energy 
management usually brings lower datacenter operating costs. 
The authors have already covered this aspect in an earlier 
paper [3]. 
The authors have considered two approaches to optimising 
the energy management within the VMWare cluster. The first 
one looked at using the features provided by the software 
solution to set different parameters to achieve the desired 
results. Unfortunately, there were no relevant parameters 
available to be set within the vSphere client. The second 
approach, and the one presented in this paper, was to design a 
custom distributed software solution to interface with the 
vSphere client. 
The use of distributed systems has its roots in operating 
system architectures that were initially studied in the 1960s 
[5]. The first widespread distributed systems were invented in 
the 1970s [6] and implemented on an Ethernet infrastructure. 
[7] also presents a well designed modular system of a SOA 
based architecture (also invented in the 1960s) for use in 
Cloud Computing environments. The authors have based their 
software solution design on the above presented architectures 
due to their tried and tested reliability for over 40 years. 
II. DESIGN OF THE AMDS 
For the benefit of the reader Fig. 1 presents an overview of 
the AMDS’s position within a Cloud Computing environment. 
The AMDS connects to the four most important components 
of the cloud system: access point (connection to the outside 
world), power reading hardware (monitors power 
consumption), network reading hardware (monitors network 
flow), and the heart of the cloud system – the proprietary 
software (VMWare ESXi) that makes decisions regarding the 
server and storage management. 
A. Design Goals 
The AMDS was designed from the ground up with three 
main goals in mind: 1) security, 2) modularity, and 3) parallel 
processing. 
To address security the authors have based their design on 
work done by [8] in order to introduce an appropriate 
authentication component. As such, each system component is 
required to authenticate each time it interacts with any other 
component. 
Modularity has been achieved through implementing 
sound Object Oriented programming principles. Some core 
principles relevant to this work outlined by [9] have been 
applied to the design. Every task the system is required to 
accomplish is split down into independent, fully reusable 
modules. 
The third goal, parallel processing, is achieved through the 
deployment of several instances of the AMDS across the test 
bed. The system has been designed to be deployed on a VM 
and, through its configuration parameters, locates other system 
instances in order to establish a live communication link. 
From thereon, the linked instances coordinate each other’s 
tasks in order to ease the hardware load and maximise 
efficiency, making the AMDS highly scalable. The system’s 
distributed design takes into account key points presented by 




Fig.  1. Overview diagram of the AMDS’s position within a Cloud Computing environment 
 
 
Fig.  2. UML Design Diagram of the AMD
B. Design Breakdown 
Fig. 2 presents a UML [11] diagram of the AMDS design. At 
the time of writing it is composed of 19 different parts, each 
designed for a specific task and fully reusable. The main 
features of these component parts will now be described: 
1) Core: Main system module. The entry point for the 
AMDS. From there the system accesses the configuration 
parameters (Fig. 2, 2. Config) and starts its internal tasks (Fig. 
2, 5. Control) and the User Interface (Fig. 2, 6. User Interface). 
It is responsible for facilitating communication between the 
different modules attached to it. 
a) Initiate: Module entry point. Achieves most of the 
module functionality. Initialises modules and establishes 
connections between them. 
b) Authenticate: Helper module. Undertakes the initial 
system authentication. This helps with detection of possible 
hijack attempts by making sure a current instance remains 
valid and genuine. 
2) Config: Helper module. Responsible for maintaining 
and providing access to the system configuration parameters. 
It interacts with the connection module (Fig. 2, 4. Conn) in 
order to gain access to the Storage component (Fig. 2, 4. Conn 
:: Storage), Config database. It is active throughout the 
lifespan of the system instance, facilitating on-the-fly 
parameter alteration. 
3) Auth: Key system module. Manages task and 
connection authentication. It performs checks against the 
initial determined instance validity and genuineness in an 
attempt to discover potential system hijack attempts and 
prevent them. It locks down any connection or task that does 
not pass the validation step and makes a log entry with 
relevant details on the security issue. 
4) Conn: Main system module. Facilitates all system 
connections between the modules themselves or between the 
modules and the computing cluster. It is the main access route 
to specialised mini-modules as well as attempt to authenticate 
each connection passing through it by calling upon the Auth 
module (Fig. 2, 3. Auth). 
a) AMDS Comm: Critical mini-module. Manages 
communication between instances of the AMDS including the 
passing of data between them. Acts as a load balancer by 
creating a bridge between current instance and one other 
instance. On each connection attempt it calls upon the Auth 
module to verify the integrity of the outside instance before 
allowing any kind of information exchange. 
b) Storage: Main mini-module. Keeps track of internal 
databases for each system module that deals with data. It 
stores information for the Config and Control modules. 
c) SNMP: Specialised mini-module. Facilitates passing 
of information between current system instance and devices 
that understand the Simple Networking Management Protocol 
(SNMP). This protocol allows data to pass both ways, making 
it possible to issue commands and receive results between 
different devices that use it. 
d) vSphere: Critical specialised mini-module. Interfaces 
the VMWare vSphere client to allow issuing commands and 
retrieving results. This module bridges the gap between the 
custom designed AMDS and the proprietary software solution 
provided by VMWare. 
5) Control: Main module. Initiates data collection, storing 
and analysis tasks, as well as initiate commands to the vSphere 
Client through the Conn module (Fig. 2, 4. Conn :: vSphere). 
This allows for data to be collected from monitoring devices 
across the computing cluster, stored, analysed and actions to 
be taken based on the results and the configuration parameters. 
a) GetData: Main mini-module. Deals with raw data 
retrieval. It initiates connections to the SNMP mini-module 
(Fig. 2, 4. Conn :: SNMP)., retrieves and stores collected 
information using the Storage mini-module (Fig. 2, 4. Conn :: 
Storage), Raw Data database. 
b) Analyse: Main mini-module. Retrieves chunks of raw 
data from the Storage mini-module (Fig. 2, 4. Conn :: 
Storage), Raw Data database, and come up with data capable 
of being compared to the configuration parameters. It then 
stores the analysis results using the same mini-module, but in 
the Results database. 
c) Command: Main mini-module. Compares analysis 
results with the configuration parameters and make intelligent 
decisions which maximise energy efficiency. After it stores 
issued commands in the Commands database, it then proceeds 
to send them to the correct interfacing mini-module from 
within the Conn module (Fig. 2, 4. Conn). 
6) User Interface: Noncritical system module. Facilitates 
system monitoring by presenting information stored on the 
system in human readable form. 
a) Status: Main mini-module. Provides an overview of 
the current system state as well as global statistics, including 
access to security logs and top level information on database 
disk usage. 
b) Readings: Main mini-module. Provides an in-depth 
view of each individual database currently utilised by the 
system instance. All databases maintained by the Conn 
module (Fig. 2, 4. Conn) are included. It makes use of data 
filtering and table display. 
c) Commands: Main mini-module. Provides an in-depth 
view of all command decisions the urrent system instance has 
taken as well as the accompanying results received from all 
the commanded systems. 
III. IMPLEMENTATION 
A. Language Considerations 
In the implementation stage the authors considered many 
programming languages capable of initiating remote 
connections, including Ruby, PHP, Java, Scala, C++, C#. The 
main criteria to be considered was portability i.e. make the 
system so that it can be deployed on as many different 
operating systems as possible. Only two of the considered 
languages met the required criteria: Java and Scala. 
Java is an established programming language making its 
first appearance in 19951. It is able to function on any 
operating system running the Java Virtual Machine (JavaVM). 
All major systems, including Unix, Linux and Windows are 
currently capable of running the JavaVM. However whilst the 
language functionality continues to evolve it does not handle 
running multithreaded tasks well. 
Scala [12] is a relatively new language. In spite of only 
making its first appearance in 2003, it has grown in popularity 
very quickly due to its multithreading capabilities as well as 
its concise way of expressing common programming patterns2. 
This has helped to drastically reduce development time on 
projects. One major advantage and the main reason why it has 
gained popularity so quickly is its seamless integration with 
Java. Scala support in Java for example can be provided by 
importing an appropriate library, and all Scala programs also 
run on the JavaVM which means that these can be deployed 
on all the major systems. 
B. Implementation Process 
Scala has a unique way of dealing with data structures – 
there are mutable (can be changed – e.g. var) and immutable 
(cannot be changed – e.g. val) variable types. Scala creators 
recommend using the immutable types because this minimises 
the risk of random or unintentional data corruption during 
runtime. 
Scala also allows for almost out-of-the-box distributed 
code implementations through the use of Actors. Scala Actors 
are capable of independent and asynchronous operation, 
operating by passing messages from one to another. They 
function under a command hierarchy and also allow for quick 
error recovery. Since each actor operates independently of 
each other, if one encounters a fatal error, the message is 
cascaded up the chain of command until it reaches an actor 
programmed to handle that type of issue. It can then proceed 
to take further actions as necessary e.g. restart the failed actor. 
In the development process the authors have used the 
Eclipse Integrated Development Environment (IDE) to assist 
with code completions and debugging as necessary. Each 
module has been implemented using inheritance based Object 
Oriented programming principles. Fig. 3 shows a few lines of 
Scala code (part of the Conn module implementation). Java 
libraries have been used to facilitate remote connections and 
Actors have been used to operate as message transporters. The 
code in Fig. 3 is set to receive remote connections and take 
different actions based on the type of result. 
  





Fig.  3. Conn Module implementation, screenshot taken from Eclipse IDE  
 
Fig.  4. Part of the Storage Module, Config database, screenshot taken from 
Eclipse IDE 
 
The databases have been implemented using the 
eXtensible Markup Language (XML). Fig. 4 shows part of the 
Storage module, specifically part of the method that deals with 
parsing the Config database information. The code uses Scala 
libraries for dealing with XML data structures and builds up a 
Config type object (first line, after the colon, signifies the 
return type). Exception handling is implemented in every 
module as a safety measure to prevent unexpected program 
termination due to unexpected or corrupt data. 
Another important component of the ASDM is the vSphere 
mini-module. In its development the authors have made heavy 
use of the vSphere SDK for Java [13]. This set of Application 
Programmable Interfaces (APIs) facilitates message exchanges 
between the Control module and the vSphere Clients currently 
in the computing cluster. Still in its preview stages, it allows 
for much interaction between third party programs and the 
vSphere client itself. 
IV. RESULTS 
The ASDM is currently deployed and running on the 
authors’ test bed. An Ubuntu Linux based Virtual Machine 
was chosen to run the application due to the high reliability of 
the Operating System. The VM has is connected to the ESXi 
Servers via a closed Virtual Network. This ensures seamless 
connectivity between virtual and physical hardware, thus 
allowing the AMDS to receive information from the ILOs and 
the vSphere Client and to send commands back. 
At the moment, data is being collected and analysed for 
debugging purposes. As seen in Fig. 5, the program is running 
successfully. The core initializes and authenticates as 
expected; Conn, SNMP and Control modules are being 
activated, and raw data starts to be collected for storing and 
analysis. 
 
Fig.  5. Output from ASDM, console view 
 
Since the AMDS has been deployed it has produced a great 
number of data stored within several databases. The data 
comes from queries performed by the AMDS on the different 
networking hardware operating within the cloud environment 
(Switches, Routers, ILOs, ESXi). The authors have merged 
and analysed all generated data, the results of which have been 
expressed in Table I and Fig. 6. 
The system efficiency was calculated by using the 
formulas (1) and (2). In formula (1) Prise is the power 
consumption rise percentage calculated by dividing Pcurrent 
(server power consumption at any other time – processor load 
> 0%) by Pidle (server power consumption when idle – 0% 
processor load). In formula (2) E (server operating efficiency) 
is calculated by dividing L (server load) by Prise. 
   Prise = Pcurrent / Pidle  (1) 
   E  = L / Prise   (2) 
TABLE I.  COMPARISON BETWEEN NORMAL SYSTEM OPERATION 





Processor Load (%) 25 100 
Power Consumption 
(Watts / Hour) 
168 239 
Power Consumption 
Rise (Watts / Hour) 
35.5 92 

















Fig.  6. Comparison between normal system operation (without AMDS) and 
optimized system operation (with AMDS) 
 
In the second column of Table I the data has been recorded 
before the AMDS has been enabled (decision making module 
was disabled). The system efficiency stabilized at 70% due to 
the fact that several servers operating at 25% of their potential 
hardware load. The server power consumption at this stage 
was 168 Watts / Hour, an increase of 35.5% from system idle 
state. 
In the third column of Table I the data has been recorded 
after the AMDS has been enabled (decision making module 
was enabled). Almost immediately all system traffic had been 
redirected towards one of the active servers while the others 
had been shut down to conserve power, thus bringing the 
system efficiency up to 108%. Power consumption at this 
stage was 239 Watts / Hour, an increase of 92% from system 
idle state. 
The results presented above demonstrate how the AMDS is 
capable of minimising the cloud system power consumption 
by up to 8%, thus generating an important operating cost 
reduction. 
V. CONCLUSIONS 
The development of ASDM is an ongoing process. The 
authors are constantly tweaking and changing the code in 
pursuit of better performance. The proposed system has 
several key industrial applications: 
1) Green Datacetre. The proposed system is capable of 
reducing overall energy consumption by intelligently turning 
physical servers on and off based on data collection from 
throughout the computing cluster. 
2) Lower Datacentre operating costs. This is a direct 
consequence of the previous statement. Overall lower energy 
consumption leads to reduced operating costs. This in turn 
allows for higher profits and more investments to be made. 
3) Set-and-forget scenarios. The AMDS, due to its 
autonomous nature and modular design, is capable of on-the-
fly self reconfiguration based on analysis results of gathered 
data. This flexibility makes it ideal for set-and-forget 
situations as well as low cost maintenance schedules. 
Next, the authors have started looking at intrusion 
detection in an attempt to develop a successful method of 
hijack detection. Data collected from running ASDM, 
including the Databases and Logs, is collected at the same 
time as an attempt at hijacking the system is in progress. All 
data is continuously monitored and analysed for signs of the 
hijack process on the system. 
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This paper describes a novel method of autonomously detecting malicious Botnet behaviour within a Cloud 
datacentre, while at the same time managing Virtual Machine (VM) placement in accordance to its findings, 
and it presents its implementation with the Scala programming language.  
A key feature of this method, using output from NetFlow/IPFIX, both of which are capable of producing 
detailed network traffic logs, is its capability of detecting unusual Client behaviour through the analysis of 
individual data packet information. It has been implemented as a module of an Autonomous Management 
Distributed System (AMDS) presented in [Dinita, R. I. et al., 2013], giving it direct access to all the VMs 
and Hypervisors on the Cloud network.  
Another key feature is that it can have an immediate and effective impact on network security in a Botnet 
attack context by issuing lockout commands to every networked VM through the AMDS. It possesses the 
ability to intelligently control VMWare vSphere local instances based on analysis of collected data and 
predefined parameters. vSphere in turn, once it receives commands from the AMDS, proceeds to issue 
instructions to multiple locally monitored ESXi severs in order to ensure continuous security. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper sets out to describe one potential design and implementation of a Botnet Detection software 
module. This module is aimed at analysing portions of live network traffic in an attempt to detect 
unauthorised and malicious activity within a Cloud Computing infrastructure. The work presented is 
building upon previous research undertaken by the authors into autonomous datacentre management and 
supervision software by bolting the aforementioned botnet module onto the Autonomous Management 
Distributed System (AMDS) [1]. 
The botnet detection algorithm used is based on the access pattern-based detection method [2], which looks 
at client behaviour to differentiate a legitimate client from an infected one. This is based on the assumption 
that a compromised client will, in most cases, operate in the same manner as the bot that originally infected 
it. All network data is compared against existing, legitimate client profiles, continuously refined over time, 
in an attempt to spot and block the compromised ones. 
It also makes use of an anomaly-based heuristic algorithm based on the work carried out by [3]. The 
algorithm comprises of two main detection components: an Internet Relay Chat (IRC) mesh, and a 
Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) scan detection heuristic. The author has made use only of the TCP 
heuristic component and adapted it as necessary into the AMDS botnet detection module. 
 
1.1. Botnets Background 
The term bot is short for robot. Criminals distribute malicious software (also known as malware) that can 
turn your computer into a bot (also known as a zombie). When this occurs, your computer can perform 
automated tasks over the Internet, without you knowing it. Bots are typically used to infect large numbers 
of computers. These computers form a network, or a botnet, and are used to send out spam email messages, 
spread viruses, attack computers and servers, and commit other kinds of crime and fraud. 
Peer-2-Peer bots are split into two categories: Masters and Slaves. Each of these uses secure channels to 
pass information between one another containing a command and details on the originating control module. 
This allows the Bot Masters to issue commands to the Bot Slaves. Bot masters will use root-kits and anti-
VM static- DLL/binary code [4] along with secure channels in order to avoid detection. Once the control 
channel is established, it is used for communications that employ two different channel operation 
architectures, the centralised architecture and the decentralised architecture.  
The centralised architecture has been used in the past by IRC-based (Internet Relay Chat, communication 
protocol) botnets, which used IRC servers to issue commands to all malware-infected machines. This mode 
has many different variations [5] e.g. the final destination could contain a text document with a list of static 
IP addresses and lists of URLs, so that flexible IP addresses can utilised. The decentralised architecture, on 
the other hand, is a newer communication architecture that enables infected hosts to exchange information 
via distributed networks such as Peer-2-Peer. This method may reduce the rate of firewall and antivirus 
detection [5].   
Regardless of the type of architecture, there are two types of command and control channels, the Persistent 
Channel and the Periodic Channel. The Persistent Channel maintains a direct connection with the Bot 
Master. This connection type is normally employed by IRC bots, however, it is increasingly becoming 
obsolete due to periodic channels. The Periodic Channel, on the other hand, connects to the Bot Master 
periodically in order to avoid detection. Typically, the destination has had no prior communication with the 
host. This is normally used to throw network security devices and probes off track. 
 
1.2. AMDS / Botnet Detection Module Network Logical Layout 
The Botnet Detection module is a critical part of the AMDS [1] in the context of malicious behaviour 
detection. It is charged with storing and analysing output network data flows, as produced by the 
NetFlow/IPFIX setup, in an attempt to internally construct and continuously iterate on a generic botnet 
detection model. It hopes to achieves this through always going back and forth between new, unidentified 
flows and past, already analysed flows and comparing specific elements from each with aim to brand the 
new flows as either healthy of infected. 
As it can be seen in Figure 1 below, the AMDS is deployed on a Virtual Machine Instance (VMI) on the 
authors’ Cloud Test Bed, which has been created based on a VM Template through the VMWare vSphere 
Client and connected to the internal Cloud Network. 
At a logical overview level, the Cloud Infrastructure is composed of a Cisco ASA Router (Adaptive 
Security Appliance), three VLANs (Virtual Local Area Network), the vSphere Client, the ESXi Server, a 
group of ILOs (Integrated Lights Out), and the AMDS. Each of these components is underpinned by a 
series of physical network cables, switches, and routers that facilitate interconnectivity between them. The 
ESXi Server is comprised of multiple independent VMs interconnected by the three VLANs. 
 
 
Figure 1 – AMDS/Botnet Module Network Logical Layout 
 
The network operational flow is expressed through two different arrow colours in Figure 1, both relevant to 
the AMDS: GREEN reflects network traffic flowing towards the AMDS, while ORANGE reflects network 
traffic flowing from the AMDS towards all other infrastructure components. 
Green traffic is composed of data the AMDS requires when performing the infrastructure logical analysis 
from the points of view of processor loads, power consumption, and network flow, from the following 
sources: 
I. Processor load data is retrieved from the vSphere Client; 
II. Power consumption data is retrieved from the ILO group; and 
III. Network flow data is obtained from the various switches and routers spread across the 
infrastructure. 
Orange traffic is composed of commands the AMDS issues post-analysis. This includes: 
I. VM moving commands to the ESXi Servers through vSphere; 
II. Physical server shut-down / start-up commands to various ESXi Servers through vSphere; 
III. Network flow restriction requests to the Cisco ASA router; and 
IV. Load balancing requests across the infrastructure to other AMDS running instances. 
Even though all infrastructure components are located within the same physical network, the VLANs allow 
splitting it up into smaller logical groups which can be more easily maintained and controlled. Each VLAN 
is created and maintained by the vSphere Client and only has direct access to the logical component in its 
immediate vicinity. This allows for the formation of highly compartmented and self-contained/-managed 
logical groups. 
A direct consequence of the information presented above, the Botnet Detection module, which is an 
inherent part of the AMDS, has direct access to all VLANs. This makes it capable of interfering with 
regular network data flow based on its post-analysis results. This gives it the power to control every aspect 
of a physical infrastructure through controlling its logical groups. Once AMDS collects several hours worth 
of data, it is then capable of issuing commands to vSphere, which in turn will forward these, as needed, to 
other Components under its control. 
 
2. NETFLOW / IPFIX BACKGROUND 
2.1. NetFlow Based Traffic Monitoring 
NetFlow has been developed in-house initially to provide improved packet switching capabilities to some of 
their network devices in 1990. It then has steadily grown into a complex network operational analysis1 tool. 
NetFlow is capable of providing maximum network awareness, and, if used as part of a complex cloud 
infrastructure, it is able of giving insight into the different types of data packets flowing through the 
network at any given time. It makes use of 5 to 7 IP packet attributes to generate traffic flow reports, which 
can be later on analysed by system administrators. 
NetFlow utilises the following information in its traffic flow caches: packet size, IP addresses and ports for 
both packet source and destination, class of service, device interface, and protocol type. In addition, it also 
records flow timestamps, next hop IP address, subnet mask, and TCP flags. All of these flow parameters 
aim to provide a holistic network view used in many different scenarios, of which the one of interest is 
detecting malicious behaviour in a cloud network infrastructure. 
As it can be seen in Figure 2, upon enabling a device to utilise NetFlow, it then proceeds with recording all 
traffic coming into the network. These recordings, after undergoing NetFlow processing, are stored in a 
database entitled NetFlow Cache in the form of a table, each row containing one data flow cache. These 
flows have a shorter or longer lifetime as determined by the flow timestamp, depending on whether traffic 
has stopped flowing, a FIN signal has been received indicating the end of the flow, or they have exceeded 
their pre-set lifetime. 
The NetFlow Enabled Device (Figure 2) is, in this case, the NetFlow Exporter. Its primary concern is 
capturing traffic data and transforming it into flows. This data is then transferred over to a NetFlow !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1 http://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/products/collateral/ios-nx-os-software/ios-netflow/prod_white_ 
paper0900aecd80406232.html 
Collector Database Flow Cache (Figure 3) where it is analysed and converted into meaningful reports that 
present an overview of the processed network data traffic. 
 
 
Figure 2 - NetFlow Flow Cache Generation2 
 
 







As it can be seen in Figure 3, a typical NetFlow Cache database table contains many different columns 
generated based on parameters both taken from the packet itself and created by NetFlow in its flow 
generation. It keeps track of both new and old flows by separating them into two different tables: one for 
active flows, another for ended flows (either because they had exceeded their pre-set lifetime or the traffic 
had stopped). 
2.2. IPFIX Based Traffic Monitoring 
On the other hand, the IP Flow Information Export (IPFIX) format is an Internet Engineering Task Force 
(IETF) protocol designed to be a universally accepted standard for capturing traffic flow through network 
devices. IPFIX is responsible for defining the format of captured flows as well as detailing the flow method 
of transfer between the exporter and collector. 
IPFIX, similarly to NetFlow, is capable of breaking down data packets within the observed network traffic 
according to their attributes. As such, the flow metering process offers several configuration possibilities, 
which can be used to narrow down the packets included in the flow. There can be defined different 
sampling and filtering functions, each of which is dealing with a certain aspect of data selection. 
 
 
Figure 4 - IPFIX Packet Selection Criteria4 
 
As it can be seen in Figure 4, the packet selection process happens immediately after a packet has had its 
header (addressing and destination information) examined and a timestamp assigned. !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
4 http://www.rfc-editor.org/rfc/rfc5470.txt 
First, the sampling functions are applied that determine whether the packet needs to be included in the flow 
generation process through straightforward selection preferences. A sample function’s duty might be to 
only select every 100th packet. If there is no sampling function defined, then all packets are included. 
Next, the filtering functions are applied that determine whether a packet needs to be included based on 
selection patterns applied to its attributes. For example, a packet could only be included in the flow 
generation process if the its associated protocol is TCP and destination port is less than 1024. If no filtering 
functions are defined, then all packets are included. 
 
3. BOTNET DETECTION MODULE DESIGN 
As it can be seen in Figure 5 below, the Botnet Detection software module design specifies the logical 
position of its five major components and the information flow between them, illustrated by the numbered 
yellow arrows. The data flow direction is given by the yellow arrows, while the sequence in which it takes 
place is indicated by the numbers 1 to 7, 1 being the data entry point and 7 being the data exit point, both of 
which being facilitated by the AMDS Connection module. For more information on the Connection 
module’s design, please see [1]. 
 
 
Figure 5 - Botnet Detection Module Design 
 
This new module’s major components are all designed to each fulfil a specific function, thus feeding into 
the AMDS modular design concept. They will now be described at an overview level, as follows: 
I. Get Network Flow. This component, as its label suggests, is responsible for requesting and 
accepting network data flows from the NetFlow/IPFIX setup through the AMDS Connection 
module. It first initiates the request, which is then forwarded by the Conn module using an 
appropriate communication interface, and it then awaits a response in the form of a Network Flow. 
Once it receives this information, it passes it on to both the storage and breakdown components. 
II. Store Flow / Analysis Result. This part of the Botnet module is responsible with storing, as a long-
term solution, raw Network Flows as forwarded by the previously discussed component and 
analysis results as transmitted by the Flow Analysis component, described below. It uses an internal 
storage system rather than relying on the other AMDS modules for security considerations. Another 
responsibility it carries refers to passing on the analysis results to the Flow Reporting component. 
III. Flow Breakdown. This element is charged with extracting key bits of information from the raw 
network flows, as required by the detection algorithm, and forwarding them to the Flow Analysis 
component. Generally, it looks for packet size, IP addresses and ports for both packet source and 
destination, class of service, device interface, and protocol type. 
IV. Flow Analysis. In this part is where the bulk of the module functionality exists. It is the 
embodiment of the detection algorithm and, as such, is charged with utilising the information 
extracted from the raw network flows. The main purpose of this component is to attempt to detect 
malicious botnet activities by comparing current findings with past findings. This is achieved 
through querying the Store Flow / Analysis Result component for old records of previously 
analysed data and comparing healthy flows with current, yet unidentified flows. In the event of an 
inconclusive analysis result, it flags the current flow as such. Finally, it forwards its findings to the 
storage component. 
V. Flow Reporting. This element’s main responsibility is to retrieve analysis results and forward them 
to the User Interface AMDS module for review purposes. It also is charged with forwarding 
analysis statistics based on past results, which helps provide an overview of this module’s activities. 
 
4. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 
The scope of this experiment is limited to AMDS network sampling through the use of NetFlow and IPFIX 
open source software by the Botnet Detection Module. It has several key points it is achieving: 
I. Sample 10% of all network data flow using IPFIX / NetFlow. 
II. Sort collected samples into logical groups based on parameters such as data packet Size, Source, 
Destination, and Commands. 
III. Test AMDS’ ability to query stored data packets and analyse their respective groups in an attempt 
to discover unusual network behaviour. 
IV. Aid with constructing an operational model based on packet analysis results capable of detecting 
suspicious client behaviour. 
The experiment has employed the following parameters: 
A. 1Gbps network connection speed between the clients and the AMDS, which allows a maximum of 
1 billion bytes per second. 
B. Data packet sample size was set at 10% of all traffic at the point of collection. 
C. Average data packet size ranged between 500 and 1000 bytes of data. 
D. Infected (Botnet) packets have been used randomly starting with Sample #500. 
In Figure 6 below, a new logical node has been created and inserted in-between existing logical network 
nodes (VLAN #1-3, and the ASA). This allows for potentially all data packets, the ones coming into the 
network as well as the ones going outside the network, to be stored in a local database and inspected at a 
very low level. Every packet has the option of being grouped up with other similar packets for easier 
comparison. 
The IPFIX / NetFlow logical node is capable, through outside (other locally networked devices) 
interference, to sample random data packets passing through them. Although they are capable of sampling 
100% of the data, this is not recommended as it would slow down network flow as well as increase power 
consumption on the node they reside. For these reasons only 10% of all data is sampled, stored, and 
grouped up in the local IPFIX / NetFlow database. 
The local data packet database has the ability to be queried for small portions of data at a time for easier 
analysis. Also, the AMDS has the capability of achieving this task through one of its built for purpose 
modules. Once retrieved, the AMDS creates a graph of data packets by comparing their Size, Source, 
Destination, and Commands they carry. The more regular data it analyses, the higher the chance of it 
detecting unusual behaviour on the network, and the lower number of false positives. 
 
 
Figure 6 - AMDS Traffic Sampling Network Layout 
 
5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
The experiment has run over an extensive period of time and it has produced a great deal of log data. This 
data, along with some of the experiment parameters, can be seen in Table 1 below. 
For the first half of the experiment, as it can be seen in Table 1, regular packets with an average size of 500 
bytes have been filtered through the AMDS Botnet Detection Module. This has been used as a training 
mechanism for the heuristic algorithm, so it would later on have a healthy packet model to compare infected 
packets against. 
As it can be seen in Figure 7, using the 1Gbps network link has evaluated into approximately 2 million data 
packets, of which 200 thousand have been sampled at each of the 500 initial readings for analysis. Having 
an increased average packet size has impacted the samples containing infected Botnet packets in addition to 
the regular packets by having a reduced size. These samples were made up of between 100 thousand and 
133 thousand packets on average. 
For the second half of the experiment, a random percentage of Botnet generated data packets have been 
introduced instead of the regular data packets used in the first half of the experiment. This had a direct 
impact on the data packet size as this has increased the average packet size of the samples by 50%, from 
500 to 750 bytes each. The Botnet packets have been created by combining botnet and client commands in 
one single packet, resulting in a data packet with an average size of 1000 bytes. 
 










50 200 500 0 0 0 
250 200 500 0 0 0 
500 133 750 18 5 28 
1000 100 1000 28 12 43 
Table 1 - Packet Analysis Results 
 
 
Figure 7 - Packet Distribution per 10% Sample 
 
As it can be seen in Figure 8, the AMDS, through the use of its Botnet Detection heuristic algorithm, has 
managed to detect approximately 28% of all infected packets at the start of the Botnet attack. This detection 
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Figure 8 - Botnet Packet Detection Rate 
 
6. CONCLUSION 
The implications of the results shown in Figure 8 go beyond just detecting a potential botnet attack in a 
datacentre. Although this fact alone give these results meaning, it also allows for an abstract software model 
to be defined, which can then be implemented using different programming languages in a multitude of 
different computing environments. 
The main value of this experiment is apparent and will become even more so in time, when after several 
more data sets have been analysed, a comprehensive detection model will be created and continuously 
refined, which can used to test all future packet samples in an attempt to discover new, zero-day malicious 
activities. 
The results presented above give a clear indication of the potential of the AMDS having its Botnet 
Detection Module activated. Applying the heuristic algorithm to more and more data packet samples allows 
the AMDS Botnet Detection module better understand what Botnet data packets look like, and detect more 
similar packets or even unknown Botnet packet type in the future. 
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